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Kustra installed as BSU's sixth president
ARBITER STAFF
Boise State President Bob Kustra was formally installed as BSU's sixth president on Friday. Though
Kustra took the reins in July, the installation was post- _
poned until Feb. 27 to Coincide with Boise State's 30'h./
anniversary as a university.
The ceremony included local dignitaries Gov, Dirk
Kempthorne and Boise Mayor Dave Bieter, in addition
to representatives from 69 universities such as Yale,Cornell and UCLA.
During his address, Kustra called upon Idaho's university alumni to band together and lobby the state government to increase funding for the state higher education system. Kustra said he envisions a coalition made
up of alums joining forces to ensure higher education
remains a funding priority in order maintain the quality
ofIdaho's workforce.
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THE 11Dl1 COUNTY DEMOCHATIC CAUCUS --

Ada Dems ready

What happens after the blue lights flash on?

to .battlein2004
BY MARY GRACE LUCAS
Special to The Arbiter
"I just want to say to the Republicans, 'seei'"
Chairwoman
of the Ada County Democrats
Carolyn
McAlister smiled at the record-setting crowd gathered in the
Jordan Ballroom, setting a humorous tone for this year's very
different Ada County Democratic Caucus.
The purpose of the caucus was to determine how many
votes each candidate will receive at the Idaho Democratic
Convention this summer. But it was not the final tally that
counted on Tuesday night; rather it was the shot of adrenaline
to the arm of Ada County Democrats.
The turnout was double that ofthe 2060 caucus and the ACD
eventually ran out of the 1,250 ballots printed for the event, but
that didn't put a damper on the mood.
"It's an exciting thing to do because you get to pull out all of
the plugs," said Susan Medlin, teacher and founder of Baise's
Foothills School. This was the first Idaho caucus for Medlin
and her husband John. Both are relatively active in city politics, but this year they wanted to go national.
"Bush just brings it out," said Medlin, talking about her
qualms about the Bush administration's
current direction.
"You have to help people understand this is shit!"
As the representatives for each of the candidates stated their
cases, gone were the nasty pot shots that run rampant during most election year campaigns. Instead, 1,500 Idahoan
Democrats allied with one another. Political differences became secondary to the ultimate goal:
"Let's beat Bush! Let's beat Bush!"
That was the chant in the room occupied by Idaho's Second
Congressional District residents. The event drew Boiseans
from a variety of backgrounds, but with a whirlwind of witty
speakers to keep everyone energized, all groups felt duly represented in the caucus.
"I See Dean People," proclaimed buttons for the ever-optimistic Howard Dean camp, while supporters of lohn Kerry and
John Edwards agreed that the debate between the two frontrunners must continue for the good of the party
Nader supporter Hoby Miller asked, "Why people are voting
for who they are?" Miller was particularly taken with the strong
support for Dennis Kucinich, given mostly by the very vocal
Idaho Green Party and the Idaho Peace Coalition.
Speaking for Kucinich, Elizabeth Lawson gave one of the
most impacting speeches of the evening. Lawson pointed
out that, since John Kerry has most of the votes locked up in
other states, support for Kucinich in Idaho would not threaten Democrat strength on the national level. Instead, it would
give Idaho Democrats a chance to, "show them Idaho wants
peace!"
Even the uncommitted voters found an impromptu voice in
Boise State student Alex Niewirth, who said simply, "I'm here
because I'm scared as hell of Bush."
But it was Bethine Church, widow offormer Idaho Senator
Franck Church, who best summed up the hopeful and triumphant mood of the evening. When describing the red and blue
colored states that dominate our television screens for one
fateful November day every four years, she said, "We can tum
our red state in to a blue one!"
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BY BRANDON FOLLETT
Special to The Arbiter
The media usually portrays a drunk driver
as a person obviously under the influence -one that sees double while swerving recklessly
from lane to lane, cruising for a deadly traffic
accident.
'
That is not, however, always the case. A
person can be legally intoxicated and not exhibit the more dramatic symptoms usually
associated with the words 'drunk' or 'DUI.'
Nonetheless, even mild intoxication can have
serious consequences: According to Mothers
Against Drunk Driving, there were 264 total traffic deaths in Idaho in 2002. Of those
deaths, 91 -- approximately 34 percent -- were
alcohol-related. On average, the Boise Police
Department arrests 3.9 people per day on DUI
charges.

In Idaho; it is illegal to drive with a blood alcohol concentration of .08 or above. This number is relatively standard throughout the U.S.
and only three states. Colorado, Delaware and
Minnesota, differ. According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
.08
BAC is approximately 4 drinks in one hour for
the average 170-pound male and three drinks
in one hour for a 137-pound female.
Idaho's DUI law is "per se", meaning that
it is illegal in and of itself -- you need not be
found guilty of any other crimes in order to be
arrested for driving under the influence.
Sgt. Bryan Hagler, supervisor
of the
Boise Police Department's
Select Traffic
Enforcement Program, stressed the importance ofDUI laws and their enforcement.
"Our primary mission is to decrease the
number of crashes that damage property and
people's lives," Hagler said. "We attempt to

IIIi

In 2002, 2.1 million students
(18-24) drove under the influence
Boise Police arrest an average of
3.9 people per day for OUl's
Idaho's OUIlaw is .08 BAe
In 2002, 34 percent of traffic fatalities were caused by alcohol
Compiled byArbirer Staff
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Communication Dept to reconfigure degree requirements

A new communication
departm ent curriculum may be
in' effe'"ct fall 2005 if-approved
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BY BETHANY MAILE
News Reporter
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Comm 421 _ Theory and PhilosOphy of Communication, along with other theory.. Intens!ve classes, would no longer be required under a proposed Department of

credit.
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Iraqi. experts ineligible to
purify polluted water systems
ries, but they now spend their
days on floors two and three of a
downtown building here playing
video games, reading books and
chitchatting to pass the time.
"When someone. asks me
my achievements for the last
months, I cannot say anything.
It Is a shame," said AI-Ani,. a
60-year-old who holds a PhD
from Baghdad University, Iraq's
Harvard.
Fixing the country's water systems is among the occupation
authority's
highest priorities.
Congress, in its $18.6 billion allocation for reconstruction this
year, approved $4.3 billion for
water resources and sanitation-$1 billion more than designated for security and law enforcement and $2 billion more than
earmarked for oil infrastructure.
One reason is the connection
between good water and good
health. Khudair Fadhil Abbas,
Iraq's minister of health, blames
contaminated
water for many
children's
health
problems,

including a recent outbreak
of typhoid fever that affected
more than 1,000 Iraqis who
live around the capital. Some
40 percent of hospital visits by
children are due togastrolntestinal problems from the water,
he said.
The decision to ban stateowned companies from reconstruction contracts funded by
U.S. taxpayers was made for
both legal and philosophical reasons. The Coalltion Provisional
Authority (CPA) was unclear
how U.S. regulations apply to a
company that was owned by a
rogue state that no longer exists.
And it was hoping to redistribute wealth and power In a country that for decades was dominated by Saddam Hussein and
his Baath Party loyalists.
According to its prewar plans,
the General Co. had hoped to
finish the. expansion by summer 2003.

[they] realize the importance
of theoretical thinking and critical thinking ... at the same time a
large number of faculty simply
wanted some kind of change,
something new, something exciting. A large [amount of the]
faculty wanted to give students
and faculty more freedom to
learn and teach within the core.
I think the costs will be determined by choices students
make."
However, Rohlfing said the
changes are indicative of what
she considers an unfortunate
pattern in higher education.
"These changes offend the
sensibilities of the student,"
Rohlfing said. "[The new curriculum] follows a sort of trend in
every institution we see, which
is to dumb things down and I
feel sad because I see students
who are capable of so much and
are asked so little and many of

them are offended by their education. There are so many classes they can slide through. No
one is asking them to think or
integrate ideas or be critical of
ideas and that was the intent of
this [current] core, to create the .
ideal liberal art minded student.
This [new curriculum] seems
to be more socialized and it
caves into a cultural trend and
that's probably inevitable but it
doesn't mean you can't be sad
about it:'
As for current students, the
new graduation requirements
won't alter their coursework.
Students can choose to remain
with the current curriculum, or
opt for the new plan and risk
losing a few credits. However,
thus far, most courses currently
offered will still be offered under
the proposed new curriculum.

BYARlANAEUNJUNG ClIA
The Washington Post
BAGHDAD, Iraq--With nearly 40 years' of civil engineering
service under his belt, Sabah AIAni is among Iraq's top experts
in water treatment. He kept the
country's systems up and running through countless floods
and droughts, years of economic sanctions and three wars.
Mer bombings and looting
sprees left the water network in
worse shape than ever, AI-Ani
prepared to help out once again.
But a directive from the U.S.-led
occupation
authority
locked
him out of the reconstruction
process.
AI-Ani is an employee of the
General Co. for Water Projects,
one of 200-odd ventures in Iraq
that are owned wholly or in part
by the state and have been told
they are ineligible for contracts
being issued by the occupation.
The company's 187 workers still
collect their government sala-

Requirements
from page I
served the students so well for
several decades. A lot of times
people have thought 'It's so
hard, you can't ask undergrads
to theorize,' and that's just not
_ true. I've found every semester
our undergrads are capable of
. so much more than we've asked
of them,"
However, Moore rejected the
argument that BSU's communication degree would lose a vital
theoretical underpinning.
"Theory is simply abstract
thinking and abstract thinking
is implied throughout this department in a Wide variety of
courses," Moore said. "And the
argument that we have a lot of
courses that are vo-tech is not
accurate because I think almost
every class has some element of
theory. Even video production
involves aesthetics and theoretical discussion:'
"I think if you ask faculty,

DUI

from page 1
accomplish this by enforcement, education
and engineering."
.
The Boise Police STEP team consists of eight
officers and one supervisor and is responsible
for enforcing traffic laws, investigating serious
crashes and arresting intoxicated ~dl or reckless drivers.
It is important to remember that a police officer cannot pull someone over because they
suspect the driver may have been drinking.
One must first commit an infraction of some
type. For example, a police officer cannot pull
a suspected drunk driver over simply because
he or she witnessed a car pull out of a bar's
parking lot. However, if the officer observes a
driver leave the parking lot of a drinking establishment and fall to signal at a turn, chances
are that person will be pulled over.
"Usually a driver Is pulled over for a traffic
violation, which can lead to probable cause
for a Dtll," said Sgt. Bryan Hagier of the Boise
Police Department.
If, at that point, the officer suspects that a
driver is under the influence, the officer has
three standard field sobriety tests at their disposal.

Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus
First, there is the horizontal gaze nystagmus. This test operates using the principle
that alcohol affects the automatic tracking
mechanisms of the eyes. Nystagmus refers to
a rapid, involuntary, oscillatory motion of the
eyeball. Alcohol slows down the eyes' abillty
to rapidly track objects and causes the eyes
to oscillate sooner than they would in a sober person. In addition, alcohol stimulates the
nerve endings, making nystagmus more pronounced in people who have been drinking.
The more you drink, the quicker your eyes will
oscillate while tracking horizontally moving
objects. Before tile officer conducts the horizontal gaze nystagmus, the eyes are checked
for equal tracking abillty and equal pupil size.
If the eyes do not track together or if the pupils
are unequal in size, injuries or medical disorders are likely the cause of the nystagmus. The
officer Isrequlred to hold the stimulus object
12 - 15 inches in front of the suspect's nose
while moving It smoothly. The olficer must
also check each eye twice for three separate
clues, including lack of smooth pursuit, distinct nystagmus at maximum deviation, and
the onset of nystagmus prior to 45 degrees.

Divided Attention Test
Officers also use divided attention tests, including the 'walk and turn,' and the 'one leg
stand,' to determine sobriety. Divided attention tests are utilized since it is possible for an
intoxicated person to perform single, focused

attention tasks with relative ease. Driving a
car, however, forces the division of attention
because it involves shert-term memory, decision making, muscle control and rapldlty of
. reaction time among other things. In short,
driving divides the attention between mental
and physical tasks -. The 'walk arid tum' and
the 'one leg stand' tests seek to re-create the
division of attention in order to determine if a
person is too intoxicated to realistically drive
in a safe manner. The 'walk and tum' requires
a person to walk a stralght line .- usually
drawn In chalk, by the officer -- of nine steps
in each direction. There are a number of fac- .
tors considered while scoring the test, and it
is broken down into several stages including
the instruction phase as well as thewalldng
portion. The scoring Is comprehensive and
includes one's abillty to listen to the instructions, start when told, walk without pausing,
weaving or falling and take the proper number
of steps. The accuracy of this test in determining intoxication is approximately 68 percent.

One Leg Stand
The final test, the 'one leg stand' requires
the person to stand on one leg while holding
the other foot six inches from the ground for
a total of thirty seconds. Again, there are several phases including the instruction phase
and the actual one-legged stand itself. And,
just like the 'walk and tum,' one is scored on
one's ability to comprehend the officer's instructions and perform the test as dictated.
When instructed and scored properly, the test
has a reliability of approximately 65 percent.
It is important to note that while these three
tests are utilized to determine probable cause
for an arrest, they are not typically used as evidence in a DUI case.
The likelihood of an arrest is determined by
the subject's performance during the tests.
When an arrest occurs, the subject is taken to
the Ada County Iail and offered a breath test.
The person can blow two times. If the subject
blows .08 or above on both tests, he or she is
then booked on Dlfl charges.
Due to the complicated and important procedures that must be completed when determining sobriety, an officer who wants to join
the STEP team must have a minimum of three
years service with the department, submit a
specialized application and interview in front
of a board. Officers are ranked by their performance, work history and personnel record. In
addition, candidates must demonstrate an interest in traffic enforcement during the course
of their work history.
Once they join the team, officers are put
through a Dlfl and crash investigation refresher course. Officers can specialize further
by becoming a drug recognition expert or accident reconstructionist.
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Penn issues

warning as strike
plans go forward
BY JAMES M. O'NEILL
Knight Ridder Newspapers

KRT PHOTOGRAPH BY TOM BURTOWORLANOO

While undergraduate
students carried out the mundane routine of trekking
across campus
to classes
Tuesday,
University
of
Pennsylvania
officials and
graduate students were busy
girding for a student strike
that might -- or might not -disrupt schoolwork.
Graduate student organizers said about 50 students
swept out across campus trying to sign up enough volunteers to post pickets at nine
main campus entrances all
day Thursday and Friday.
Graduate students at Penn,
as at many large research
universities, assist professors
with teaching undergraduate
classes and labs, and with research. In exchange, they receive free tuition, as well as
health care ana stipends that
average $15,000.
The students
want to
unionize to negotiate better
pay and benefits, as well as
more training to teach.
Penn officials argue that
they are students, not employees, and therefore have
no legal right to unionize.
The officials, who have
said publicly that they expect the strike to have little
effect, nevertheless sent out
a strongly worded e-mail
to staff warning that they'd
better show up for work -or else.
"Staff members who do
not report for work because
of strike-related conditions
may not be paid for the time
absent and may be subject
to dlsciplinaryaction,"
read
part of aquestion-and-answer e-mailed to Penn staff
yesterday by the university's
human relations office.

SENTINEL

PORT·AU-PRINCE,HAITI - A pro-Aristide supporter hides behind a bandana In Port-au-Prince, Haiti. on Thursday, February 26,
2004. H~ was part of a group demonstrating in front of the National Palace. (mvw) 2004

Pentagonreadies

plans for Haiti
BY PETER SLEVIN AND
BRADLEY GRAHAM
The Washington Post
WASHINGTON
The
Pentagon has stepped up cone
tingency planning for an international security force that
could be sent to beleaguered
Haiti, including the possible
dispatch of as many as 2,200
Marines to help contain a crisis
or assist a political settlement,
Bush administration
officials
said Friday.
U.S. officials stressed that
conditions 'remain too volatile to predict whether troops
would be sent or for what mission, as the standoff continued
among President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide, democratic opposition
leaders and loosely organized
, rebels who Friday claimed control of another city.
President Bush and his national security team held fast
to their position that a security
force must follow a negotiated
political solution, lest foreign
troops or police forces find
themselves in the middle of a
dangerous civil war. Other governments agreed, and several
have urged Aristide to resign
as they worked on contingency
plans of their own.
"Buffers are always bad," said
a senior U.S. official involved
in Haiti policy. "You're drawn
into a conflict and you don't
have the ability to affect the
outcome. You're just holding
people apart."

A senior Pentagon official described increased urgency and
seriousness in planning discussions that addressed a range
of situations, from the relative
calm possible with a political compromise to a complete
breakdown of law and order.
Five or six options were under
discussion,
tile' official said,
ranging from small forces to
large ones, involving various
mixes of Army paratroopers,
Navy ships and Marines.
The State Department warned
Friday night that. security in
Haiti had "deteriorated
significantly." With major airlines
halting flights to Haiti, the department advised U.S. citizens
to "seek a safe haven and remain there until the situation
improves or safe transport out
of the country becomes available."
Joanne
Mariner,
Deputy
Director
of Human
Rights
Watch's
Americas
Division,
warned Friday that "a rebel attack on Port-au-Prince
could
lead to widespread bloodshed
and indiscriminate
destruction of civilian property." The
Pentagon official said tile administration's
most immediate concern is tile safely of
U.S. embassy personnel and
other foreign nationals in the
capital, Port-au-Prince.
Fifty
Marines arrived this week to reinforce tile embassy and other
American facilities.
The administration
is contemplating
positioning
as

many as 2,200 Marines in ships
off the coast, most likely including elements of tile 24th
Marine
Expeditionary
Unit
based at Camp Lejeune, N.C.
The Marines, officials said,
could provide an emergency
rescue and evacuation capability, along with an ability to react
to the difficulties of foreign citizens and Haitian refugees.
The unit's Web site quoted
Lt. Gen. H.P. Osman, commander of the 2nd Marine
Expeditionary Force at Lejeune,
telling Marines of the 24th MEU
a week ago that they might be
dispatched to Haiti. "Things are
bubbling right now in a nation
in our own hemisphere, and ."
you're the Marines I'm going to
be looking at to possibly answer
that contingency," Osman was
quoted as saying.
In the event of a settlement,
U.S. forces could participate in
an international peacekeeping
force, defense officials said. But
the lead in such a force--whether composed of police, soldiers
or a combination--might
be
taken by Canada or France.
The part U.S. personnel would
play remains undetermined.
. The
Bush
administration
would prefer that any security
contingent be limited to a policing role, but policymakers also
are examining tile possibility of
deploying substantial combat
units to provide stable conditions in which the peacekeepers
can function.

Penn sent messages to
students, too. One' sent by
an assistant dean to nursing
students, for instance, read
in part: "I write to assure you
that the University will be
open and operating normally. Classes will be held and
you should plan to attend."
The stem message to staff
"is a testament that Penn is
taking this strike seriously,"
said Jeff Hornstein, a Penn
graduate and a union organizer. "This is an attempt.to
keep the genie in the bottle,"
he added, arguing that Penn
fears the student effort to
unionize could spark other
unionizing efforts by Penn's
largely nonunion staff.
On their Web site, graduate student organizers had
suggestions for how each
group in the Penn community could help them. on the
strike days. The faculty, they
said, should "conduct your
classes as usual. Please do
not do our work. Join us on
the picket line."
Undergraduate
students,
they said, should "attend
classes taught by faculty
and adjuncts. Do not attend
classes taught by grad students. Join us on the picket
line." Staff, they said, should
"carry out your regular jobs.
Join us on the picket line."
The two sides have appealed to the National Labor
Relations Board, which is
mulling similar cases involving Columbia, Brown and
Tufts Universities. No decisions have been issued.
Many faculty members
have said they plan to hold
classes Thursday and Friday,
but at least 34 have signed a
petition siding with the graduate students.

Correction:
The Arbiter incorrectly reported that ASBSUSenator Robert Green
supported a decrease in matching funds for student organizations
(UASBSU
financial board suggests decreased club funding," Thursday,
Feb.26.) In actuality, Green opposes decreasing funds for student organizations and clubs. The Arbiter apologizes for the mistake.

2114/04 - 4:30 p.m. A bicycle was reported stolen
from the University Manor
Apartments.
2/14/04 - 10:30 p.m. A
purse was stolen during a
dance at the Student Union
Building. There are no suspectleads.
2115/04 - 5 a.m. A passerby
reported a possible bike theft
in progress near the Greenbelt
on the north side of campus.
The suspect was contacted
and arrested on an outstanding warrant for failure to appear.
2117/04 - 9:30 a.m, A wallet
was reported stolen from the
Business Building. The theft
occurred on 2113/04 when the
victim left her wallet by a pay
phone.
2/17/04 - 11 a.m. A theft
was reported by the Catering
Office.
2/18/04 -10 a.m. A vehicle
was broken into while parked
in the parking garage. Tools
were stolen out of the car.
There are no suspect leads.
2/18/04 - 4:30 p.m. A battery occurred at the Student
Union Building. Both involved parties are students.
The report has been routed to
the Prosecutor's Office for further investigation.

2119/04 - 3:10 p.m, A resident of one of the University
Apartment complexes met
with deputies about a suspicious subject. The investigation is continuing.
2/20/04 - 8 p.m. An unlocked room in Towers was
entered and personal property was stolen. A security
check of tile dorm was conducted and tile room was
dusted for fingerprints,

I

2/24/04 - 6 p.m. A former
student was seen trespassing
in Chaffee Hall. A report was
routed to tile prosecutor for a
warrant.
2/25/04 - 10 a.m. A hit and
run occurred in tile parking
garage and was reported by a
witness.

"A
Mormon/Evangelical
Conversation" will take place
at the Special Events Center in
the Student Union Building at
7 p.m. on Mar. 2, offering an
opportunity for greater understanding
between
Mormons
--Idaho's largest faith -- and
evangelical Christians
Jon Strain, a local rmruster, arranged to bring Pastor
Greg Johnson and Professor

Robert Millet to.' Boise State
University. Johnson is a pastor
for Evangelical Christians while
Millet is a professor at BYUProvo. The two men have traveled to several universities to
congregate in front of students
around tile nation. Previous
discussions have attempted to
unite different religious affiliations to create more positive experiences with each other.
Johnson and Millet will also
entertain questions from the
audience, providing a chance

\

I
\
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Interfaith-discussion to be held in SPEC
BYANNIKA BISHOP
Special to The Arbiter

I

I

to address concerns and share
viewpoints.
Questions
and
comments will be addressed in
the hope that misunderstanding can be realized and clarified.
There is no charge to attend
the event, but tickets are required. Tickets are available at
.the Boise Institute of Religion,
located at 1929 University Dr.
on the comer of University and
Juanita. Tickets will be limited
to two per person.
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leT Me exPLAiN
'TO You AGAiN
HoW 1l-Irs WON'''''

HURT "(oUR

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

..,

encourage readers ro voice their opinions fOr publU:ation. Please submittactWelettm
ro the editor to ediror@arbiteronline.comand include name. connumber and standing at Boisll State Univeniry. Leftt!n may be subject

,-

O\ANces, ••'

to editing .: The Arbiter cannot verify the accuracy of statementt mode in letten ro' the editor; they reflect the opinion of the writer. Readen may also post
their comments at www.arbireronline.com
.

tions. And many times this discrimination has been encouraged by our more theocratically
aligned. political' leaders, who
have no problems using our tax
money to try to force theirreligion upon us, or to remove our
hard-earned sciences from the
respect they deserve.
,,
Thank you for making me
smile today.

5enaton should
apologize for assault

Incident
Dear EdItor,

Atheist homeland:
The rebuttal
BYGREG SANDMEYER
Special to The Arbiter
I read with great interest "A plea for an
atheist homeland" in the Feb. 23 issue of
The Arbiter. The lengthy column, written
by a visiting assistant professor in psychology, should not have been printed.
The author's contempt for democracy,
differing opinions and a complete lack of
historical knowledge should have resulted in this column being rejected.
Perhaps, since the column was written
by one claiming academic and scholarly
competence, -- "Hey! I got me a Ph.D""
-- the editors decided that the paper
was worthy of print. A number of points
should be made to explain why the professor's opinion should not be respected
or be given a forum by an academic or
student publication.
The professor wrote, "I want to live in a
... place where my ... belief does not put
me at odds with 90 percent of the country and its most powerful leaders." (Yes,
I know that I have taken out the specific
reference to his beliefs but it is important
to focus on the principles of his method of argument rather than the specific
opinion to understand why it is that the
professor is acting unprofessionally for
an educator.) Note that the professor appears to have no problem if he were to be
part of the 90 percent ruling class or even
if he were part of a 51 percent majority.
He objects to being in the minority. Life
is so unfairl How much contempt does
he have for democracy? The only test of
legitimacy for him is whether he agrees
with the "most powerful leaders" and no
value is placed on the process of democracy or the respect for different opinions.
He has no respect for either of these last
two.
The professor also wrote, "I would like
to live in a country where the response to
a major terrorist act is not to go around
mindlessly repeating 'God Bless America'
and pasting American flags on our SUVs
but one in which a serious dialogue concerning foreign policy issues and a perennial addiction to fossil fuels could take
place."
Mindlessly? What chutzpah! I know
many quite thoughtful people who sald
and did such things (and not Just .on
SUVs). I also know many quite thoughtful people who did none of these. Are
there many others like the professor who
believe that reasonable and intelligent
people cannot disagree on what constitutes an appropriate response to an attack on the United States? I fear that the
answer may be in the affirmative.
Consider his belief that there has not

appears to be wearing thin." Get a copy
been a serious debate on American forof "U.S. History for Dummies" for the
eign policy or the use of fossil fuels. How
professor. Didn't he take U.S. history to
dumb can one be to write such? Can
anyone identify one week, one day, or get a B.S. or B.A.?
A few minor but telling corrections
even anyone single hour in her or his
of history are appropriate here. The
lifetime that the foreign policy' of the
"founders of this country" is not the corUnited States has not been an issue that
rect moniker for the earliest emigrants to
is debated? What should be our policy
British North America. Most of the earlitoward Japan, China, India, Germany,
est emigrants carne looking for fortune.
NATO, NAFTA, North Korea, etc? These
Some in the 1600s came to America due
and more are constant subjects of deto religious persecution and proceeded to
bate. Additionally, the issue of fossil fuel
engage in the very practice of persecution
use has been debated since before the
professor was even born. We have all they detested having been done to themselves eaRier. Et tu professor?
heard or even participated in these deNow it is time for the major correction
bates and 'dialogues.' There are only two
to the misleading version of history propways that one can explain why he wrote
agated by the Ph.D. visiting professor of
what he did.
.
psychology. What follows is a very short
1) The professor is so clueless to the
list of quotes from the Founders (I775world around him that he does not know
1783) and Framers (I787-1825).
what is going on.
"We hold these truths to be Self-evi2) The professor is engaging in intellecdent, ... that they are endowed by their
tual fraud when he writes what he does.
Creator with certain unalienable Rights ...
The first of these should be dismissed
" -- The Declaration ofIndependence
leaving the second explanation standing.
"It ought to be commended, as the Day
It would be fair to conclude that because
of Deliverance by solemn Acts of Devotion
he disagrees with the particular policies
to God Almighty." -- John Adams
in place and because he is so dang smart,
"The propitious smiles of Heaven can
that it must be obvious that there has not
been a serious debate. Just as his 90 to 10 never be expected on a nation that disregards the eternal rules of order and
percent argument is really only based on
his. belief that the only correct opinion is right, which Heaven itself has ordained."
-- George Washington
his, he believes that no one can be serious
"And can the liberties of a nation be
about something unless one agrees with
thought secure when we have removed
him. Anyone with a passing familiarity
their only firm basis, a conviction in the
can diagnose the professor's psychologiminds of the people that these liberties
cal profile. "Class, what do we call one
are the gift of God?" -- Thomas Jefferson
who so admires oneself, that this one
Does anyone not get the point thatthe
believes that all he or she believes in is
Ph.D.'s beliefs about the motives and becorrect and perfect to the point of denyliefs of the Founders of the United States
ing even the possibility that others may
and the Framers of the Constitution are
have a defensible but different opinion?
I'll give you a hint. It begins with N. factually wrong? It will be fun to read
about his belief that the world is flat in his
Anyone?" .
next piece.
"I would like to live in a country where,
What it all comes down to is this: the
when I sneeze the person sitting next to
me does not say 'God Bless You' as if I visiting assistant professor cares neither
must certainly believe .. .' He must be ex- for fact or reasoned opinion. Winning
his personal policy preferences is all that
ceptionally insecure to sense in his own
mind that this common courtesy is to be . matters. 'Democracy is unfair unless I
interpreted as an insult. How tender he is. win! The only intelligent person besides
me is my clonel' He was unable to win
To find insult in "God Bless You," one has
power by an appeal to reason so he now
to be trying hard to be insulted. "Class,
tries to win by claiming the status of the
what do we call one who works unreasonvictim. The marchers to Selma were vicably hard to infer an insult when no other
tims. Professor Ph.D. Psychology is not a
ordinary person would even imagine an
victim. He is a whiner. His column is an
insult was even unintentionally
made?
insult to the education profession. My
Class?" Pop a Prozac pal.
tax dollars actually go to his paycheck?
In the last paragraph is the following. "The founders of this country left Personally, I hope that he will get in his
'other-than-SUV-fossil-fuel-conveyance'
Europe ." to escape persecution .. ." and
and git outta Dodge.
"We" have "only the thin paper of the
Constitution to protect us from the reliSandmeyer is a former and probably future
gious right" (uh, as opposed to its oppoBSU student.
site, the 'heathen left't), and "that paper
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Not by abstinence alone
Knight Ridderl
'
Tribune News Service
The [allOWing editorial appeared In the
Seattle Times on Monday, Feb, 23:

Here's something to cheer: A
. new national study has found
teen-age pregnancy and abortion rates are continuing a decade-long decline, thanks to
better contraception
and less.
sexual activity among teens.
The same
study showed
Washington's
teen pregnancy
rate fell dramatically between
1988 and 2000, from 109 pregnancles per 1,000 teens to 75.
During the same period, the
state's abortion rate fell from 47
per 1,000 teens to 26.
Unfortunately, the great news
is tainted by President Bush's
recent call to double funding
for abstinence-only
programs
in schools.
The declining teen pregnancy
rate should send a strong signal
to adults that young people are
capable of making sensible decisions about their sexuallty when
they are exposed to truthful information.
The
Alan
Guttmacher
Institute, which regularly con-
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ducts the teen pregnancy study,
determined the previous decline
in teen pregnancies was mostly
due to increased condom use.
Tellingteen-agers there is only
one way to avoid pregnancy _ by
abstaining from sex _ ignores reality. Withholding information
from teen-agers also puts those
who can't stick to the.walt-until-marriage pledge at risk for
unwanted pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease. That's a
potentially deadly gamble.
Despite contentions by critics of comprehensive sex' education, teaching young people
about sex doesn't encourage
them to have it. Our culture
takes care of that part.
Federally funded abstinenceonlyprograms encourage adults
to withhold Important facts from
students. No discussion ofAJDS,
condom use or other birth-control methods is alloweclThat's
irresponsible and counterproductive, especially in light of
the encouraging decl!ne in pregnancy and abortion rates.
Abstinence has an important
role in classroom discussions
of sexuality and health. But it
should never be a solo act

Business Manager

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor
The Arbiter is the official
independent student newspaper of
Boise State University. Its mission
is to provide a forum for the
discussion of issues affecting the
BSU community. The Arbiter's
budget consists of fees paid by the

Slap: n, rOE. slappe; akin to
LG. slappe, G. schlappe; probably of imitative origin.l A blow,
esp. one given with the open
hand, or with something broad.
Jeremy Martin
Source: Webster's
Revised
A Proud Membero[ 'Amertcan Atheists
Unabridged Dictionary, @ 1996,
1998 MICRA, Inc. .'
','
Gay mamage Issue
Ms. Sweat tried to characterize
the Incident as "a touch that lin- serves as smoke screen
gered for two seconds ... n We no
longer accept that excuse from
Dear Editor:
'men when they slap women.
Imagine if the roles were reIstayed quiet while our counversed. We would be hearing
try went to war without cause,
cries of 'physlcal abuse' and I kept my mouth shut as our
'molestation'
by now.
There
President stole from the poor
might even be a recall petition
and gave to the rich, and I didn't
to remove Mr. Morriss from of- speak up when money for eduftce, and rightly so.
cation was cut down to a sinful
Ms. Sweat should do two nothing. I am tired of being the
things; she should make a sin- . quiet, tax paying, and voting citcere apology to Mr. Morriss for izen of these United States and
the physical attack upon his perof the great State of Idaho.
son, and she should apologize
Why is it that while our econo-,
to ASBSU at large. This type of my is failing us, our soldiers are
conduct is not representative of dying in an unjustified war, state
our student body and will not be employees are suffering from
condoned.
amazingly low wages, and stuMr. Morriss also needs to dents at local schools have to get
apologize to the ASBSU for los- by with almost no state support.
ing his temper.
Why are our congressmen and
Anyone wishing a political
President wasting time decidfuture cannot afford to become
ing whether or not gay marriagembroiled in a shouting match
es are legal? Personally, I have
that results in violence.
no problem with gay marriages.
I, for one, am greatly disapMarriage should be between
pointed in both of these Indl- two people who love one anothviduals. Any good they might do er, regardless of sexual orientain the future will be tarnished by tion. I must say though, that gay
their actions last week.
marriage is the least of my worries, and should be the least of
DonWlck
my country's problems, during
Dra[tlng Technology Major-AAS.
our current national state of afandRAS,
fairs. It is disappointing to be
a college student and have to
discuss the trauma that our naThanks for the Atheist
tion Is facing, while our men and
perspective
women in Washington discuss a
constitutional amendment banDear Editor,
ning gay marriage. How pathetic. It's amazing that I am more
I wish to thank you for printconcerned about the important
ing the "Plea for an Atheist
problems facing our nation than
homeland" article, which I must
those that I have helped to elect
describe as utterly captivating as to be concerned. Welcome to
it was entirely true. For years we our great Idiocracy, the USA.
atheists have been placed at the
bottom of the barrel, and feel
Deslrae Downing
not welcome because we do not
subscribe to the local supersti-
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The Boise State track and field team has something that It hasn't had in 10 years - bragging rights, The 2004 squad won the
Western Athletic Conference Indoor Championship Saturday evening. after only four years under head coach Mike Maynard.

Men')s
track and

"

WAC title
in stride

'y

"

In his fourth year as head coach
of the Broncos, Mike Maynard was
recognized as the men's WACIndoor
Head Coach of the Year,
PHOTO COURTESY OF STtVE CONNEf\lSTEVECONNERPHOTOGRAPHY.COM

team as they stood in front of the entire
crowd at the 'Bronco Barn' during the
awards ceremony. After only four years
under the tutelage of head coach Mike
Maynard, there is a complete makeover of
the team, a team that now can call themselves WAC champs.
"This is something that myself and my
staff have worked for, for a long time. And
it's not just something that happens in a
season," Maynard said.
Saturday's finals showcased one of the
most impressive finishes in long distance
competition.
Sophomore
Forest Braden
came into the final lap of the mile run in
fourth place, and nearly 50 meters behind
the leader. Coming into the final tum,
Braden turned it up, and miraculously
came away with the victory, and a standing ovation.
.
"I was just trying to get points for the
team. But when I came off the last turn
with 50 meters to go, I just saw the Rice guy
(Stephen Magness) right there. And I knew I
could take him," Braden said.
Braden came away with the award for
outstanding performance of the tournament, and Maynard was recognized as the
men's WAC Indoor Head Coach of the Year.
Braden also finished third in the 3000-meter and took second place in the 5000-meter race.
.
Kenny Johnson did not disappoint this
season as an All-American. The junior from
the Bahamas defended his WAC title with a
final jump of 52' 0". The excitement of the
title was not over-looked by Johnson when
the topic of the team effort was spoken.
"It's a good feeling to put Boise on the
map. What I did, it was good for me. But
for the team, it's a whole lot better," stated
Johnson.
Senior sprinter Ray Ardill defended his
WAC title in the 400 with a final time of
47.52 seconds. Along with that win, he added another title to his name when he took
the 200-meter win less than an hour later.

BYTREVOR HORN
Sports Reporter
A complete team effort by the Boise State
men's track and field team wrapped up an
unbelievable indoor season at the 2004
Western Athletic Conference Indoor Track
and Field Championship,
held Saturday
night at Jackson's Track.
Reigning WAC champions Ray Ardill and
All-American Kenny Johnson defended
their tides, as the men's team compiled 16B
team points to edge out UTEP by 33 for the
first men's tide in 10 years.
"Who's house? Our house!"
Question asked, and answered. These
were the words screamed out by the men's

PHOTO COURTESY OF STtVE CONNEIVSTEVECONNERPHOTOGRAPHYCOM

Senior sprinter Ray Ardill defended his WACtitle in
the 400 with a final time of 47.52 seconds, and added
another title less than one hour later with his win in the
20lHneter race.

Keron Francis came away with the WAC
tide in the men's long jump. The sophomore won with a final jump of 24" 4'. On
Thursday, Cordell Cochran and Nik Lewis
took the top two spots in the men's heptathlon. The early start for the Broncos really started to propel the entire team to one
of the finest performances by a Boise State
track and field team.
Maynard's vision of taking the Bronco
program global, to find the right athletes to
compliment the team, has finally started to
pay dividends.
"Our recruiting map is quite large. It's as
big as the earth," stated Maynard.
As the program has grown to be a topflight program in the nation, local athletes
are still finding their way to be champions
in their own right, Case in point -- Meridian
native Abbey Elsberry. The senior successfully defended. her women's 20-pound
weight throw with a final throw of 66'7",
She also finished with a personal best, third
place in the shot put.
Maynard and his staff will travel the globe
to find the best, but they also occasionally
fmd them right here, in the Treasure Valley.
"We have a philosophy to try and reach all
the best athletes in the state ofIdaho and locally," stated Maynard.
.
Another impressive
performance
for
the Broncos women's side was seen on
Thursday, Freshman Sophie Lundstrom
placed sixth in the pentathlon, her first
time competing in the event. She won two
of the five events, in both the shot put and .
the long jump. And a school record was
'set in the men's weight throw. Sophomore
Mattias Ions finished second with the Boise
State record throw of66'1".
The Broncos will take the next week off,
and then will start preparing for the outdoor season. Additionally, the individuals
who have qualified for NCAA marks will be
preparing for regional competition, which
begins in the end of May.

•
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Forest Braden came from behind to win the mile run. was also awarded the
award for outstanding performance of the tournament. Braden also finished third
in the 300lHneter and second in the 500lHneter race.
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BY AMBER FUGER .

$20 Adjustment for BSU
Students & Employees,
We also work w/student
health insurance.

Sports Reporter

Specific.Chiropractic correction helps

with your pain problem and also greatly
improves the overall function of your
body. Millions have experienced the
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Call 389-222
1025 Lincoln, Boise

benefits of optimum health under
Chiropractic care ...you can too.
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Don't surrender
to HUNGER!!!
Counter-attack with a
delicious PITA!!!
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY
Open 11-30.m.

Mon-Thurs.
11-40.m.
Fri/Sat"
Noon-30.m.
Sundoy
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when· ordering

Spending her Saturday morning at a coffee shop with a stack of homework, junior
Carla Chambers set the gymnastics season
aside for the moment and reminisced about
the past and the present. Her enthuslas• tic, supportive; and laid-back attitude are
just a few of the reasons this. Bronco has
been a team captain for two years running. Chambers keeps it real -- on and off
the mats.
Q: When did you first get involved in gym-'
nastiest
When 1 was three years old 1 was a wild
child, so my mom got me involved and saw
promising talent, so she kept me in it.
Q: Looking at your career, who has been
: the most influential role models?
My mom because she is a marathon
runner. No matter what happens she always finishes the race. She keeps her faith
throughout the race and she is awesome.
Also my Grandma. She has been through so
much. She fights to survive through whatever and always has a smile. She. is awesome too.
Q: SO tell me your most memorable moments at BSU, both in the gym and as a student.
In the gym while away on a road trip, the
most fun time was when we were staying at
Sam's (Coach Sandrnlre) cousins' house in
San Jose. Sam was all about eating healthy
with her power bars and yogurt. Some of the
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10 DISOOUNT with BSU ill

Q' You said you love to shop and that you
lov; hats. What kind of hat would you pick
as your favorite? ..
cream and demol1love all hats. My favorite hat right now
ished the whole
is this cute trucker hat 1 got in California. 1
thing in the back
love to sport It.
of the ear without
. Sam knowing.
It
Q: On March 7, Boise State will host
was so much fun. Michigan State. The theme is "Rock Star
Outside the .gym Night." Anyone who dresses up as a rock
during
Spring
stat gets in for free. If you were a fan, who
Break, some of the
would you dress up as?
girls and 1 went
1believe in going all out. It is hardto deon an all girls trip.
I'd have to say
fine what and who is actually a rock star. 1
We called it the
am thinking hard-core rock, so I'd have to
Celine Dion. She
"Girls Gone Wild"
go as a Kiss member. Dye the hair, and ail
trip. We went to
is from Canada so
the face paint, go all out for it! .
Canada. It was so
Q: What is your favorite band or artist
everyone basically
much fun!
now?
Q: To be cliche, If
loved her.
Dido. Ilove hernew CD. 1listen to it all of
you couid pick any
the time. 1can't get it out of my CD player,
place in tile world
Q: Who was your favorite band or artist
to visit, where would you go and why?
when
you were a kid?
Ummm ...Australia.
One of the girls,
I'd have to say Celine Dion. She is from
Zoey, is from there and she is very cool and
Canada so everyone basically loved her. 1
laid-back. My brother went there for a year
would sing her songs so loud that my brothand he loved it. I have always wanted to
ers wanted to kill me. When 1had piano leslearn how to surf.
sons I used to only practice the pieces that
Q: SO you have always wanted to learn
had lyrics so I could sing despite my horhow to surf. What inspired that?
rible voice.
Well, when summer comes around I look
forward to wake boarding. It's a blast.
Note to Carla: The sports staff at the

Who was your
favorite band
or .artist when
.you were a
kid?

girls and 1 found
a gallon of ice

Q: When you were growing up, who was
your favorite gymnast to watch?
Kim Zrneskal. She went to the Olympics.
I loved her so much! When she fell on floor
1literally started crying.

Arbiter gives you props for keepin' it real.
Admitting to rockln' to Celine Dion? Girl
you've got guts- on and off the mat.

Senior Mandy Welch says goodbye

fense and their tall players.
"We typically have the same
Sports Reporter
game plan going into all of the
games, we usually prepare for
The Boise State women's baseveryone the same," said seketball team suffered another
Valid Sprillg S",mltr 20M
nior Mandy Welch. "But we did
tough loss against sixth-ranked
Try Our Home-made:
know going into today's game
LaTech on Saturday afternoon
that boxing out would be a big
in The Pavilion. The Techsters
thing, because their players are
~~
defeated the Broncos BO-48
dBSSIJrts
so big."
during Boise State's final home
Boise State (8-18 overall, 5-12
game of the season.
BAGEL
& BAKERY
The Broncos knew going LTJ.to in WAC) came out strong defen'.,-.,,,.";.~~.',.y,~,,.,,:.:;;~
•., ..,.
sively in the first half, causing
Saturday's game that they were
going to need to step it up. La back-to-back turnovers for the
lrx.<ill!l.@~t(llltiojx)J<l~_
Tech is currently ranked sixth in Techsters, keeping the games
908 IV: Main Sf. DOJllJlfoWIIBoise PI;: 338-1299
margin within a few points for
the WAC and is known for their
Hours: Mon-Fri 6:30am-(,pm I Sat 7:30am·3:30pm /Sun 8:30am-2,30pm
the first ten minutes of play.
three point shooting, strong deThe only problem was responding on the opposite side of the
court. None of the team's shots
were falling.
"I actually thought La Tech
looked tired in the first half.
If our shots would have been
falling, we could've kept up,"
Welch said.
Even leading scorers Cassidy
Blaine and Cariann Ramirez
': couldn't hit their shots. Blaine
was 2-9 from the field, and
• I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
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anOUTSTANDING MOVE-IN
SPECIAL

Ramirez was 2-6. Sophomore
forward Jamie Hawkins led
the team with 10, followed by
Michelle Hessing, who added
eight for the Broncos.
La Tech (22-2 overall, 15-1
in WAC), was led ,by Amisha
Carter, who had 20 points. Trina
Frierson and Amber Obaze followed Carter, with 12 each for
the Techsters.
During the second half the
Broncos continued using their
strong defensive play in an effort to narrow La Tech's lead,
but by then it was too late. The
Broncos couldn't catch up to
the visiting Techsters, who were
hitting all of their shots, bringing the score to 59-36 with nine
minutes in the game.
"Sometimes your shots don't
fall," Welch said. "It happens."
Saturday's game was senior
night for Mandy Welch, who is
the only senior on Boise State's
team this season. Welch was
recognized before the game by
her teammates, along with all Of
her dedicated fans.

"It's sad," Welch said, "I love
my team and I'm going to miss
them like crazy. I'm also really
going to miss the crowd."
Welch, a starter last season,
didn't see much playing time
her fmal year, buf she ended
things on a good note in The
Pavilion when head coach [en
Warden put her in during the
final six minutes.
Welch was
fouled while shooting a three
pointer with 30 seconds remaining and managed to hit
all three of her free throws -nothing but net. She received
a standing ovation from the
crowd. Welch plans on attending grad school somewhere
back home in California after
she graduates this year.
"It's too cold here, I can't
hang," she said, laughing.
The Broncos are on the road
again this week, as they travel for their final game to face
the Miners from UTEP this
Thursday.

• Rent Starting @ $435
• Free Cable
• FREE Membership to 24 hr. Fitness

Men's tennis extends win streak
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win of the Bronco season came
Friday night, when the Broncos
Sports Reporter
faced 58'h ranked New Mexico.
New Mexico stands at the numThe Bronco men's tennis
ber two spot in the region, acteam continued their winning
ways this .past weekend, as cording to Patton, sitting only
they extended their streak to behind the Broncos.
The Lobos jumped out to an
six matches with victories over
early lead as they took all three
New Mexico and Colorado, on
doubles victories from Boise
back-to-back nights.
State, two of which were deSaturday night, Boise State
faced off against Colorado to cided in a 9-8 tie-breaker decision. But the Broncos refused
close out the weekend. The
to die as singles action began.
match had to be played without
They went on to win four of
Bronco star Guillaume Bouvier,
who was down with a case of the last five singles matches after UNM's Divan Coetzee (29)
the flu. Ehren Vaughan filled
knocked off BSU's Bouvier (39)
in for Bouvier at number one
in the third set. Bouvier domidoubles with Thomas Schoeck
nated the second set and came
and number six singles. The
away with a 6-2 set win, but
Broncos played well in his absence and came away with a Coetzee finished him off in the
final set 6-3.
5-2 win .:
At number two, Schoeck (97)
"The guys really stepped up
put the first Bronco point on the
with Guillaume down," said
board with victory over David
Coach Greg Patton.
Kowalski, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2. Matias
Possibly the hardest fought

BY JEREMY RASMUSSEN

S4P,tebors
$4.50 Doublo Beam

S2Farrires
across from the stadium

Silva and Mahmoud Rezk also
picked up wins for the Broncos,
before James Ludlow finished
the match with a victory over
Nick Ames to give Boise State
the 4-3 team victory.
"It was a big win for our
team," said Patton, "They had a
large, loud crowd. It was a great
college environment."
Boise State will carry their
momentum, 9-3 record, and a
ranking of 34'h into California
this weekend as they face off
against Santa Clara and a solid
Fresno State team, ranked 31".
Fresno State and New Mexico
are the two teams that could be
marked as Boise State's rivals in
rnen's tennis. But the Broncos
already took care of one rival last
weekend, and they're aiming for
the other Friday. Next week, the
Broncos travel to Montgomery.
Alabama to take part in the
. Bluel Gray Tournament.

Dotson's murder trial set for August
ery. We will now be talking to has not ruled it out.
people we think we need to
"I feel comfortable trying it in
assist us in preparation for the
Waco," he said. "But we might
(KRT)
case."
come up with something that
WACO, Texas - Carlton
Dotson, 21, was brought into
we haven't thought of .hefore,
Dotson,
the former Baylor
the courtroom for Friday's brief
and perhaps we'll ask for a
University
basketball
player
pretrial hearing. Shackled at the
change of venue."
charged with murder in the
wrists and ankles, he sat, mostly
On
Thursday,
Baylor
death of teammate
Patrick
motionless and expressionless.
President Robert B. Sloan Jr.
Dennehy, will go on trial in between Hunt and assistant
said the university's
sevenAugust.
defense attorney Abel Reyna.
month internal investigation
State District Judge George
Dotson is charged in the slaying
found that Baylor missed "red
Allen set a tentative Aug. 9 trial
of Dennehy. 21, who had been
flags" that could have stopped
date Friday after lead defense
missing for six weeks before
wrongdoing by former basketattorney Russ Hunt· said he his body was found July 25 in a ball coach Dave Bliss, who reneeds additional time to study
field near a gravel pit southeast
signed in August after revelaevidence. Hunt said he has reof Waco. .
tions of major NCAA violations.
viewed "99 percent" of "10 to , An autopsy report showed
The allegations arose in the
15 pounds of documents." The
that Dennehy had been shot
wake of Dennehy's slaying.
trial had been set for March.
twice in the head. Dotson was
Earlier this week, a judge dis_ The judge also set a June 18 arrested July 21 in his home
missed the final count in the
deadline for filing defense mostate of Maryland and has been
wrongful-death
lawsuit filed
tions. A pretrial hearing on jailed in Waco since October.
against Baylor by Dennehy's fathose motions is set for July 15.
He faces five years to life in pristher, who alleged that "violent
"I think the dates are very
on if convicted.
threats" had been made against
reasonable," Hunt said. 'We
Hunt- said he is "not seriously. .his son because he was trying to '
~wiIlumtintledoing-what-we've--entertaining~~planll-to...seeLa--expose.wrongdoingJn.
BayloLs..
been doing, and that is discovchange' of venue, although he
basketball program.
-~

BY JEFF CAPLAN

Knight Ridder Newspapers
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Student Chelsea
Jackson lends forth
her poetic ambition
DANAKAOLIVER
A&EWriter
Marketing major Chelsea
Jackson is writing some rna[or poetry in her spare time.
The BSU freshman uses her
writing to relax and make
sense of the world around
her. Although she was born
and raised in Boise, Jackson
has lived in places like North
Carolina and Minnesota and
she pulls from her experiences in all of these places for inspiration.

Danaka: How did you get
into writing poetry?
Chelsea: My mom wrote
poetry, I started reading hers
and wanted to write like her.
It just sort of happened.
D: Have you been writing for a long time or is this
something you just started?

C: I've been writing forever
it seems like, at least since
I was 12. You know, grade
school.
D: Do you ever plan on trying to get published?
C: Yeah, sooner or later.I
just have to check into it and
see what it takes so that I can
do it right the first time you
know?
D: Yeah, I understand. Can
the readers get a sample?

Ice House
I live in an Ice house
A black and white house
That shows no mercy or pain
When heroes are slain
Because by any means
It will remain the same
Rules are not to be broken
For every inch was laid with purpose
A structure patterned by sameness
We have no room for changes
Even saints go unnoticed here
For they dared to walk a different path
That won't go unpunished here
Inside side this ice house
This black and white house
That chills warm blooded creatures to
the bone
Unwillingness sets before you on a
throne
Now you're paralyzed at the mouth
Shhh, be quite
No intriguing conversations
We're superficial, we've no
opinionation
So dare to not fit in
And we'll cast you out or cane you
Then we won't take the blame
We'll blame you
I live in an ice house
A black and white house
Where friendships are for connections
We just want to rise above
We'll only bring you if we need you
Love is like a lethal Injection
For in this house we have no love
Because when felt we have no
protection
So instead we reject It
Hex it
And say "no love" is a rule
Inside this ice house
This black and white house
No flowers bloom

C: Definitely.

etallica lands at
'Monster' movie deal

'Passion-ate~
Protests
Viewpoint: "Passion" follows historical script
CHRISTINE O'DONNELL
Studentshavepassion.com
Movies about the life, death, and
resurrection of Christ have stirred
controversy in the past, but not
to the degree that Gibson's latest
film, "The Passion of the Christ,"
has. Themovie contalns prolonged
and brutal depictions of violence
as recounted in the Gospel stories.
Gibson's cinematic signature can
be seen all over the film. Slow motion close-ups of violent acts perpetrated on Christ - scourging by
Roman guards, hammering of nails
into Christ's hands - recall Gibson's
Academy Award-winnidg directorial
debut "Braveheart."
But it's not the violence per
se that has caused controversy.
Representatives
of family groups,
such as Focus on the Family's James
Dobson, while acknowledging the
violence in the film, still hail the
movie as "A film that must be seen."
Rather, what has drawn fire is the
fact that in the movie the people in
the crowd who scream for Christ's
torture and execution are Jewish - a
point that is historically documented in the Christian Scriptures, but is
nonetheless disturbing for some, especially since the film depicts these
Jewish people ordering the. ensuing
violence - which is brilliantly graphic and moving.
"The Passion of Christ" drew the
attention of the Anti-Defamation
League as eariy as June 2003. In a
statement released June 24, 2003,
the ADL expressed concerns" ... that
the screenplay reviewed was replete
with objectionable
elements that
would
promote
anti-Semitism."
The New York Post film critic Lou
Lumenick said it was "deeply troubling that [Jews were) being portrayed as bloodthirsty zealots."
However, according to Gibson, the
movie "tell[s) the story as the Bible
tells it. ... The Gospel is a complete
script, and that's what we're filming." If Gibson is to be taken at his
word, had the New Testament documented the English royal house
of Stuart torturing and crucifying
Christ, then that's precisely how he

BY HOLLY AGUIRRE
Zap2it.com

KRT ILLUSTRATION

SEE PASSION next page

(KRT)

LOS ANGELES - IFC Films has picked up the documentary
"Metallica: Some Kind of Monster" for U.S. theatrical distribution as part of a unique partnership with the hard rock band
Metallica.
This new strategy could bring more independent films to a
wider audience, further integrating art-house audiences with
mainstream fans.
"Metallica has always defied the rules in just about everything it does. Why should it be any different with this film?" says
Metallica's drummer, Lars Ulrich.
The film, which is owned by Metallica, was directed and produced by acclaimed documentary filmmakers Joe Berlinger and
Bruce Sinofsky.
The filmmakers and the band agreed to pursue an unusual
way of managing the release of the movie,opting for a more unconventional approach in which Metallica will oversee and pay
for all of the marketing costs. As part of the deal, IFC plans to
match Metallica's P &A funds and partner in the endeavor.
The rockumentary played to sold-out crowds at the 2004
Sundance Film Festival and met with high critical acclaim for
noted documentary filmmakers Berlinger and Sinofsky.
"It's an almost unprecedented opportunity to bring together
the resources of the world©'s most successful hard rock band
with savvy distribution partners such as IFC and Paramount,"
says Berlinger.
. The filmmakers were allowed to follow Metallica's every personal and professional move as the band embarked on the tumultuous creation of its Grarnmy-winning album "St. Anger."
Berlinger and Sinofsky were allowed near-limitless access to
the band's creative process, business maneuvers and heated
debates.
•
.
Most astonishing is the presence of group therapist Phil
Towle, who was brought on to help the band put out emoti?nal
flres.In life and in their intense group therapy sessions, subjects
run the gamut from substance abuse to Metallica's controvsrsial crusade against Napster.
The theatrical release is planned to coincide with Metallica's
upcoming North American tour.
"Metallica: Some Kind of Monster" marks the fourth featuredocumentary collaboration between Berlinger and Sinofsky.
Their previous fIlms include the self-distributed "Brother's
Keeper': and "Paradise Lost."

DOWN AND DIRlYWITH
Dr. Drew,
Could you help me investigate
some things I've heard about
homosexuals?
Some say gay
men live shorter lives because
they are disease-ridden.
An
Arbiter columnist last year suggested that male homosexuals
often have multiple bowel-related diseases, frequent cases of
rectal cancer, and other diseases related to feces getting into
the bloodstream. Is that true?
I've also heard research that gay
men are promiscuous and don't
believe in monogamy. Will you
uncover some of the facts and
myths about gay men?
- Rectal Requestlons
Rectal Requestlons,
Everyday we come in contact
with homosexuals and not even
notice. They are not always hair
dressers, secretaries, flight attendants or florists. Some are
our professors, members of our
congregations,
heroes of our
city safety forces and, most importantly, our friends. Locally,
we hear more and more daily
about the gay society, due to the
debate concerning the anti-gay
statue a certain close-minded
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minister wishes to place in our
park. Thanks to this recent controversy, we are also subjected
to slurs about gays in our society -- people who happen to be
our peers.
I spoke with various rectal
and prostate doctors about diseases and cancer found mainly
in the gay populace. However,
the doctors, who should be expected to share the wealth of
their never-ending knowledge,
were
'anal-retentive'
when
asked to go on the record. One
doctor did refer me to a few
trusted websites, but I found
little information
addressing
your questions. If you care to
do more extensive research, the
websites are: www.webmd.com.
www.malehealthl€tter.com
and
www.maleclinic.com.
What I did find indicated that
sexually transmitted
diseases
are not predominant in gay men
alone. Each sexually active person runs the risk of AIDS exposure .. The second-best prevention method against contraction: TROJANS!
However, once a gay man has
contracted the AIDS virus, he
is more likely to get Kaposi's
Sarcoma.
According
to the
National Cancer Institute, KS is

the" ... human herpes virus type
8... " KS can be detected in any
AIDS victim, straight or gay, but
it is more likely to occur in men.
On average, one woman to every 10 to 15 men has KS.
More frequently heard, and
more commonly
found,
is
AIDS-related lymphoma. AlDSrelated lymphoma reduces immunity, making one more susceptible to illness.
From my findings, heterosexuals are just as vulnerable
to STDs as our homosexual
citizens. So, don't go thinking
you can't get HIV, AIDS or other
diseases such as KS because you
are straight. Keep in mind that
everyone should have latex condoms handy for their nextsexual encounter.
I also want to clarify some of
the outrageous myths we have
been hearing, not just lately,
but throughout our lives. Since
I am not a pro at distinguishing
fact arid fiction in "gay mythology," I sought out the counsel of
half a dozen of my gay pals.
MYTH: "Gay men are more
promiscuous than hetro men."
Proriliscuity exists in nearly all
single men (note the 'nearly'
part). If there is an ass to tap,

DREW
they will.
MYTH: "All gay men are feminine." Not quite. There are
straight guys that are known to
take more time getting ready for
a night on the town than their
female counter-parts, but that
doesn't feminize their sexuality.
MYTH: "Gay couples always
consist of a feminine and a
masculine partner." One cannot always point out the sexual
preference of every individual.
There can be a gay carpenter
dating a gay truck driver, both
as masculine
MYTH: "Gay men always hit
on straight men." They don't
do it intentionally. One cannot
determine another's sexuality
by sight alone and this pertains
to gay men as well. They don't
purposely come on to a straight
guy just for a rise. Take it as a
compliment that you are very
attractive.
Gaily Straight,
Dr. Drew
Remember, yourquestions will never get
answered if you don't send them in. Just
email themtobsudrdrew@yahoo.com
to get a solution. And 111even keep you
name con[ulentiaL

......
<Itisn;{'~\}~~A~~,tbe
Historical Society d~'t
have
oU;;th~sUbJect
.of @scismand weaPons, They
'.have a warehouse fUll of articl~
from lmperlal Japan and Nazi
Germany intention,a!ly excludfed In an effort to portray weapons Ina more positive light:
Also not mentioned by the
museum are
lost by the
United States. . What about
.Vietnam? I was told that this is
not a museum of war but a museum of weapons. In that case,
. these weapons should not be
displayed in the context of war.
The I. Curtis Earl exhibit at the
Old Idaho State PenitentiaJY is a
great start but it is simply not
finished. The Historical Society
now needs to balance this portrayal of weapons with the reality of their use. The exhibit
is good and I would encourage everyone to see it. If you
do visit, comment on the items
that have been excluded form
the museum and encourage the
Historical Society to take on its
responsibilities
to accurately
portray the past.
. To get there, go out on
Warm Springs and turn left on
Penitentiary road. The prison is
the fortress-like building at the
end of the road.

items. :to. display

BY DUSTIN scar
Special to The AIbiter
. If you are from Boise you are
probably aware that there is an
old prison off of Warm Springs.
Every elementary student in the
valley was treated to at least
one field trip to the Old Pen.
However, unbeknown to most
people, some renovations have
been made at the former correctional facility. Most notable
has been the addition of the J.
Curtis Earl Arms Museum.
Earl spent most of his life dedicated to the trade of armaments
from all periods in human history. Earl has given the Idaho
State Historical Society his entire collection of weapons -from ancient Greece to modern
times -- on the condition that
the Historical Society construct
a museum dedicatedto his life's
work. With the conversion of
the former prison's laundry facility and a lot of creative construction, the H!storical Society
has created a space dedicated to
a display of humanity's tools of
killing. Unfortunately, the exhibit is missing something.

A visitor to the museum can
see theswords, spears, crossbows, guns, grenades
and
cannons used in a myriad of
conflicts
throughout
time.
However, the effect of these
weapons is conspicuously missing.
Upon entering the exhibit you .
will be greeted by uniformed
mannequins posed majestically as if to protect our freedom.
Walking through the display of
Iron Age weaponry to the age of
guns, you come to a simulated
WWl trench. The trench Is complete with periscopes, craters
and all of the tools used during
the 'War to End All Wars.' But
what were all of these tools used
for? Images of men pointing the
. guns are everywhere. What are
the men pointing those guns at?
You can see the brotherhood of
soldiering in the trenches, but
there's a strange void.
After exiting the trench you
will encounter a fine display of
Thomson
sub-machine
guns
that highlights the weapon's
use in both law enforcement
and warfare.
Again... something is missing.

Leaving the Thomson display
you will come to my favorite
part of the exhibit: WWII..
.'
The Historical Society has
constructed
a replica of a
bombed-out
European house
complete with Gennm soldiers
manning a nice piece of artillery. Surrounding the house are
plenty of cases filled with the
different guns, grenades, mortars, and bayonets used in the
struggle for control of Europe.
Here again, a significant element has gone unnoticed
The war in the Pacific is not
left out. A Japanese command
bunker is being protected by
G.I.s manning a Howitzer. At
this point the visitor can look at
weapons used by the Japanese,
the US Navy and Marines.
Again something is lacking, but
what is it?
These weapons are for killing.
It may seem obvious that guns
are meant to take life, but is It
necessary for the Idaho State
Historical Society to create an
exhibit that glorifies implements of death without observing the effects of those said
weapons, and in fact their very

purpose? Wouldn't we expect
a museum dedicated to salad
shooters and meat grinders to
, show us a salad or a sausage?
This museum is dedicated to
tools of killing yet it makes no
reference to death.
Death is
a horrible reality of weaponry
and should be acknowledged by
anyone desiring to depict these
items in a historically correct
manner.
Two other things are conspicuously missing in the exhibit.
References to Nazi Gennany
and Imperial Japan were intentionally left out so that the
Idaho State Historical Society
not offend anyone (l reference
a personal discussion I had
with members of the Historical
Society who shall remain nameless). Ironically, there is a museum of tattoos on the grounds of
the Old Idaho State PenitentiaJY
that showcases concentration
camp victims with numbers
tattooed on their chests as well
as Inmates with swastikas. It
is interesting that Nazism can
be portrayed in the context of a
tattoo, but not in the context of
World War IIweaponry.

'wars

Frida Kahlo: The Paintings"

II

By Hayden Herrera
Perennial, 226 pages, $34.95
BY LAUREN CONSUELO TUSSING
The Arbiter
Frida Kahlo (1907-1954) is among the
most remarkable 20'h century artists.
Born in Coyoacan, a suburb of el
monstruo, Mexico City, Kahlo's art is
unflinchingly personal, detailing a lifetime of physical disabilities, an impassioned relationship with husband and
acclaimed artist Diego Rivera, fervent
political beliefs, and Mexican culture.
In her paintings, Kahlo makes her personallife public, inviting the viewer in
to a lifetime of love, pain, passion, and,
above all, art.
-.
Amidst a throng of recent media coverage of Frida Kahle's life -- "Frida,"
the Academy Award winning directed
by Julie Taymor, received favorable
reviews when it debuted in October of
2002 -- one book remains as an essential authority on Kallio's art: Hayden
Herrera's "Frida Kahlo: The Paintings,"
a companion to Herrera's biography of
Kahlo.
-

Biographies, which present the stories of exceptional human beings by
authors who usually have no personal
knowledge of the subjects in actuality,
tend to mystify the lives of those whose
stories they tell. However, biographies
are not merely a product of the modern
reader's voyeuristic fetishes; biographies also help to guarantee a place for
the memory of great human beings.
Herrera _. art historian, occasional
curator, and former visiting professor of Latin American art at New York
University -- has written an intriguing
study of one such great human being,
using Kahlo's life as a fascinating guide
through her numerous paintings and
well-known collection of self-portraits.
Herrera traces Kahlo's development
as an artist over her 47 years oflife -- an
existence likely shortened by nearly a
lifetime of health problems.
At 18, Kahle's lower abdomen was
pierced by a metal rod during a bus accident. Her Injuries included a broken
spinal column, collarbone, two ribs,

i

!

Herrera follows Kahlo's career from
the time she was an experimenting
amateur through her most successful and prosperous years without shying away from the painful details of
Kallio's physical, emotional, and artistic turmoil.
Although poet and critic Andre
Breton invited Kahlo's work Into the
world of Surrealist art -- a move that
possibly gave Kahlo's work more credibility in the art world c- her art transcends the brand.
As Herrera notes, what sets Kallio's
artwork apart from this sub-genre
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EXTRAORDINARY GIFTS FOR
YOUR EXTRAORDINARY LOVE!

Phone:
333-0831

Tell us wily your loved one needs arl everzing
of romance and yo II could win a gift basket
to help yOIlgive them tile special attention
tlley deserve! See store for details.
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www.crones-cupboard.com

C?

incense

C?

fairies

C?

music

Special Discounts
BSU Students Only

Free Domestic Beer
with your BSU Game
or Pavillion Ticket!
(day of the event)

~
--

a
A Famil

O~

Mexican Restaurant --

I I am-I Opm weekdays

& I I am-I

I pm weekends
~

Dine-in or

LlJ

Ph:
424~8580
or 424-8575
Fax:424-8655

Carry-out

[E(
[E(

3552 5. Findley-Off
Federal Way to the
Fred Meyer Shopping Or.
We are next to the new Petco.

Lunch only $4.50
or 20% ofT
(meal. over $6)

Any Dinner Combo
$6.75 or 20% ofT
(meal. over $8)

Show your server your ID
card for BIG Discounts!

\V

• PH. 378-4075

2069 BROADWAY AVE.
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Passion
from previous page

would have filmed It. Gibson did
not deliberately set outto Implicatethe Jews in Christ's death;
rather, It's most likely that the
devoutly Catholic Gibson feels
that he himself was responsible
for killing Christ - rumor has
it that his hand holds the nails
that are driven into Christ's
wrists in this movie. Crucifixion
was nothing short of a brutal
Roman practice. The film shows
that the Romans had a role (perhaps even a larger one than the
Jews) In bestowing violence
upon Christ, causing Broadway
actor Michael Paterostro to remark, "Forget anti-Semitic, it's
the Romaris who should be humiliated .....
In fact, there are several Jewish
cultural leaders who have seen
"The Passion of Christ" and who
suggest that the film is nothing more than an inspirational
epic. Michael Medved, perhaps
the best-known family-friendly
film' critic and a devout Jew,
said that" 'The Passion of Christ'
represents by far the most moving, substantive and artistically
successful adaptation of biblical materials ever attempted by
Hollywood." Matt Drudge of the
Drudge Report said, "I thought it
was a magical film that showed
the perils of life on earth
This
film, I tell you, is magic ..
Moreover, the actress who
plays the Virgin MaJY in the film,
Maia Morgenstern,
is Jewish
and a daughter of Holocaust
survivors. Morgenstern
says,
"Despite the blood and the violence, it's a beautiful film. I believe it brings an important message, a peace message."
Regardless of their ultimate
judgment of the film, people
should actually see the movie
themselves before labeling it as
anti-Semitic. Religious leaders
from various faiths have come
down on both sides of the film,
However, as educated people.
it's our responsibility to investigate a matter ourselves before
blindly
accepting
another's
opinion.
Christine O'Donnrl/ls the dlrt'Ctor of rommu·
tQlimu.atlM.1nJm'lllleg1a~t;tudl
.. Instttut«
andfounder and pnsfdP.n' of1iit-SlILts~
regularly appearson Iekvlslon shaws sUch as the
Fox News Channel's'7he O'ReilIy 1'(Jctor.· Her
biweekly column Is post>tl a' """",.Mlhol/cue
honge.rom.

Filmsonlhe
life of

of art is "that her fantasy was always
rooted in concrete fact and immediate
experience. Frida did not want to mystify. She wanted to communicate her
feelings with the greatest possible clarity and directness. 'I never knew I was
a Surrealist,' she said, 'till Andre Breton
came to Mexico and told me I was .. .I
never painted dreams ... I painted my
own reality."
In "Frida Kahlo: The Paintings," the
oniy thing as moving and passionate
as Kahlo's paintings is the story of her
life.

I

MONDAY, MARCH 1,2004
Arbiter classifisrl advertisements are free to students.
To place en ~ call 345-8204 xl 00 or come to the
office at 1605 UniVersity Drive (across from the S.U.Bt ~

CEDBIs accepting
atudent applications for
the MLKlMeredith Burns
community service S 1000
scholarship. Apps due
March lst, All students
are eligible. Awarded to
student who has done
the most university/
community service.

Piano, vocal, & theory
lessons for ages 3·adult.
Instructor has two
musical degrees. Call
Mila at 331-0278 or
409-0278.

1975 BMW 2002 Blue,
,Good body runs well,
S2oo%bo.342-3484

Dirty House, No time '
to clean? I'll do hI! Gall
Sara at 898-9218 or
412-6442
ILISTENTOI
Andres and Hoglund
In The Night
www.andreman.com

•
•
•
•
•

$25 off hair menslons
$10 off hair color w/haircul
$5 off all penns
$3 off hoilluls
$2 off hand
ebrow wax
~'1JItt,,,

.....

.,

7fS-4S1O

TiIloboae.m..aw,1d.

Wanted to buy home
sold by owner. $85k or
under in Ada County.
336-2080 IfI'm not
home, please leave
a message.

Computer/Study
cart,
w/full size pullout, very
large, brand new in box.
,$40365-1655
P<; hutch. Solid oak. Fits
up to 30 inch monitor. For

sale cheap CaII for details.
703-1100. or 93,9-8872
e •

1990 Ford Aerostar
Minivan w/ext. Cargo,
$750. Runs great, call for
info Brenda 365-1655
1991 Toyota Corolla.
4 door, 5 speed, AC. Runs
great. 130,000 miles.
$2500. Call 342-6635

Attention Cheerleaders
Local team looking for
new memo M & F. Squad
ages are 7th gd. - college.
Local events. 608~0580.
ASBSU

1979 Ford Fiesta Ugly
but runs fine. 87k miles,
$250/000. Call 344-4363

provides

-~'REE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
426-1440
'.

with a local
private lawyer for
moat legal problems
you My have,
including
divorce/family law
landlord problems
child custody and
.child support
collection

and debt
problems
personal injury and

1993 Chevy Silverado
4WD K2500. Power locks
and windows. Tow package.
$5000/obo.342-0168
2000 Hyundal Tiburon.
38K. Sun roof, all leather,
CD player, automatic.
$9800/obo.208-630-4541
2001 Honda CBR 600
F4i red/white. Excellent
condition asking $4900.
Call 869-6045
2003 Harley Sportster
Hugger 883, black &
chrome, 2k miles. $6800
obo 794-8923

S-Pieee Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $1450, sacrifice
$395. Call 888-1464

Queen pmow top mattress
set. Brand new, still in
plastic. Must sell $159.
Can deliver. 866·7476

Cottage for rut 420 sq.
ft. w/garage. 8 blocks
from BSU. $450/mo.
Call Leif 830-3847

200mg Compaq system
complete w/15" Moniter,
Internet ready, S 100,
Printer $25. 365-1655

Great property for
roommates. 6BR, 3BA
house with large yard in
SE Boise. WID, DW, auto
sprinklers, water & trash
pd, $ 1600/mo 230 E
Boise Ave no pets Call
385-0943

Room for Rent off
Roosevelt. $350/mo.
includes all utilities! $15(W
ep. Call James@631-7878

Investors: 25 1 acres
lots. All utilities Beautiful
views on proposed golf
course. No Snow, St.
George, Utah Finished
lots from $40K.
HVRE 800-640-4460 .

Roommate Needed 1113
Leadville $265/mo + Util .
Call 870-7361 for deiails.

Cberry sleigh bed.
'Solid wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice
$295. Call 888-1464
Make m taking online
surveys Earn $1().$125 for
Surveys. Earn $25-S25O for
Focus Groeps, WWW.
cash4students.comIidbsu

White Couch. lOyrs old.
$200, great condition.
338-5911
Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand New in pckg Sacrifice $99. Call 866-7476
King Water Bed with
oak frame w/drawers.
$IOO/obo 866-8597
King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225. Can
deliver. 866-7476

Christian Business
Opportunity. Please call
800-585-5873 for a FREE
Info Pack. Please
leave ID # 81910

ReaDy Nice Room &
House on Kootenai for rent
$ZOO/mo.
+ util, Includes
cable/internet. 384-0168

We're New & We Need
You! We're looking for
people interested in a
ground-floor business
opportunity representing
The Body Shop products.
The Body Shop currently
operates in 49 countries,
24 languages and 12 time
zones. Be a socially
responsible entrepreneur.
Enjoy a lucrative income
based on your efforts.
To Learn More Contact:
Melissa 461-3861 or
melsbodyshophome@
msn.com

2 Bdrm twnhse AC, DW
WID hkp, Outside
Italian leather couch
storage, off st. parking,
and loveseat for sale!
cov. patio. No pets!
Brand new, still in plastic . smoking. Short drive to
Retail $2450, sacrifice
- BSU. 3127 Jordan. $480.
$899. Call 888-1464
384-0438

insurance

IDa, 1 BA house inSE

workmen's CCllJl'8l1811tion
clliliDs
DUl/criminal
call ASBSIJ for en
appointment Attorneys:

Boise. Hwd floors, WID,
nice yard, auto sprinklers
water/Irnsh pd. Oooeto BSU.
$675/mo 1517 Division
no pets Call 385-0943

Margllret Lezamiz and
Jolm SCbroeder

"THE SECRET"-Learn
the secret to getting
what you want out of
life. FREE 10 minute
audio CD. No cost or
obligation! Learn how to
gain financial freedom
and control your own
destiny, Find out how to
have time to do what you
want and enjoy real
security. Call (800) 6274780 and we will mail
you'The Secret" free!

Am 17People to lose

Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 223

Signing Bonus for all
lilrea Sales Reps
FirstYear & experienced
Sales Rep Pay Plans

I

up to 30 lbs. in the
next 30 days! 100%
Guaranteed! No Ephedra!
Call: 800-442-6101 or
www.daretobethin.com
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$8,000 - $58,000 in
Just 4 monthsl

$12 Base-Appt
FTIPTin Cust SaleslSeIYice
Flex Houes
No Exp. NeceualJ
Conditions Apply
All ages 18+

Call1-888-889-BUGS

with an

The Girl Scouts ofSllver
Sage Council are looking for
energetic' positive people to
work at one of 3 summer
camps located in Idaho,
servinggirls ages 6-18. Jobs
range from counselors, food
assistants, program
coordinators, lifeguards and
morel For more
infonnation or to request an
application packet, please
contact Maria@
800,846.0079, ext.ur or @
mpe!ayo@girlscoul3-SSC.org
or by fax@ :w8.377,0504·

EVENINO
HOURS

uestions

ond

I

WEI!KEND

Call
331·2820
....•
orapply@
www.c:ollegeincome.com

AVAI\.ASLl!

We need enthusiastic

Individuals wUh

excellent verbal akllle.
Work 20-40 hours

per week.

'w 0 r k I II r s til dOli

• Pold n1n1ng

t s • c 0 Of

.c...... ..,v1ronmont
• Flexible _

..Ie

$8.001
hr
PleaH calltor

BroncoJobs

eu,m"'tijMJIWI\fi.

mors Intonnadon

658-4888

Lookingfor Jobs
while you are a
student, Career
. Opportunities, or
Internships?

~ffiNIID~
~[lli[[TI3
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free
(yes, free) fundralser solutions EQUALS
$1',000-$2,000 in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundralser. Call (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusfundralser.com
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WE HAVE TOO MAN'(
MANAGERS SO I'M
MAKING '(OU AN
ASPECT MANAGER.
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YOU'LL BE IN CHARGE
OF ONE ASPECT OF A
CORPORATE OBJECTIVE.

PLEASE
JUST
FIRE
ME.
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'(OUR
ASPECT
WILL BE
MORALE.
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I'VE BEEN NAMED THE
A&l'[CT l"\AN!\GEP. OF
MORALE. EFFECTIVE
TODA'(, '(OU NO LONGER
REPORT TO ME.

HOW DID '(OU
~ IMPROVE THE
b
MORALE SO
~ QUICKL '(?
I'M A
J!
GENIUS?

I \
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"Despite

what acx;lllty fBOla, WQ want
llIIilct 01
... on tho rug."
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Crossword
ACROSS

CAROL, lWO THINGS:
FIRST ,I GOT TRANSFERRED TO A NEW JOB,
AND THAT MEANS '(OUR
JOB HERE IS ELIMINATED.

By IJnda C. Black
Tribune Media Seroices
Thday's Birthday (March 1). Home,
family, true love and children are
dominant themes in your life this year.
A strong spiritual bond is the basis for
your best relationsWps, so don't be
afraid to set rules and stick to them,
even when others don't agree. lbugh
love is the best kind in the long run.
AIles (March 21-AprllI9)
Thday is a 6 -You're in quite a predica-

ment. Your emotions are raging, but
you're having trouble findinlt appropriate words. You certainly don't wantto
make things worse, so just watch and
l1sten. .
Taurus (AprU2O-May2O)
Thday is an 8 -You're smart. and you're
building experience. Consult friends
who are creative, but don't follow all of
t:heifadvice.You're more practical, and
that's necessary now.
Gemlnl (May 21-Jone 2U

Thday is as· Money may be on your
mind, but don't make it an obsessIon.
It's not the mostbnportant thing there
--is.1)OD.'fbettIdeto-apersonwh&am'tdo anything, thing for your career. You
never know. .'

AND
THE
SECOND
THING?

1 Book of liclion
6 Satisfy fully

10 Attention getter

I'LL NEED A
SECRETAR'(
AT THE NEW
JOB.

Cancer aone 22- July 22)
Today is a9 - You've got plenty of enthusiasm, but that might not be enough
to get through to someone who thinks
he or she already knows it all. Don't feel
hurt; it's nothing personal.
Capricorn

Leo (July 23-Aug.22)
Today is a 5 -Your passions greatly

exceed your ability to express them, so
take care. You don't want to scare away
somebody ~o could turn out to be a
very good friend or lover. Be gentle.
VIrgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

lbday is a 9 - You won't have to wonder
which are your fair-weather friends,
because you'll find out soon enough.
Somebody who was only after your
money is about to tip Ws or her hand

(Dcc.22-Jnn.19)

"Thaay is an 8 •You're in a rather feisty
mood, and luckily you're smart. But
don't be thoughtless and break a loved
one's heart. And don't step on anyone's
toes if you can help It.
Aquarius ann. 20-Peb.18)
Thday is a 5 -Working for moneY can

be nice, and it's certainly necessary,
but it can also be rather annoying when
it interferes with your fun. That could
happen, so stay calm.
Pisces (Feb.I9-March

Ubra (Sept 23-Oct. 23)

20)

Thday is an 8 - It'll be easier than usual
to find the right words to express your
love today. Tmth is, you already know
what to say.

lbday is as - There's plenty of responsibility, and thewoiklooks interesting,
but you may not see much income
yet. Does this mean It's not valuable?
Hardly! Just look at how much you're
learning.
...

(c) 2004, 'IlUBtiNEMFlJIASFRVICES

ScOrpio (Oct. 23~Nov. 21)
.' Distributsd by Knight Ridder!
lbday is a 10" Your.sweethean may
Tribune Information Seroices.'
-~beatadargucu:ntatimJrnt
otherwi$!!1"--;~~.
., .'
things are going your way. Ifyou
can

INC.
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wait out the temper tantrum, yout
patience could be well rewarded.
.".~~
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14 Baker or Loos
15 Remove fat
16 Gwen Verdon in
"Damn Yankees"
17 Summer
ermine
18 Like gymnastics
20 Exercised
authority
22 Danzafllm,
"Going_I"
23 Come to regret
24 Take a chair
25 _ Alamos, NM
28 Capture again
30"_ Get Fooled
Again"
31 One 01 the
Gershwlns
32 Tavern quaff
33 Weaving or
Black
34 Slithery fish
35 Postage
38 '1 _ Rhythm"
39 Vikinglike
41 Go wrong
42 Highest cards
44 Cu1 grass
45 Asian holiday .
46 Certain
47 Ryan and
Shaquille
51 Schuss
52 Full-house sign
53 Theater signal

54 Nightflyer

55 Forget the past
and start anew
59 Of the sky
61 Defeated rival
62 "The Virginian"
author Wister
63 "Typee" sequel
64 Dancing Castle
65 Cozy abode
66 Got up

67 Basil sauce

DOWN
1 Racers' grp.

o 2004Trbune
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Solutions'
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7 Foot structure
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0 0 WON
3TM til
8 Exhausts
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29 Battering .
device
30"_ LIlaIs It,
Anyway?"
35 FixeS In

position

. 36 Arduous
2 Recorded
Journey
3 Bluish purple
. 37 A and the
4 L1st-eridlngabbr. 36 Apache leader
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'Twisted'
BY PHIUPWUNTCH
The Dallas Morning News
(KRT)

.

New Zealand's Peter Jackson spent several years making the films based on J.R.R. Tolklen's stories.

For 'Rings' filmmakers,
project was a famil ffair
They were friends for a few
years, then lovers, then, in
1995, Oscar nominees in the
best original screenplay cateAsk "Lord of the Rings"
gory for "Heavenly Creatures,"
writer-director Peter Jackson
a story of two murderous
and his co-writer-producerteenage girls. Their first child,
domestic partner Fran Walsh
Billy, was born the next year,
.when they met and he says,
just before Jackson started
"1986."
shooting "The Frighteners,"
She says, "Six movies ago."
a Universal comedy-horrorEither way, the two were
thriller he and Walsh wrote
working
in their
native
Wellington, New Zealand, in about a psychic private eye
who talked to dead souls.
different areas of the counTheir second child, Katie,
try's nascent entertainment
was born just after "The
industry. Jackson was an amFrighteners" premiered.
ateur director who was putIn 1995 Jackson, who had
ting in six days a week as a
set up his own computer-aninewspaper printing producmation studio near his home
tion crew member to finance
an hour outside Wellington,
what he was doing on the sevalso decided to adapt J.R.R.
enth -- making a movie called
Tolkien's "The Lord of the
"Bad Taste," in which aliens
Rings." In 1997, with a threerequire human flesh for an
picture, $270-milIion comintergalactic fast-food chain.
from New Line
He'd been on the project for mitment
Cinema, Jackson and Walsh,
three years when he asked
along with Philippa Boyens,
Walsh, an aspiring TV writer,
started working on the script.
to look at his script.
BYBOBBAKER
Los Angeles Times

knew what we were getting
Billy and Katie were babies.
into," says Walsh. "When we
Now, three films later, they
took it on, there was a sense
are 8 and 7, perhaps the only
children who can claim to that maybe it would be two
or three years. The idea that
have- grown up in Middleearth. They have cameos in all our daughter would be half
grown up (by the time the last
three movies, which allowed
film was released) seemed
fans to track their growth and
an incredible thing, and now
the children to decide that
work as extras was not for she is."
When he felt overwhelmed,
them, so don't expect to see
Jackson would delegate to
their bright eyes in Jackson's
Walsh, who weighed in on
next project, "King Kong."
casting, wardrobe,
makeup
"They know that movie sets
and design. Jackson also gave
are boring and they runaway
Walsh her first fill-in direcfrom (any further) cameos,"
tor job.
says Jackson.
. "We were running behind
There have been many theJackson
says.
atrical dynasties, from the' schedule,"
"I found myself a hundred
Barrymores to the Douglases,
miles away shooting scenes
but it's hard to imagine any
family tied so Inextricably, so when I should have shot the
climax for (first installment)
totally to a single film project.
Billy and Katie don't remem- _ 'Fellowship of the Ring.' ...
So Fran was drafted in to diber a time when "Rings" did
rect the scenes between Elijah
not dominate life; these days,
Jackson and Walsh have a (Wood) and Sean (Astin) on
the boat on the lake at the end
hard time as well.
of the first film."
"I don't think we really

SolutionPro
l n t e r n e t Service

and

"Twisted's" biggest mystery has nothing to do with its plot.
The big question is how a first-rate director like Phil Kaufman and
a moderately first-rate cast headed by Ashley Judd became attached
to this convoluted thriller wannabe.
Director Kaufman, whose visual flourish illuminated "The Right
Stuff' and "The Unbearable Ughtness of Being," creates an appropriately chilling ambiance for this tale of a San Francisco policewoman, but there's little substance to go with the atmosphere.
As played by Judd, newly promoted homicide investigator Jessica
Shepard is one twisted sister. Her father had been a near-legendary cop before going on a killing spree that ended with her mother's
death and his suicide. Still a child at the time of the tragedy, she was
raised by police commissioner John M~s (Samuel 1. Jackson).
Jessica now favors one-night stands with a taste for rough sex. She
also enjoys drinking binges that leave her blotto. Her first case as
homicide investigator involves a serial killer whose victims all happen to be her former bed partners, Ali the evidence points to none
other than Jessica, and she wonders if she has inherited "bad seed"
homicidal urges from her father.
Through all this, new partner Mike Delmarco (Andy Garcia) looks
alternately sinister and sympathetic. The film's ensemble of characters are supposed to be colorful and eccentric, but you can find
better examples of colorful eccentricity on the average small-screen
cop show.
.
Judd continues to be a proficient actress, which is not the same as
being an accomplished actress. She swaggers, delivers painful karate blows and lets the fellows know that she demands respect even
if she is the only woman in the homicide division.
Jackson's and Garcia's roles require them to do little but look stern
and enigmatic, respectively. The once-ubiquitous David Strathairn
brings deadpan humor to the role of a police psychiatrist who has
good reason to question Jessica's emotional state.
You could do worse than seeing "Twisted." And that in itself is a
depressing statement.

TWISTED
Grade: CStarring Ashley Judd, Samuel 1. Jackson, Andy Garcia and David
Strathairn. Directed by Phil Kaufman. Rated R (violence, sex, language, nudity). In wide release. 97 m

'Club Dread"
BY CHRIS HEWITT
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT)

What's worse than a bad joke? A prolonged bad joke, like "Club
Dread."
The movie comes from the comedy troupe, Broken Lizard, which
also made the sporadically funny "Super Troopers." Given the history of Broken Lizard, you'd expect this movie about a serial killer
on the loose at an Island resort to be an "Airplane" -like spoof of
splatter movies. It's not, and I'd give the Lizards credit for trying
to do something different if I knew what they were trying to do, because the peculiar "Club Dread" isn't scary or funny.
I chuckied at exactly one thing in "Club Dread," a parody of a
. Jimmy Buffett song title: "I'd Tell Ya But Then I'd Have Tequila."
Otherwise, this is both a sloppy mystery, with meaningless clues everywhere, and a tedious comedy, with jokes that seem to date from
before "Scream" turned satirizing horror movies into a cottage industry.
As in every movie of this sort, "Club Dread" boasts a scantily clad
beauty who screams, "We're all gonna die!" And I found myself
thinking: "Fine. But could you hurry it up, please?"

Solutions

Corne Surf With Us!
Call for student and faculty discounts. Internet services
start at "'$11.99 per month. FREEl Email & 'Neb Space
Boise, 10 493·2400 or Toll Free 800·336·8892
.
www.solutionpro.com
-Additional Telephone charges will apply

SATELLITE
RADIO

CLUB DREAD
Grade:D
Directed by: Jay Chandrasekhar
Starring: Jay Chandrasekhar, Erik Stolhanske
Rated: R, for abundant nudity, pot smoking and language, as well
as bloody violence.
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You don't need "Love Object's" production notes to tell you that
this is writer-director Robert Parigi's first film. "Love Object" is like
an upscale student film. And as anyone who has seen a few student
films can attest, that is not intended as a compliment.
.
All the student-film hallmarks are here: deep-think pretentiousness, annoyingly arty camera-work, cardboard-cutout
characters
and robotic dialogue. Woe unto those hapless viewers with the
naive hope of having fun or being entertained. Such proletariat
pursuits don't seem even to be on Parigi's radar. He's too busy critiquing the dehumanizing sterility of corporate cubicle culture and
delving into one man's descent into Dahmer-esque depravity.
Meet Kenneth (Desmond Harrington). He's socially stunted but
a brilliant writer of technical
manuals. He works in a drab
cluster of cubicles that looks as
if it could be in a subterranean
chamber
miles beneath
the
surface of the earth. His fellow
drones are a bunch of callow
cads, and his boss (Rip Tom)
is a whip-snapping taskmaster.
Desperate and isolated, he seeks
companionship
in the form of
"Nikki," a $10,000 sex-toy doll
that looks not quite real, but
close enough.
What would a student film be
without its ironic ending? Parig!
delivers a heaping helping of
irony. If he were being ironic
about ham-fisted irony, "Love
Object" might have made for a
hilarious midnight movie. But
he's not and so his movie isn't.
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• Career Planning
• Major Exploration
• Job-Search Advising
• Internship Information
• Interview Training
• Job Listings
• Resume & Cover-Letter Assistance

LOVE OBJECT
Grade:D
.
.Starring Desmond Harrington,
Melissa Sagemiller, Rip Torn and
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Wom.en's Center
. Special thanks to
The Idaho Statesman for
dutributing the erort ea of
these 25 women, in this
apedal advertising supplement
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: produced ~ the Boise State Women's Center:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::: :::::::::::
This publication is brought to you by the Boise State
Women'sCenter. Thestoriesof the 25 women represented
were selected by a nominalIon processconducted in the
Fall of 2003. If you know.an amazing woman, nominate
her for ·Women Making History 2005:· A nomination
form is availoble at http://womenscenter.b<;lisestateedu
or
call 426-4259.

Editor
Designer

·

Amy Herzfeld
Jennie

Myers

By walking history's pathways. we learn to step forward with confidence.
The legacy of how others shaped society sparks our own longings to contribute.
Everyone needs role models-footsteps enough like our own to inspire us.

Women Making History
In March 200 1 the Women's Center created a newspaper
publication to recognize women in Idaho who had been
nominated for "making history," for working hard to make
a positive difference in the lives of others in our community.
Boise State interns and volunteers then interviewed these
ordinary women living extraordinary lives and documented
their stories.

A.

The entire contents and design of the Women Making
History Publication ©2oo4 Is the property of the Boise
Stote University Women's Center and may not be
reproduced in any way without written permission from
the Boise State UniverstiyWomen's Center.
.

Yet in 1992, a national study found.that history texts devote only two to
three percent of their total content to women. Educators are Willing, often
eager, to introduce women's history. But they lack materials and support.
Only three percent of educational materials focus on women's contributions.
Yet recently legislatures in three states-Illinois,

Florida, and louisiana-

mandated teochinq women's history in their K-12 classes. The need for
more accurate information about women's historical contributions is further
confirmed in a recent poll funded by General Motors (GMI. Conducted
prior to GM's sponsorship of a Ken Burns film on Elizabeth Cady Stanton

In the first year of print, thirty-seven women were recognized;
as of this year a total of 133 Idaho women have been
honored. Special thanks to The Idaho St~tesman for distributing
the stories of these 25 women. The stories of the recipients
from the last three years have appeared in this special
supplement that introduces Boise State University's annual
celebration of National Women's History Month.
Join us for our 2004 celebration of Women's History Month.
This newspaper, as well as all the month's events, celebrates
women's stories through song, theatre, art, film, and lectures.
From the performance of the play "For Colored GirlsWho Have
Considered Suicide When the Rainbow Is 'EnuJ" to the national iuried
.art exhibition in the Student Union Gallery, to lectures by faculty
on a variety of topics, you are invited to get Involved in the
lively stories of women.
See the schedule of events on the back page of this publication
to learn how you can participate.

end Susan B. Anthony, two women "who transformed a nation: the results
show that only one percent could iderllify Stanton as in some way connected
with women's rights. In 1980, the National Women's History Project (NWHP)
was founded in Santa Rosa, California

to broadcast women's historical

achievements. The NWHP started by leading a coalition that successfully
lobbied Congress to designate March as National Women's History Month.
now celebrated

across the land. Today, the NWHP is known nationally

as the only clearinghouse

that provides

information

and trainfng

In'

multicultural women's history for edocotors •.$ommunily organizations. parents
and for onyone wanting

to expand their understanding

of

women's contributions to U. S. history.

Nominate a woman you know for
next year's publication!

It's very easy to nominate a Woman Making
History in Idaho.

fields (sports,engineering. polillcs.], challenged
other forms of oppression-racism.ageism.etc.

Go to http://womenscenter.boisestate.edu.
and Share a story that demonstrates how the
find the awards section on the web toolbor:
nominee is making a difference in the lives of
click on "women making history award: and others.
go to the nominationform that can be submitted
on-line or pick up a. nomination form at the Share someof her greatest achievementsand
Women's Center at 1605 University Drive. personal qualities.

426-4259.

If you were a news reporter. what quote would
Someof the questionsto considerfor nominotion: sum up the attitude of the nominee? Why?
Describe how the nominee "mckes history:
How has she challenged sexiststereotypesand
norms,worked/advocated for equality within
institutions(law. health care. education...!. role
modeled healthy self-esteem and self-worth
broken ground In traditionally male dominated

Categories for nomination and selection:
..................................
BoiseStatefaculty/staffmembers
.................................................
Localcommunitymembers
......................................................................................
Students

http://wom~nscenter.boisestate.edu

..

'

'"
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golf for the U.S.

The UN. General Assembly unanimously adopts a
declaration calling for "equal rights for women in
employment. politics. and cultural life."

In the "Uprising of the 20.0Cx:r women garment
workers strike In New York City for better wages and
working conditions. Over 300 shops eventually sign
union contracts.

The Equal Rights Amendment is possed by Congress
and sent to the states for ratification. Providing that
equality of rights shell not be denied or abridged
on account of sex. it ultimately foils by lust 1 1 votes

For the first time. women are allowed to compete In
the Olympics. Margaret Abbot wins a gold medal In

in three states.

20.000

suffrage supporters parade in New York city.
passing a half-million on-lookers. Assaults by spectators
hospitalize 40 people.

The first rope crisis center and hotline opens. By
1976. there are 400 centers offering counseling,
self-defense classes, and support groups.

Jeannette Rankin of Montof'a,an
ordent suffragist
and pacifist. Is the first woman elected to the U.S.

Title IX prohibits sex discrimination in all education
programs' receiving federal support.

Congress.

At the first Notional Lesbian Feminist Conference
in Los Angeles, lesbions assert their Identity within
the goy and feminist movements in the Unites States.
The U.S. Supreme Court outlaws s~x-segregated
help wonted ods. & The Government Printing Office
Stylebook accepts "Ms." as a prellx,
little League Baseball admits girls to Its teams.
Bunny Taylor pitches the year's first no-hitter.
U.S. military academies

open admissions to women.

The First Notional Women's Conference Is held In
Houston, Texas. 130,000 women attend
preparatory meetings held in every state to. draft
recommendations for a nallonal Plan of Action and
to elect 2,000 delegates to the conference-the
most diverse group ever elected in the U.S.
The Pregnancy Discrimination Act bans employment
discrimination against pregnant women.
Kirchberg v. Feenstra overturns state laws designating
a husband "head and master" with unilateral control
of property owned 10lntly with his wife.
Sandra Day O'Connor
Is the first woman ever
appointed to the U.S. Supreme Court. In 1993, she
Is [olned by Ruth Bader Ginsberg.
Ratification of an Equal Rights Amendment fails by
a total of II votes in 3 states despite a solid rnolorlly63%- of the public supporting il.

Rosa Parks Is arrested for crossing the color line on
a bus. Igniting the Black Civil Rights Movement.

Sex discrimination In membership policies of
organizations such as the Jaycees Is forbidden
the Supreme Court, opening many prevlously
male organizations to women.

Nine black students, six of them young women. face
Violent protests-to lnteqrote Central High School In
little Rock, Arkansas.

by

011-

Supreme Court rules that sexual harassment In the

The President's Commission on the Status of Women
documents discrimination. against women in virtually
every area of American life. It makes 24 specific
recommendations. same surprisingly far-sighted (example:
community property in marriages). 64,000 copies are
sold In less than a year and talk of women's rights is

workplace

is illegal.

300,000 marchers demonstrate for women's
reproductive rights in Washington. D.C.

again respectable.

1993

Title VII of the CiVil Rights Act prohibits discrlmlnalion
In employment on the basis of race, color. religion.
national origin. or sex (a lost-minute addition).

The Women's Rights Notional Historical Park Is
dedicated In Seneca Falls. New York. the first
women's history site in the National Park Service.

2000

U.S. Dept. of Labor estimates women comprise half
the poid workforce. double the rate In 19CO. 8
million women-owned
businesses employ one of
every 4 U.S. company workers, more than all Fortune
s:JJ companies combined.

National Organization
for Women (coiled NOW)
is organized as a civil-rights organization for women,
promoting

full equality.
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?bolh;~ becouse Ihey Ib6~ghl,$Ii'iwoufldl~
soon: The war was
nearly, over an9lbrl;,socredrtsthe
liberallon for her survival. When
she could see the Americon planes overhead and feel Ihe engines'
Vibrations, she says, :People. went Insane with loy."
After the liberation, lortsso and her ·mother. who was now pregnant
.because she likely was raped mthe crimp, walked 10 France. They
reached the border only to be. senlby
train back 10 Russia. a
miserable fate. since cornrnunlsrn Was notthe new life they hoped
for.lron1<;ally,l.orlssa's
mother was lucky to bear the red Iodine
mark thgt Indicated she was ill. As a result, lheywere
moved 10 a
displaced persons camp in Germany where Ihey received the last
family visa to Immigrate to the U.S. before the camp closed.
Lorissa says sho was ashamed of her old age when she entered
the eighth grade that August. But. she nonetheless graduated from
Emmett High In record speed. It was during her junior year that she
met her husband, an Emmett nollveond
Korean War veteran John
Wilfong. They were married by 1955 and the parents of two sons
and one daughter by 1959. She is proud of her legacy as a "super
mom, rancher's Wife, homemaker, and community volunteer." Indeed,
Lorissa has always been and continues to be an active member of .
her church and the community. She tells me that when she read

Lorissa Wilfong Holt
As I begin my descent in to the quiet valley of Emmett on a blustery
November day. I am struck by the imposing, almost off-putting,
presence of Squaw Butte. She is mammoth relative to the small
farming community that is built at her base. Over five decades
earlier, Lorissa Wilfong Holt first laid eyes an the butte, too. when
she and her mother reached the Emmett overlook on Christmas day
in 1950. She was sixteen years old, a Ukrainian immigrant, and a
survivor of the Holocaust. She describes the prophetic vision she felt
at that moment. She says that she knew then she would live and die
in that valley.
Nearly forty years later, alter losing her beloved husband to cancer
and subsequently the family farm, raising three happy children, and
giving much of her life to the community that accepted her and her
mother so many years before, Lorissa graduated from college. The
subject of her senior writing proiect was the same complicated and
grandiose icon that welcomed her initially: Squaw Butte.
According to settler lore, the dubiously named butte burst from the
landscape in a tearful rage because white trappers massacred a
camp of Indian women and their children there. Lorissa shares with
me her theSiS that reads: "To thiS day, from the hills and valleys to
the south, the outiine of Squaw Butte appears as a profile of an
Indian woman's face raised heavenward
... a sorrowing mother,
and her silent outline stands to this day as' a monument to her people
who were robbed of their lives and of their land." Today, Lorissa's
kitchen window

frames the butte.

Lorissa was born in the Ukraine where she learned to speak Russian,
Ukrainian. Polish, C;lnd Gerrnan. Her father, an electrical engineer
by trade, was executed before World War il began, because he
had been labeled an "enemy of the communiststate." She was just
a young girl living with her grandparents in Kiev when the Germans
began their occupation of her homeland. She soon realized that
their so· called liberators were anything but. She recounts gruesome
memories of bearing witness to a mass execution of Jews as they
were lined up before to what she calls a "Babayar:
or witches
ravine. But, Lorissa wants me know that it was not only Jews who
perished in this holocaust. She adds that of the eleven million who
were ki!led, six million were Jews and five million were Slavic, Gypsies,
disabled, or gay.
At eight years old, Lorissa and her mother were captured in an open
market and marched to the rail station. She.cannot be sure how
long It was thaI she.spent in thaI crowded, frigid cattle car as It .
rattled through the winter, before she was pulled off and spared
certain fate because she was sick. She realizes now that other
healthier young women were pulled !r6m the cars and raped;
Astoundingly;lorlssa
was later thrown back into the same car that
carried her mother. Their' de~Iination: Dach~u, outSide of Munich,
Germahy, one of the Illost notorious death camps of the war. She
was not tattoaed upon arrival anJ guesses that the soldiers didn't

Hillary' Clinton's

It Takes A Village,

she thought

At 55, Lorlssa, who clearly has an insatiable intellectual curiosity.
began college at Boise State. Her husband had recently passed
away and she reflects, "Nothing could replace my husband, but
college, I just blossomed [therel. It helped me to overcome my grief."
In spite of her fear and insecurity about being a middle-aged
woman at the university, Lorissa persevered. In recognition of her
ccodernlc excellence, she was awarded a national scholarship to
participate in a college exchange. She spenttwo semesters at the
University of California at Fresno studying Russian language and
literature.
She lived In a dorm and ate In the cafeteria to save
time and money. She [okes that her younger counterparts must have
thought, "Somebody left their mother behind." Ultimately, Lorissa
graduated
from Boise State with a degree In english with an
emphasis on lingui,tics.
The year of Lorissa's graduation, her fifty·eighth in life, also saw the
start af a life-changil'lg adventure. Inspired to pay back what she
calls "her debt to America:
she found herself drawn to the
international organization that not only has no age limit, but also
embodies a credo of social justice close to Lorissa's heart, the Peace
Carps. She served just over two years in rural Hungary as a teacher
of filth Ihrough eighth graders and, of course, a dear friend to
everyone In town. She was moved by the kindness and humility of
the townspeople and their children, and was profoundly impacted
by the Gypsy culture and the alienation and economic disparity
that this group faces. .
.
Given Lorlssa's tenacity, it's 'no surprise that she sought out to "
chronicle her time in Hungary in what has become her first. buI
a Peace Corps

Volunteer

in

Hungary

no less.

Gift of Life: A Memoir

of

is a fitting and eloquent tribute to

all life.
With her first publication
under her belt, Lorissa's children are
encouraging their mom to write another memoir. thiS one of her
early years, but Larissa refrains for now as she's not quite emotionally
prepared for that, In the meantime, she wauld like it if people would
keep, their eyes and.ears open for her current speaking tour. If
you would like to purchase a copy of her book, please call her at
365-6361.
by Amy Herzfeld: A native of Idaho, Amy hold, a bachelor's degree from
Boise State in history and women's studies..A, a longtime political activist
Amy has worked both as volunteer and employee for countless campolgn~
and organizations, including the Idaho Women's Network, Bob Huntley for
Governor, EI·Ada Community Action Agency, Take Back the Night, Idaho's
lesbian;:Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Survey Prolect and many other5.
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Imagine being q female policeoffl~~r;'~ilimal
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con'r~;:~;tfJ2etof'~~er:

o'dlspotcher, and being fired be$ou,sesamyone.t~l.n~Y9U
a lesbian. ThiSactually happened toseyEll1 wCJ!TlCnworki09'
PoIiceDeporh imt in 19n AItffi-hOVlng a supposedly~ure"
l1
at work lapped, Ihey were firedorresI9n(';!dbecause!,"~peqsol

'be
tse's

their pdvotelives Inlerfared with their 'pOlICe duties (TheI~ii,Stilteiinan,
March 11. 19771. Fighting thiS travesty was MaryEvelyJi' Smith's first
majar battle as a gay activist In Boise, and It would nqt be ~r kist.
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llGBTl

Along with BOise's lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
community, MaryEvelyn
organized
rallies and pettljoljdrtvesln
support of the women, who were most likely largetedbylhe
Police
- Department simply because Ihey were women, She WQS not afraid

to have her name published In TheIdaho Statesm~~ 'In connecnon
with Ihls story, The women never got their lobs back; b:ut were'
awarded damages by a federal court, not because they were fired
because they were suspected
of being 'gay, but becouse the
police department
inappropriately wiretapped the' phone. Today,
any worker in Idaho can still be fired for any reason or no reoson at
all--you
may even be fired because someone thinks you are

gay, and you'd never know it.

' "

to herself: "It took

Emmett 10 raise me."

surely not last, book, self-published

MaryEvelyn Smith

:::::: :',:::::::::

Twenty-five years later I have the pleasure of talking with MaryEvelyn.
who prefers to be called Evle, over caffee In her cheery kitchen.
Evie tells me that she came to Boise In 1969 at the age olIwentyseven, to give birth to a son who she gave upfor adoption. She
knew she was a lesbian while still -/ery young, and describes those
early years living In the closet and trying to hide her true Identity
os a form of "sane schizophrenia.".

-

..

Evie emerged from that dark closet In the mld-1970s,
a time of
great feminist activity. Evie initially worked on creallng a women's
polltlcol caucus in the State of Idaho, but soon realized she needed
to work on issues that impacted her on a more personal level. The
result was the development of The Community Center. where lesbian,
gay, b~exual. and transgender mdtvtduols could feel safe-no easy
task In a world where people not only lose thelr. fobs, but are
. murdered because of their sexual orientation or gender Identity, like
Mathew Shepord and Gwen AraUjo. In addition to a safe haven,
The Community Center providesmeetil'lg
and office space, a library
and an infcrmal drop'in center for members of the LGBT community,
Evie has also helped numerous young gay ~ople prepare for life In
the straight world by contributing to the creation of Youth Alliance
for Diversity IYADI, a youth-run group sponsored by Your Family,
Friends & Neighbors that helps gay youth cope Vlith Ihe mal'ly issues
they face. Other educational outreach activities Evle has been
involved with include Diversi!y. a newsmagaZine by The .Community
Center published eleven times a year and distributed tnroughout Boise
and.the NorthWest. and QTV, a loca,l queer-therried televisiOn production
that airs on Friday's on PubliC Access Television. channel 11.

Women Making .Herstory

Boise State Universi!y WJmen's Center :: March 2004-

I ask Evie if she thinks it Is any easier to live in Boise since its explosive
growth during the last [ew years. She says that she .doesn't think
BoiSe has changed much because so many people are leaving places
like California and coming to Boise to "get away from all that stuff"
Evie does believe, however, that coming out Is getting easier for
young people because there are more positive goy role models,.
arid society in general is becoming more accepting of diversity.
Even in ultraconservative Boise, people are beginning to understand
that if you denigrate one group of people, It becomes easier to
denigrate

another.

Evie recently retired from the Idaho Commission for lhe Blind where
she spent 30 years helping blind people learn to navigate with a
cone and use a computer, and otherwise find their way in the sighted
world. She shows me a plaque given to her for her years of service
with the Idaho Cornrntsslon for the Blind. She is especiclly proud
of the numerous LGBT community and ELM awards, including the
Brion BergqUist Award, displayed on the walls of her kitchen. I ask
Evie what she wonts to do now that she Is retired. "Oh maybe travel
around the world and enjoy life: she replies. But then again, It's
hard to retire from volunteer work when you stili feel needed, and
still enloy the work so much.
by Elizabeth Stubbs Elizabeth Is a senior molorlnq In english wllh on emphasis
In technical communication. Her Interests Include women's history and the
art of memoirs.
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J eni Jenkins

I
Jeni also sees herself as a role model for women leovinq abusive
relationships. She's been there. Jenl lelt an abusive boyfriend alter
three years. At the Women's Center, she has the opportunity to
help other women. "j want to help women in similar situations to
break free.

indiViduals.

The legal. educationaL and crimlnallustlce syslems are flowed, Jenl
says. and changes are needed In order to make the world a better,
more equllable place. She says that lows are different for the poor,
who lock influence and don't know how or can't afford to naVigate
these systems. Jeni is full of sobering statistics. and she points out
that it costs more to house a prison Inmato for a year than It does
to pay for one person to earn a college degree. Then, she asks,
"Why not put the money toward education? Why not give them on
education?"
Education certainly has changed J~nl's life. She watched her mother
struggle for years just to keep her children housed and fed. "We
always hod clothes: she says. "We always hod Christmas. But we
shopped at Saver's. not The Gop." Jenl knows that education will
lilt her out of poverty. As a teen mother, she graduated from high
school on time, something many teen parents don't manage. She
went on to college as a young single mother of two, another feat
that beats the odds. Many of the teen parents she become friends
with at Meridian Academy didn't go on to college. Several of them
went straight to work. many stuck in low wage jobs and poverty,

Jenl, who Is bl-roclol. is interested In discovering more about AfricanAmerican culture. Her mother, who Is white. never spoke about the
. fact that Jeni wos different from her siblings during their childhood.
Jeni wasn't aware of her race until roughly the fifth grode, when
other kids began making racial remarks to her. It was hard, she
says. but she mode It through okoy, and It helped her to realize

leve! the playing field.
Jeni Is.quick to demystify stereotypes that she charges are folse,
like those gender stereotypes that portray women as weak and
men as tough and In:control. Jeni also guesses that the reason
people may feel animosity toward feminism Is because they see
feminists, stereotyplcolly
portrayed
as bra-burning
man-haters.
According to Jeni. these stereotypes only serve to alienate people
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Jenl has hod a tough life, bllt she doesn't resent it. "Struggle is good
for bUilding character, although I don't want my kids to have to
struggle as much as I did: she says. "I wont them to have opportunities
I never hod, like participating In the arts, theater, and sports. When
I was growing up. we didn't have the money for the fees." Her
children. Caleb, 8. and Kirah. 4. are beautiful and confident. As
preSident of the Boise State Single Parents' Club. Jeni and her
children spend a lot of time with other young families
At only 23 years of age, Jenl has her future ahead of her, and it
Is full of plans and dreams for herself. her family, and a society she
hopes to improve. She has even encour~d
her mother to go bock
to schooL who Is now a freshman maloring in business at Boise
State. Jeni wants to see more programs that help low-income
indiViduals attend school and advance. She has benefited from
federal programs along her path, and pions to give bock to the
community what she's been given, and much more.
A talented pointer. Jenl's art adorns her bedroom walls, and her
Fleur de Femme painting served as the on-stage focal point of the
2003 production of The Vagina Monologues 01 Boise State. Jenl's coworker at the Women's Center, Pete Carlson. calls her "A roy of
light In thiS overcast world
.. always a source of courage and
happiness." Courageous. happy, a creator of beauty, and a champion
of lustice Jenl can't help but contribute tv a better. more .equltable,

In her position as program assistant for the Boise State Women's
Center, Jeni has partnered with the Boise Women's and Children's
Alliance and coordinated
The Clothesline Project. which aims to
educote people about domestic Violence; she Is currently producing

and more beautiful

world.

by Anno Fr,tz, Anna Is a freelance writer. She works for Boise State RadiO.
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she feels. have led to her success.
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Jenl Is a feminist, a title that she defines as ony person, man or
woman. wb.o feels everyone
should be treated equally, with
differences accepted. She odds that feminism combats stereotypes
that make women feel less than human, that those same stereotypes
are olten overplayed by the media, and that feminists just wont to

Jeni knows she Is a role model to teen parents, and ·to others
struggling with poverty. She accepts the responsibility gladly; and
is eager to show her peers that they can do whatever they wont
If they work hard. Jenl continues to work hard. 'She is intelligent.
optimistic, and persistent. She is also compassionate. These qualities,

production

them."

Brown

1K

I

while others struggle with drug abuse.

the 2004

I understand

things about the world,

Jeni Jenkins is a small-town girl with big plans to help kids who grew
up like she did. Born and raised in Meridian, Jeni grew up poor but
determined to make something of herself. She will graduate from
Boise State In May with a bachelor's of social science, and four
count 'em, four minors: dispute resolution, sociology. psychology, and
fine arts. She plans to earn a mosler's In publiC policy along with a
low degree. then work to change laws and policies, perhaps as a
legislator. Jenl wonts to understand the law so she con figure out
" how to change those lows that she views as unfair to women, children.
and low-Income

: Yasm'in Aaulf~; . if >
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II has only served to bolster her feminist convictions. On the subject
backlash, Zelia imparts, "I called myself an eco-feminlst before
that was a real term. People are worried about saying something
inflammatory, that it's going to inflame and cause controversy, I
really don't understand it. Making sure we are on top of legislation,
and being aware of women's issues Is not Inflammatory. We are

of

losing our freedom

of speech."

Richard Hooper was Zelia's first love. Hooper was working for the
United Nations in Baghdad when a truck bomb was detonated
nearby his office in August of 2003. He was among the casualties.
Zelia recently created a memorial. Rick. She says, "It was the hardest
piece I'd ever done." Zelia planned to visit Hooper in New York
last year after putting the trip off for several years. Zelia was
devastated
by Hooper's death and It Intl"nsified her sentiments
against the war in Iraq. "The horror of our president taking us into
a war that we have no business being in, and then my friend gets
killed because of it. I don't believe in this war ... and anyone who
doesn't support this war [is labeled] unpatrlottc."
Zelia draws
parallels between her anti-war stance and her feminist senSibilities.
For her, public resentment of those who criticize the war is not
, dissimilar from media antagonism toward feminism. Zelia will continue
to use her art to advance her vision of social justice and peace.

I

ZelIa Bardsley
Steel is a cold, hard, unyielding, and dark metal. In fact, all of the
metcils that artist Zelia Bardsley uses to wield her craft can be
described as such. That Is, until she applies her torches and welder
to them. Zelia brings form, light, and life to her metals. Each piece
blends It's own theme, story, and personal statement.
Born and raised in Boise, Zelia had a fascination with her father's
shop tools when she was vounqer. When other girls were busying
themselves with common interests, like boys and fashion, Zelia stole
away to her father's shop to toy around with the equipment she
found there. Later, she began illustrating. Through checking out library
books on graphiC design, Zelia taught herself how to use art as her
primary mode of self-expression. Note the absence of formal training.
Zelia's work almost always reveals a penchant for the female form
the actual. realistic female forni. She was not always comfortable
with this muse though. When Zelia was 16 years old, she lived in
Finland for a brief period. It was there, amongst the generally more
liberal Europeans, that she was exposed to a culture that defines
and even celebrates nudity. At first uncomfortable, she soon began
to view nudity in such a way that inspired her and realized the
waste that is Insecurity and shame. Zelia doesn't just conjure up the
memory of these healthy images, she invokes a sense of freedom
and acceptance of
natural feminine form.

a

Zelia recently sculpted ,<pi, a Greek Goddess who boasts copperplated breasts, wild copper hair with sharpened ends, and a steel
mesh body that is shapely and warrior-like. Zoe Is Winged and kneels
with her staff clutched. While examining this figure, one is catapulted
back to ancient times, before recorded civilization, when women
were universally revered, beloved, and feared as wise and strong
protectors of the human race. Relics of thiS forgotten era, desecrated
over the centuries, are resurrected
through Zelia's sculptures.
Her work stands as a visual' translation of the timeless power of
women, which mainstream images so obtusely ignore. Zelia torches
and bangs out metal women, with breasts that have surrendered to
gravity, thighs that curve without apology, and waistlines that transcend
pre-pubescence. Her work counters any narrow visions of femininity.
She asserts, "I just don't like unrealistic expectations of what women
are supposed to be, and I don't like how our culture looks at women
who don't fit that." Zelia's artwork is her activism. Her welder and
torches promote a healthy culture for women to live in.
When asked what the worst and most urgent hardship facing women
today is, Zelia doesn't hesitate: "Violence against women, absolutely.
I think statistics show that it has not changed in the last thirty years.
It's still happening, it's stili something that we don't talk enough about,
it's still something that women hide." Zelia was one of the original
members of the Treasure Valley Chapter of the National Organization
for Women. She also co-chairs the annual Celebration
of Women
in the Arts [undrctser. from which all proceeds are donated to the
Boise Women's and Children's Alliance Crisis Center.
Zelia has witnessed

the struggle

of women

in our community, and
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Bikini Kill, Pat Benater, Ani Difranco, and Blondie. Mo has a great
level of respect for those female musicians who have remained
Independent like Canada's Ember SWift and BOise's own Rebecca

,,
,
Zelia's favorite Vignette is called Diving Deep. It ts based on a ,
,
Margaret Atwood poem. Zelia describes her emotions behind Diving ,
,
Deep with a sage wisdom amassed only through self-reflection. "It ,,
Is plunging Into the total unknown, where II's scary and there are
,,
not a lot of pretty things to look at ... ond then being able to ,,
,,
surface and come out of that, somebody totally new and reborn,
,,

someone you have never been before."

by Aubrey Salazar: Aubrey recently graduated from Boise State with a
degree In international business and a minor In economics. As a student,
she also served as a weekly columnist for Th,Arbiftr newspap:;r. Next year,
she will be attending law school to study International law and human rights.
Viva las rnuieresl
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Maureen Clark
Alaskan-born
Maureen, Clark doesn't watch Saturd'!J Night Live,
ever. In fact, she daesn t watch televlslon at all. But it seems like
we all have to watch televlslon, we have to be informed, entertained,
and tuned In, don't we'? Maybe, but Maureen, who prefers to be
called Mo, is Informed, and entertained,
and mctdentolly, she
happens to be the one tuning us In these days.
As a Boise State RadiO producer and disc [ockey, Mo keeps us
entertained for an hour each Monday evening at eight p.m. at call
station 730 on the AM dial. Her show, Girl Volcano, Is a highly fluid
mix of music, poetry, politics. and news, combined in a potpourri of
style. Mo insists that despite the suggestive title of her precious
airtime, she is no longer erupting.
"The pendul~m swings both ways you know ... you can't transpose
your anger, says Mo of her life and feminist outlook. Her minor is
women's [gender! studies and she describes the classes within this
academiC concentration as "all-consuming." Gender studies is also
the field where Mo likely acquired her social consciousness. And
it helps that she visits family in both Portland and Seattle often,
cities she characterizes
as the Northwest region's epicenters of
progressive social movement. Mo even detects a style of dress in
these two urban areas that seems to capture the movement. "It INW
style I is sort of like a post-Pulp Fiction:

she jokes.

Mo may nat be a fashion expert, but she doesn't want to be one.
Although an the subject of fashion as portrayed by mainstream
publications for women, she charges, "They should outlaw beauty
magazines

.. .lhey make you feel like crap." On her show Girl

Volcano, Mo speaks frankly about how she processes the world
and she is thankful for that opportunity.
All stude.nt DJ positions at Boise State Student RadiO are unpaid
and, can t currently be offered up as an internship. Nonetheless,
Mo s passion for the airwaves endures. The music that she plays
has to inspire both herself and her listeners, and includes artists like

- ----_.- ------ -- -- _._--- ._~--_..._- ---
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Scott, and Chris Daty.
Mo champions these underground divas on Girl Volcano and cites
her biggest Influence as "Anyone who can think outside the box."
She loves to Interview grassroots artists and feels compelled to offer
her radio slot to lndle musicians with the hope that their music will
reach a larger audience. Since Mo not only produces her own
show, but is also the Boise State Student RadiO program coordinator,
she is In a' unique position to challenge stereotypes and promote
what she calls, "conscious, forward thinking."
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Mo says, "Around here, the mlndset Is DJs are guys." She is right
that there are more male DJs than female on the Boise airwaves,
and that the few women who are lucky enough to make it on
corporate rodio risk beIng reduced to "Sidekick" status. Never mind
that the play-list and programming content Is pre-set.
Mo wants to make sure thot young girls do whatever they want,
even if they are outnumbered. She recognizes the importance of
helping the next generation of women voice the terms and content
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of their world. Girl Volcano is edgy In this way, but Mo Is careful to
prevent any accusations that her show Is "spewing" at its audience.
She does not want the show to be angry. Instead, she wants it to
bridge the gap between tolerance and entertainment.
This is her
vision for the future of Boise State Student RadiO.
"We [student rcdlo staffl want our own station; if we can get
representation,
we can raise awareness and raise listenership:
exclaims Mo. Currently, Boise State RadiO dedicates a mere two
hours per night to student programming
on the AM signal an
unpopular time-slot when the signal is weakest. Changing the timeslot is not possible because of stringent programming, so Clark turned
to Boise State students for help. With ASBSU senator Lea Sweat,
Clark proposed a student station independent of Baise State RadiO.
The proposal passed, and if approved by President Kustra and the
State Board of Education, Student RadiO will receive $2.00 from
student fees. This will enable the students to pion and build a seporate
station.
Mo would like Student RadiO to wholly reflect the entertainment
tastes of Boise State students. She has even assigned herself a
timeline of five years to complete the transition. Mast of Mo's peers
will have graduated by the time her efforts are realized but that
doesn't mean it can't be imagined.
'
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Certainly one day, the students of BSU's campus will be able to turn
on their rcdtos to listen to programming
that features the music,
politlcs. events, artists, and news that defines their academiC culture.
Until then though, students and the community will still be able to
hear Mo harkening a different perspective and delighting our sense
IndiViduality on her show Girl Volcano.

by Aubrey Salazar
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Evangeline Beaver
Couple Evangeline Beaver's enthusiasm with her unflagging energy
and the result is excellence. When Vangie, as her friends know her,
sees a need that she can meet, she responds. That is how 'the Filipino
Student Organization, FILAMO, came Into being. Always concerned
about diversity and cultural Issues and their impact on Individuals,
Vangie wanted to create a sense of community for other Filipino
students at Boise State University.
Astudent herself Vangie Is aware of how Intimidating and confusing
a university can be. Both aware of this verity and proud of her
culture, she wanted to help new Filipino students find their way and
step forward on the path to their academic goals. Because she
learned how to succeed as a student, she wanted to reach out to
guide others to success.

toward

a degree

student organization.
Today, Vangie is president of FILAMO, the Filipino student orqonlzcllon
that serves the campus community and connects with the greater
community as well. Three hundred people attended the Galing
Galing Filipino Dinner and Dance Fest In September, for which Ro
Parker of Boise State's Cultural Center helped Vangie to secure
national speaker, Kevin Nadal of New York, Nadal addressed
significant- racial Issues and raised awareness about identity struggles
of Filipinos and all minority groups. The event, according to Vangie,
was an opportunity" ... for the' club to get further exposure in the
community and for both the campus and the community lot largel
to come Ito BSUI for the show."

I

by Ellie McKinnon: Ellie Is the Assistant to the Dean of Extended Studies.
Her responsibilities Include directing Renaissance Institute and developing
opportunities for short-term International programs. A writer, she has a
regulor feature In Idaho Home and Garden MagaZine and has contributed
'to Boise Journal and Focus MagaZine.
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in business management.

Vangie and Mark found an active Filipino community in Boise, but
soon noticed that there was no support or social organization
for
Filipino students on campus. She found support from the stoff of the
Student Success Program as she began her occdernlc work, but she
still sought a sense of belonging 'on Boise State's campus. With the
encouragement of her husband Mark, she began to dream of ·change.
Ideas Circled and flourished In Vangie's mind. She says of herself.
"When I'm looking at something, I combine all the Ideas in my mind
and I create something new that people have never done before."
She wanted to create a sense of community while Inspiring a sense
of pride In Idenlily among Filipino students, so Vangie approached
the Student Union Acllvltles office and learned how to establish a

SCHOlARSHIPS

Although Vangie and a crew of community volunteers likely satisfied
the literal and figurative appeliles of all 300 guests, Vangie was
not willing to stop at one successful event. Dancers from the club
continue to entertain at community functions and conferences as
well as work toward fulfilling the organization's
mission: to shore
and integrate the Filipino culture with the Boise community and
Boise State community culture. FILAMO also continues to extend
hearty welcomes and support services to new Filipino students.
Success is the name of the game for Evangeline Beaver. She seems
to know no boundaries. She says It best when she exclaims: "Everything
is important to me. If I accomplish something, I feel like, wow, I did
it! And I gain prosperity and happiness."

ortlcles

Vangie has helped numerous students connect with appropriate
resources at the beginning of their academic careers. Academic
success Is Important to Vangie, from her perspective, "Learning Is for
gaining economic prosperity and happiness." But Vangie Includes
others in her vision of success. As she climbs toward success she
reaches bock to help others who are just beginning their climb to
their own dreams Vangie first come to the United States In 1989,
and began her own academiC [ourney In Palm Springs, California.
She later moved to Lewiston, Idaho where she completed a twoyear degree,
but that was not enough for Vangie. With an
entrepreneurial
spirit, she envisioned herself as a business owner,
perhaps the owner of an export/import
company. To realize that
dream more training was needed. She then moved to Boise with
her husband, Mark, and enrolled at Boise State to begio working
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Dr. Ingrid Brudenell
Ingrid Brudenell Is out to change the world, not through anarchy
or mass revolt but by touching one life at a time. Her philosophy
Is based on that of Margaret Mead, who said, "Never doubt that
a small group of thoughtful. committed citizens can change the
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world. Indeed, It's the only thing that ever has."
Ingrid, who has a PhD. In nursing research from Oregon Health
Sciences University, is many things including a researcher, a mentor,
a Boise State University professor, and a nurse. But most of all, she's
a doer. Not content to simply train a new generation of nurses,
Ingrid has dedicated
herself to causes that make a difference.
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With that goal In mind, Ingrid has been a partner with several
community agencies involved with trnprovlnq health care, Including
Terry Reilly Health Services, Head Start and the Meridian school
district. Currently, she is a board member of the Open Arms Baby
Boutique, which promotes healthier pregnancies for [lrnlled income
women, and a planning committee member of the Friendship Clinic,
a community effort to provide health care to people without
. Insurance. Ingrid is also chair of the Institutional Review Board at
Boise Stale, which oversees the rights of individuals who porticipate .
in human research. And both lhts year and last, she fulfilled a joint
appointment as a nurse researcher at St. Luke's Regional Medical
Center, where she works to put the latest research ideas into
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practice.
Working with professional and student nurses, Ingrid is currently
implementing the newest theories of eVidence-based practice. One
application is how to prevent pressure ulcers, more commonly known
as bed sores. "One indicator of quality nursing care Is the absence'
of pressure ulcers: she says. "It's not a glamorous subject. but it's
extremely important for pchents' safely and comfort." Her involvement
with the hospital is also a good way to assure that her students get
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that Karry provides. her troops, as both team and tndlviduol. are
hard-pressed to find soniethlng they cannot accomplish. The goal
is to build up the girls' self-esteem and nurture in them a sort of
indestructible
spirit that will develop
into a life-long
pattern.

the hoods-on training they'll need to succeed In their chosen
profession. Health care isn't lust about doing things the right way,
Ingrid believes, it's about finding a better way. In March, Ingrid will
be traveling to South Africa to share this research with practitioners
from the World

Health Organization

Troop activities are not the only aspect of the Girl Scouls that has
evolved, so too have the traditional tokens of achievements that
Girl Scouts are so well known for the badges. In describing lhls
organizational
shilt. Karry explains, "They IGlri Scoutsl promote a
lot more investigation ond self-direction ... they get to choose the
activities and it's not so narrowly structured. The way the badges
are written, and a lot of the work, wants the kids to look at the
social paint of view, the scientific point of view, and the humanistic
point of view. So how does it affect them; how does It affed the

(WHO).

"Nothing of Importance was ever done that didn't Involve people
working together:
Ingrid says, her whole bce lighting up <:J5 she
warms to her topic. "It's important to core about people and obout
the environment where you live. But I do think knowledge
and
research are very Important." Knowledge, says this professor, who
has helped train hundreds of nurses over the years, opens doors
to better understanding and consequently more successful problemsolvinq. While listening to Ingrid talk about all that she has done
and all that she hopes to accomplish, it's hard not to be caught up

.

community?"

In her enthusiasm.
"You have to be open-minded and looking for knowledge:
Ingrid
says. "You can't be thinking you've already solved the problem."
One of the benefits of being in education. she believes, is that the
more you know, the more you realize how much you have left to
learn. She's also a firm believer that quality nursing Involves on
open collaboration
between patients, health care providers and

Karry Fischer

the community.
Only by workmq together, she says, can change occur. "A big port
of what nursing is about is promoting and implementing change to
improve situations for the patient on a community or International
level." she says. "If you could get nurses, social workers and other
people who are committed to the community working together, you
could gel 011kinds of things done. I've always believed in prevention
and health promotion. I'm interested In how people can come
together

and generate

change."

Ingrid's interest in working in the health core field began as a
teenager in Oak Pork, Illinois, where she volunteered as a candy
striper for the local hospital. Always a good student, she found
herself attraded
to nursing because it was people-oriented
and
offered so many opportunities to be on activist. Over the years,
Ingrid has hod plenty of experience with this concept. Her mother
is a community leader and active in the theater and arts; her sister
is a reading

specialist and drama coach in Denver.

Ingrid's doctoral studies focused on substance abuse recovery during
pregnancy and the first post-partum year. Many substance abuse
counselors won't treat pregnant women, she says, because there
are so many risks involved-all the more reason to become involved.
"That's a very demanding
time in any woman's life:' she says,
"especially when you're trying to get clean and sober."
William Brudenell. her husband of 34 years, says her efforts in thts
area led to policy improvements instate priorities for treatment
and also increased the understanding of these problems among
health care providers and substance abuse counselors. But more
important, William notes, is the fact that Ingrid's many accomplishments
were realized while she simultaneously taught nursing at Boise State
and successfully raised three children who were all active in 4H,
church, scouting, soccer and Pony Club. "Ingrid is always very
generous of her time: he says, "putting her personal interests
secondary

to the improvement

of others' lives."

And Ingrid's not done yet. At a recent conference, she was intrigued
by a presentation that incorporated research findings Into a readers'
theater aimed at young people. That concept has opened up a whole
new world of possibilities for future presentations. "I've done lots of
research articles, but I never thought how effective art can be in
encouraging involvement [in youth I. I'd like to do more with art."
Ingrid and her husband live in Boise. They have three grown children
and two grandchildren. Their son and daughter-in-law
live in Boise,
their oldest daughter is o graduate student In architecture at the
University of Oregan and their youngest daughter Is a freshman,
also studying architecture, at Tulane University.
by Kathleen Craven: Kathleen has been with Boise State since July 20J0.
In her previous life, she spent a decode as a newspaper reporter/columnist,
follOWing a hectic stint as a community theatre director/actress. Kathleen
enjoys spending time with her husband and children, exploring nature and
dOllcing. \Nhen she grcv:s up. 5he wonts to hA on archaeologist.

·r

When you think of Girl Scouts, several things may come to mind,
for example: cookies, badges, arts and crofts, those lost arts of
domesticity like sewing throw pillows, and decorating hope 'chests.
While such endeavors may have been characteristic of the organization
Girl Scouts of America fifty years ago,Giri Scouts today are ernbroclnq
progress and have significantly widened the scope of activities that
they sponsor for their troops. This is due in part to the ever-changing
roles of women in our society. For instance, women today are generally
less timid about exploring opportunities to study, build skills, and earn
qualifications in different profeSSional and leisure fields previously, orin some cases, presently, monopolized

by men.

The fundamenta'i principles of the Girl Scouts seem surprisingly
aligned with the mission statements of more palitlcal orqoruzollons
like Amnesty International and the American Civil liberties Union.
In a way, all of these organizations
help to preserve democratic
society, yet there remuius a light-hearted stigma attached to the
Girl Scouts. Karry knows that her troops are in fact, very serious
about their work. Lost spring, Karry joined a Girl Scout group on
a trip to London, England. The troops also have opportunities
to
rock climb, participate in outdoor retreats, croft science experiments,
ond they have even been known to engage in a sewing octlvlty
now and then. Karry Insists that thts is simply "one. skill" and admits
that she actually spends very little time doing crafts with the troops.
Karry maintains that the group is very "girl-driven:
explaining that
the troops plan activities according to their Interest. Her motivation
Is sincere:"We are bUilding tomorrow's leaders." Karry Fischer clearly
understands what it tokes to butid leaders, as she is most certainly
one herself.
by Aubrey Salazar
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These expanded roles and opportunities are paving the way for
a new cross-section of women leaders In Girl Scouts. In turn, Girl
Scout troops are empawered by these unique leaders who Sidestep
traditional career paths and transcend gender lines In order to reach
their full potential. In both her personal and professional life, Karry
Fischer seems to have reached her full potential. Now, as.a mother,
educator, and through her Involvement with the Girl Scouts of America,
Karry helps young women and girls to reach their' full potential.
Karry grew up on her father's farm in Mountain Home, Idaho. She
spent most of her youth waking
at five a.m. to help milk the
cows, and recounts fond memories of accompanying her father on
his route to deliver dairy products to local grocers. "Kids don't have
those experiences anymore: she points out. Kerry's childhood on
the farm fostered closeness with nature and perhaps even reverence
for things which life holds constant. The experience likely sparked
her fascination with the sciences and mathematics. Alter leaVing
home, thiS some fascination translated into a civil engineering degree
from the University of Boulder at Colorado. While at Boulder, Karry
met her husband, also an engineering student. Eighteen years have
now passed since they were married.
Today, they raise two

up

daughters,

Ida 13, and Hanna

10.

For the post few years, Karry has shared her experiences and
education as a leader and trainer for the Girl Scouts. Back In
college, her decision to pursue engineering was shared by a number
of other women seeking the some degree, but she soon discovered
that the industry's workplaces were not os egalitarian as her classes.
"As on engineer, I started 20 years ago ... about o quarter of my
[peers in] class were women, a pretty large section: she indicates.
"It was not until I got Into the workplace that it became the 'goodole boy' system. Civil Engineering is definitely still a mole-dominated
field, but you've got to break these stereotypes." Karry exclaims.
She encourages her troops to be Vigilant in their challenge of similar
gender

stereotypes.

Kerry's role in the project is small, but powerful. Her brand of
inspiration contains messages like: "You dream it, you can make it
happen:
and "Nothing is beyond your grasp if you work hard."
With the constant stream of motivation and reasoned instruction

Marie Blanchard
There have been countless remarkable women nurses throughout
world history. Florence Nigh~ingale paved the way for female nurses
In the mld- 1800s when she Introduced the profession to British
military hospitals during the Crimean War. The soldiers dubbed her
"Lady In Chief." Mother
Teresa's The Missionaries
of Charity,
committed itself to caring for the poor In India. The mother of
goodWill's Missionary eventually grew from one member to over
100,()(X) volunteers working in 123 countries. She later won the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1979. During the First World War, Edith
Cavell, a nurse working in the then Germon-occupted city of Belgium,
bravely treated and helped more than 200 allied soldiers escape
the Germons. When the Germans discovered Cavell. they tried her
for treason and put her to death. Mary Seacole was a Jamaicanborn nurse who actually furidraised money to travel to Crimea and
help the British soldiers during the same era as Nightingale. In fact,
she was often referred to as the "Block Florence Nightingale." Marie
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and is busying herself with writing grants and applying for building
permits. Recently, she had to scale back plans In favor of opening
the cliniC's doors sooner, but thiS has not diminished her vision: "The
architect said we have room for two exam rooms, a bathroom, and
a little waiting room. We will have to forgo the office space, but
we can begin to start serving the worktng poor."

Blanchard may nat be as famous as the aforementioned nurses, but
her life does bear a certain resemblance to her foremothers and
she is quite remarkable In her own right.
While attending nursing school In Den~er In the 1950s, Marie was
one of three students sent to Washington to study psychiatry and
public health. She began working In a tuberculosIs sanitarium, and
It was there that she me! a Chilean patient who worked for the
Chilean Consulate In Seattle. This pollen! was so outspoken in his
disapproval of women In the nursing profession that he offered to
secure Marie' a lob as a flight attendant for Pan American Airlines.
Marie accepted his offer, not because she agreed with his sentiments,
but because she was young and the prospect held excitement.

In her spare time, Marie Is an avid golfer, an acto; In community
-theatre-the
first woman president of Boise Little Theatre In factand a devoted fan of Opera Idaho. Her favorite opera Is "Carmen."
When asked to draw parallels with Carmen's life to her own, she
hesitates for a while and replies, "Once we decide to do something,
we do It." Residents of Boise will surely be grateful for Marie's
determlnallon

As a flight attendant with Pan Am, Marie frequently flew back and
forth to Alaska. On one special trip to Nome, the passengers were
not typical airline customers. About thirty-five Indigineous people
with advanced tuberculosis were on transport to a sanitarium In
Seattle. Plane seats were removed In order to accommodate
stretchers. The experience for ,\-\arle was more Ironic than startling.
After three years with Pan Am, Marie met her husband. At the time,
company regulations did not permit flight attendants to be married .
. So she gave up flying and settled into family life.
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The couple moved back to Boise after their. second child was born,
and Marie began her nursing career ago II). She worked sporadically
. for different doctors, large clinics, and in the Immunization department
of Central District Health Department. When asked about Idaho's
poor record of childhood Immunizations, Marie answers, "I think
we've always fallen short. Seems like people are very aware when
the baby Is small ... and then they don't follow through as the child

to strengthen

democracy and promote 'human rights.

Through

multi-issue

education

and grassroots

grows."

organizing, we work to improve the policy climate.
Another Issue that Marie feels Is urgent Is the rising number of
uninsured in Idaho. She describes scenarios common during her days
as a school nurse when students would get sick over the weekend,
but their parents were forced to walt until Monday
morning for
medical treatment at school because they had no health care
coverage. Marie has witnessed many epidemics first hand and the
experience

Church on the Boise Bench.
A Bench-area resident, Marie's neighborhood has become Inspiration
for her next pioneering endeavor. While. walking near her home one
afternoon, Marie says she was profoundly
moved by who! she
viewed as the iarge economic gaps of residents. "This neighborhood
Is very diverse; It goes from extremely wealthy people on Crescent
Rim to extremely poor people." At the "Friendship" dinners that her
church sponsors, she also nollced that many of her neighbors needed
not only a meal. but health care too. Confounded
by this reality,
dectded

to begin a free healih care clinic.

The first call that Marie made was to Pam Gehrke at Boise State
who then sent her to ten students who could survey the need for
a free clinic on the Bench. Once her suspicions were confirmed,
Marie began looking for resources. "The thing is, I've lived in this
community for 40 years, and in that amount of time you meet a lot
of people, and you network, and you learn who does what. I used
to be very timid about asking people to do things for nothing ... but
I'm not now:

~-

build political power among those who are the
most disenfranchised

fuels her drive for change.

Marie has been a Parish nurse for just under a decade and assisted
Dr. JoAnn Vahey In bringing the first Parish nursing program to Boise
State University. In 1997, the first preparatory
course for Parish
nursing was brought to BSU from Marquette University. Today, there
are 52 Parish nurses In the Treasure Valley. Parish nurses are
registered nurses who devote special attention to healing the mind
and spirit of pallents. They do not participate In "invasive care." For
example, they do not administer shots or change dressings, but rather
counsel and educate to manage an illness. Parish nurses usually
practice healing in churches. Marie works out of All Saints Episcopal

Marie

develop and promote values-based policies and

she chuckles.

Marie has now commissioned a Board of Directors from the community,
a group of nurses to brainstorm the operation, an architect to design
the clinic, and Habitat for Humanity has offered to do the framing.
The clinic's camesake Is the dinner series that Marie's church has
always sponsored, the Friendship Clinic. It will be the third of It's
kirid In Boise. Marie still has a long way to go to realize her vision

Toni Roberts

and underrepresented.

By

working together and sharing power in the political
arena, all women will have greater influence on

"Music is the pleasure the human mind experiences from counting
Without being aware that It is counting." -Gottfried Leibnlz

the policies that impact their lives.

In a quiet Northend neighborhood
sits a neat brick home where
Toni Roberts greets me with a smile. We sitdown
at a simple
wooden table in a room filled with paintings and photographs of
her family. Toni Is a woman whose 'life seems like clcsslcol muslc. thoughtful

and complex.

Toni attended college at Idaho State University and eventually
earned her degree in mathematics from Boise State Unjversity. Toni
says that she was usually one of the only females In her-math classes
throughout her college career. She later worked for Micron at the
height of the computer boom, and then was one of a team of three
who created the Healthwise Handbook, a publication designed to
give rural Idaho families the ability to make informed decisions
regarding

their healthcare.

When I asked Toni how she ended up In the traditionally male field
of mathematics, she answers, "I have always been Interested In
math. When I was In seventh grade, we had fractions and I couldn't
do them. That frustrated me. I remember I didn't do very well In
that class and I sold to myself. 'I can do better." And that she did.

i

I
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Toni Is especially proud of her work at Healthwlse. Toni, Don Kemper
and Kathy Macintosh started Healthwise when the funding for their
previous employer, Health Systems, ended. According to Toni, Health
Systems was a very progressive company that Initiated the first
emergency medical technician program !n ldoho. She comments
that It was a great experience, "... that a vision of a few people
could affect so many. Just three of us, and a secretary; It was a
collaborative and team all the time. It was a wonderful experience"
At Healthwise, Toni's role evolved from statistical work to technical
wriling. "Would you like to see the original? I still use it all the time."

The Idaho Women's Network
419 S. 13th Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 344-5738
www.idahowomensnetwork.org
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as a relerence
librarian. But for Irom being content, she found
herselliniected
with wanderlust. With no Idea where she would
land, she packed her VWBug inSide a U-Haul truck, loaded up her

Toni brings to the table the [lrst Healthwise Handbook, type-written
and compiled in a three ring binder, bound this way so [ornllles could .
add their personal Inlormatlon. The book Is worn and IllIed with

son and headed

notes and Inlormatlon.

Once in Botse; Dian lound hersell working with the Boise Publlc
Library, consulting with 30 small libraries in 10 counties. "I thought
I had landed on the moan: she remembers. "But I saw how much
It meant to tbern. and their enthuslosrn and courage inlected me.

"Belore Healthwlse,
people didn't have the sense 01 personal
responsibility; the doctors were in charge: Alter the completion 01
the handbook, Kathy Mcintosh and Toni developed the corresponding
PBS television production. Kathy was the primary producer, while
both Toni and Kathy wrote the scripts. They then used the video to
Introduce Healthwlse to rural Idaho. A nurse practitioner would hold
closses lor lam Illes In Idaho's small towns, and Tontwould olten
transport the eqUipment. Toni laughs when she recalls lugging a
large TV and video machine to the car to go on the road.
Alter Healthwise, Toni worked lor five years at Boise State' University
as a systems analyst and supervisor at the Data Center, then moved
to Micron to end her career as a linance business systems manager.
While at Micron, she Implemented the installation of third-party
soltware called SAP at local and International sites. The soltware
allowed Micron to produce financial reports In a timely manner
despite the dillerent currencies and languages used In their newly
acquired

locations.

Toni traveled to countries like Italy and Singapore to Introduce SAP
to hnonce, teams and make sure things ran smoothly, "It was exciting
to be a part 01 because there was so much growth and excitement.
It was wonderful to be a part 01 a company that had that kind 01
attitude towards education. Micron gives their money to education.
On the technology
side they were always ready to bring the
company

forward:

Toni works today with the some intensity as a [orntly advocate,
preparing tax returns lor the elderly and low-Income lomilles through
the American Association 01 Retired Persons and the Internal Revenue
SerVice's Tax-Aide Program. "I am challenged all the time, just on
a dille rent scale."
Tani has many volunteer roles,
appointed
special advocate,
removed Irom their homes. Toni
Thousand Villages organization
Toni Is equally proud 01 both

Libraries became

.

come that we will grow:

grown to love, Dian would one day wage 'her, own personal war
against something she perceived to be just as threatening-the
attempt to remove materials and services Irom public libraries. More
specilically, her battle was with those wha threatened her library,
the Ada Community Library In West Boise, where Dian served as
director
Irom its loundlng in the early ·1980s until her recent
retirement.

early '90s over Mosaic, an early version 01 the World Wide Web.
"The Idaho Family Forum attacked us over our Internet access: she
says. Rallying around the slogan: "Three clicks to porn at the Ada
Community library:
members of the Forum objected. to what they
lelt was easy access to questionable material.

Toni credits role models along the way. A picture painted by her
younger sister hangs on the wall by the door. "My older sister was
my hero, especially on how to treat lamily. She took care 01 us at
a young age and was a gracious hostess when I visited her olten
in my twenties My mom was a role model regarding the workplace.
I got much 01 my work ethic from her. I had a physics teacher in
high school who modeled successlul women in science and math:
Toni has made room lor the inlluence 01 these people in her home,
which you can feel in its warmth. As I sit In her living room, I lind
that her most emotional comments are abaut her lamily, her husband
(whom she calls her best Iriend), her children, and her parents. In
her eyes, there is a subtle sense 01 recognition 01 how lucky she is.
by Michal lloyd: Michol received her undergraduate degree in fine arts
from the University of Idaho and has returned to Boise State University thiS
year to ccqulre a second degree in computer information systems,with a
minor in technical communications. She is currently working as a real estate
agent and. more Importantly, is rCllslnga 12-year-old daughter.

~--------------_.-------------------------------------------

Like a lioness protecting her young, Dian relused to back down,
pointing out to patrons the wealth ol mlorrnotlon available at their
lingertips. She prevailed, and the library kept its online access.
"Going alter us was the wrong thing to do: she says with satislaction.
There were many other battles through the years as well, including
the much publicized ballyhoo a lew years ago over two books on
same-sex parenting: HeatherHasTwoMommiesand
Dad<!J'sRoommate.
Despite very public protests in other library districts, a complaint
Irom one Ada Community Library patron produced. little concern
Irom other library users or board members. That's due In large part
to Dian's commitment to the patrons. "For a child who may be In
that situation, there are no other books out there that are camporable
to help them understand. I think these books go a long way toward
understanding:

she says.

As library director, Dian was not only responsible lor day-to-day
operations, she also helped to get the building erected, amassed
a book collection and made sure the library offered the very best
tools to its patrons. Because the library resides in an independent
taXing district, its board does not have to answer to the city or
county. Instead, its direct chain 01 command runs straight to the
taxpayers, and Dian was determined not to let them down during
her tenure. "I had a smart board and wonderful staff." she says. "I
brought the vision and the gumption 01 creativity. Add that and you
can do wonders:

Dian Hoffpauir
Once upon a time, Dian Hollpouir wanted to grow up to be another
Dian Fossey. Only instead of studying gorillas like Fossey did, as
chronicled in the movie Gorillas in the Mist, Dian was lascinated by
baboons, known lor their almost humanlike ability to think intelligently.
Unfortunately, the realities 01 a divorce while stili a young mother
lorced Dian to take a more reoltsttc look at her dreams. "I wanted
to study animal behcvlor. but I had a 4-year-old
son and couldn't
Figure out how to do that," she says. But just as Fossey waged a
fierce resistance against poachers to protect the gorillas she had

rIll1iZI!ll!ll!lllll

Dian recalls, "We had the first on-line catalog in the state with dialin access, and were among the lirst to oller Iree Internet closses."
She adds, "And we were the Ilrst library to use self-checkout In the
state: In a way, Ada Community library patrons owe all their
gratitude lor such cutting-edge services to a whim. Not only had
Dian not originally planned on a career as a librarian, she certainly
never imagined herseilliving
in Idaho. Having lived in 20 different
states, she thought she'd be content to live back East lor the rest

01

Through It all. Dian experienced her own personal growth and the
development
01 a strength she never dreamt that she had. "I've
been through divorce, a house lire, bankruptcy. I didn't think I was
tough, but I am. My philosophy of Iile Is 'LIve it.' First, dream It, then
sleep on It, and then do It. III had rationalized
oll l've done, I
probably wouldn't have taken the IIrst step. But people are anxious
to help. I brought a vision to that library, and others made it happen:
by Kathleen Craven

During her two decades 01 leadership Dian laced a number 01
challenges, but she prides hersell on never backing dawn Irom
providing the best tools and inlormatlon possible to her patrons.
One battle that stands aut in her mind Involves a protest in the

contributions.

__

my passion:

A remarriage and two more children kept Dian bus}', but didn't slow
her down. Once the library was going strong, she moved on' to
branch libraries, establishing locations In Star and In the Hidden
Springs area 01 Boise. She still dreams 01 a regional consortium
linking libraries throughout the region, including the Albertsons library
at Baise State University, and making' Southwest ldoho's resources
available to everybody.
"We will grow: she says. "The time will

Including one position as a court
helping children who have been
has also been involved with the Ten
and the Rake-Up Boise program.
her community and professional
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west lor new cidventures.

her lile.

FollOWing Dian's graduation Irom Vanderbilt University with a master's
of library science, she took a job at George Washington University
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Marjorie Belle Tucker
With lour sons to raise, Marlle Belle Tucker decided early on that
II she wanted to 'spend time with her children she had better" get
[her! hands In the dirt: So, twenty-live years ago Marjie volunteered
lor the ~oy Scouts 01 America, and since then she has helped to
raise thousands 01 boys. Marjie started as a den leader, where she
laved meeting people and learning new skills. Because 01 her
enthusiasm and approachability,
the Boy Scout council soon asked
her to train other adults so that they too could help pass on the
Scout skills and values to the boys In the program.
Working in the "man's world" 01 Boy Scouts with both adults and
children, Marjie has always seized the opportunity
to plant the
seeds 01 awareness "that pink Is a color too, that there Is a place .
lor compassion and sensltlvlty In a man's world: Whether teaching
no-trace camping or tying a sheet bend, she imparts to her mentees
that a man can be rugged, yet at the same time gentle and kind.
Marjie Is thrilled to watch a little boy develop into an Eagle Scout
and says, "It's not the Eagle badge that makes them the Eagle, It's
the person within: It's nat anything tangible, but It's what I go away
with. I have actually had my Scouts come back to me years later
and, In their own ways, let me know that I made a dillerence:
Marlie explains that the whole merit badge and Boy Scout program
Is about bringing awareness to kids. "The Boy Scout Oath Is to help
other people lcndl you can't do that if you are tearing them down.
Scouts have a song called 'Run the Twelve' IPolnts 01 Scout Lawl
What that means Is that whenever you have question, doubt, or
perple-Jty in your life and you don't know what to do, you just start
asking yoursell the questions: 'Is my choice a trustworthy choice, a
helplul choice, a friendly choice?' You run It through the twelve
points ... and ligure out what is the right thing to do: Marjie helps
the boys live by these twelve points and uses them as a gUide lor
making her own choices.
Having observed life's quickening pace throughout the past twentyfive years, Marjie hopes that people can slow down and realize the
value 01 the Scout program, and not be so task-oriented. Her advice
to other Scout leaders: "Let's spend some time with this person, let's
develop thiS person rather than just develop the badge or the event:
Even though her own children are grown, Marjie'continues
with the
Boy Scouts because, as she explains, "I have the time te give. What
a terrible waste 01 this lortune [01 time and commitmentl that I have,
that I dcn't pass It on to others:
Marjie adds, "My kids have
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Marla Brattain Hansen
, For Marla Hansen, following our strongest creative Instinct is not
simply the only possble choice, but also the most ethical. most fulfilling,
and most satisfying one. By follOWing that Instinct, Marla has created
a legacy of dance by not only co-founding the Idaho Dance Theatre.
but also teaching dance at Boise State University, and developing
an educational outreach program for Boise public schools.
Of all the things that Marla
does-teaching,
performing,
choreographing,
developing
outreach programs, grantwrltlng,
parenting-the
passion of her prolesstonol life Is choreographing.
It started, she says, when she was a kid. "I would listen to music but
I always was seeing movement and physlcolly feeling movement.
I started making up dances ... and making my parents watch me.
In [unlor high, I was actually asked by the cholr teacher
to
choreograph, I think it was Fiddler on the Roof And then In the eighth
grade I choreographed
for the musical. so j got _opportunities at a
young age, probably because 'I said I wanted to do it." Practice
In Marla's early years served her well In preparation
for difficult
challenges
wonderful memories growl[lg up of scouting and I want these children
now to have wonderful memories. I don't want to see the traditions
die out because people have so little time."
In spite of all the lives that Marjie has touched through her work
with the Scout program, she believes that where she has made the
most difference Is In her own children's lives. She says, "If you ore
going to take on the role of being a parent you need to devote
time to thls, My four sons are my legacy; they're all Eagle Scouts
and all military and they are contributing members of society. I think
that's what I wanted more than most things. I wanted them to have
health and happiness, but I really wanted them to realize that we
hove a duty to our community, and It should be cheerful and happy
work. I want men to carry their own weight and also to pick up
some of the load along the way."
Marjie did not set out to change the world and never thought of
herself as a "woman making history." Whep she started with the Boy
Scouts, she just enloved meeting people and learning new skills. The
more she learned, the more she wanted to share, and as a result
she became increasingly Involved with the program. Marjie has
always believed that we have an obligation to pass on what we
learn to other people, and in passing on her knowledge, she continues
to impact the lives of others. Because Marjie has' shared her time
and knowledge through the years, she has unquestionably made a
difference In the world-one
person at a time, one young man at

a time.
by Terese lipus: Terese majored in english.technical communicationemphasis.
with a minor In spanishat Boise State University.She Interned as the newslelter
producer for Boise State's Women's Center during the Fall 2002 seme;ter.
ond has been ediltng and freelance writing since earning her bachelor s In
December 2002.
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wrenching

to come.
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Early In her career, Marla was asked to step into the role of Acting
Artistic Director of the Arnerlcon Festival Ballet (now Ballet Idaho).
The compony had hired a new artistic director who only lasted two
weeks. Marla. who was planning to dance with the company, was
asked Instead to be Acting Artistic Director, which meant having

",.'

to choreograph a full-length Cinderella In three weeks. Despite the
enormity of the task, which Included planning, teaching, reheorslnq,
and presenting the dance, Marla took advantage of the opportunity.
She says of the experience: "That was the point where If all the
tiniest groundwork hadn't been laid then I couldn't have taken that
chance. I would have been afraid. but as it was it was an extremely
exciting and fun challenge."
Marla prepares first, and then takes risks. In 19a9, she and her
husband, Alfred Hansen, founded Idaho Dance Theatre. This was
a difficult decision, as they were both working as full-time dancers
at the time-a position as rare in 19a9 as it is today. The two did
not, however, start with a huge plan. Since they were prepared
to take advantage of any opportunities that arrived, they built the
company gradually, waiting to see what made sense, and trusting
their creatiVity. Around the same time, Marla and Alfred began to
teach as adjunct faculty at Boise State University. And that, too,
over time, fell together.
Marla is now an associate professor of dance. While the Idaho
Dance Theatre Is Independent of Boise State, Marla's work at the
school has allowed her to encourage
crossover between the
university and the performing arts scene. In Boise. In addition, her
work at the Idaho Dance Theatre has provided
her with the
opportunity to build an educational outreach program that exposes
school kids to the types of dance that they won't find on MTV2.
On televislon, she says, kids are "given the Idea that everything Is
about sex and rock-n-roll
...
lbutl that's not the only way to
communicate with dance. We. try to really get kids to reollze that

despite its
pain,

cannot

be u nl ived, hut if faced
with courage,

need not

he lived again,
- Maya Angclo\l
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doing It."

The Idaho Dance Theatre Is now in its lifteenth season, complete
with studio space olf-campus, both part-time and lull-time dancers,
and a board 01 directors, as well as the educational
outreach
. program. When asked what It leels like to be a woman making
history, Marla answers that she now realizes that she has "always
been creating stull, and teaching and working with a lot 01 up-andcoming
dancers
who
are
now
prolessional
dancers:
She adds, "I'm lorty-elght now, and lor the longest time I couldn't
relate to being the age that I was until I had students that came
back. whose students are being taught because I taught their
teachers. I see thts legacy that's dev~loped In terms 01 training and
in terms 01 philosophy on dance and the perlorming arts and why
we bother doing thls. So. I have realized that actually there Is this
historical perspective

Maybeth married Samuel Hogander In 1944. Som was a bomber
navigator with the United States Air Force. It was the Air Force that
brought them to Idaho In the early liftles. They were based at
Mountoin Home, and many 01 the squadron lived In Boise's Northend
When discharged the lamily moved back to their home In Colorado
and subsequently mode the move to Boise. "I thought the military
was good for us: Maybeth

says.

Maybeth was barn and raised In Connecticut, but It Is her life In the
West that has been mosl special to her. She lound herself ot home
in Boise. "Idaho Is my type 01 culture. I love everything about Idaho:

the clientele; the market is here lor it:

Maybeth's relationshiPSwilh members olIOOOO'slarge Bosque population
inspired her to journey to the Bosque Country. In preparation for her
trip. she took Bosque language ond culture classes. This would prove
to be only the beginning of her adventures in education.

Marla will no doubt continue to make history. How? Clearly, she
has laid the groundwork
and is prepared to take advantage
01
opportunities that come her way, as well os create new opportunities.
Perhaps Moria will continue to choreograph
her life as she has
dances. "For me. music evokes a lot of imogery and emotional
sensation. and it's just a motter of coming back to the body. So
many times, to do choreography
Is not thinking. it's lust responding.
and getting Into, inside of the music. A lot of times I just feel like
music tells me what to do. If you start trying to tell it or thinking too

-_-_ -_

becomes contrived:

-_-_

-_

Maybelh Is clearly a very generous woman who has valuable advice
on hIe. I won'! lorget when she told me, "Don't stop, there's too
much to see." Then she handed me- a bundle 01 suckers lor my .
daughter

..

and a plate

by Michal Lloyd
-.._ ..- -- - ..

----

Between 1965 and 2000 she audited eleven classes at Boise State
College, now Boise State University, Including geology, archeology,
anthropology, paleontology, international relations, and Introduction
to literary studies among others. Her education prompted her to
toke several other trips Including one to Cyprus. She made a
stopover in Greece, where she "wept standing on the Acropolis:
'She was compelled to go to Cyprus after taking Dr. Povostc's
archeology course and os a member 01 an Earthwatch expedition,
she worked In a dig daled 1350 B.C. Other travels brought her
to Kenya, where two elephanls and two water buffalo visited her
tent during the night. In Egypt, she rode a camel and climbed lnslde

by Thomas Peele: Tom Is an assistant professor 01 English at Boise Stale
University. wbere he leaches rhetoric and composition.
- _ _ .. -'" -'" - -_ -_
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their "Idaho grandmother:
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In 1963 Maybeth was -divorced while she was working lor Sofeco
Insurance. Later, she went to work lor the Idaho First National Bonk,
where she retired in 1983. Since then, she has calculated that she's
done more volunteer work post-relirement than paid work pre-retirement.

As lor the future. Marla would like to see two things happen: the Idaho Dance Theatre become a fully prolessional company and
Boise State University oller a degree program In dance Boise. she
says. "is the city In Idaho that should have a dance degree. It's got

-_ - -

Maybeth

and perseverance:

that has now developed."

hard. then the choreography

Maybelh's home Is decorated with photos 01 Alrlca and ortllocls
brought back Irom her many trips to lar away places. Maybeth's
lamlly lives close and she Is thanklullor that. She has three children,
Geoll, Linnea, and Ted, as well as six grandchildren, arid lour greatgrandchildren.
Theresa Boucher says that her own children call

meets everyday while volunteering at the Idoho Elks' Rehabilitation
HospitaL a lacllity dedicated to serving the needs 01 people with
dlsabllilles in Idaho. She says, "I wont to have the same courage
and guts as the people I see at the Elks." She describes these
people by raising two lingers and reciting. "Two words: patience

~xpressing lthemselvesl with the human body Is something that people
do all aver the world and have lor thousands 01 years and you

...

the largest pyramid up to the burial chamber.
Maybeth
also had lurther opportunity
to travel because 01 her
membership in Earthwatch, which, according to their website. Is "an
organization
that Involves the public In scientific lield research.
Members are under scientists' direction and work as lull-fledged
expedition members, sharing the costs of the research among them:
Her adventures with Earthwateh took Maybeth
to the Amazon
Basin to collect insects, which were sent back to Washington, D.C.
to the Museum of Naturol History at the Smithsonian. The Quechuas
gave a party lor the departing
expedition
members to which
members of the indigenous Yagua tribe were invited. (The Yagua
men are some of the few remaining hunters with six-loot blowguns.!
Maybeth was privileged to dance with the tribe's chie]. From the
Amazon, she took time to visit Lima and Cuzco and journey to
Machu Picchu. Her losttrip was to New Zealand and Austrcuo.
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Maybeth Hogander
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"You don't begin to know life, until you are a senior citizen: Maybeth

:

Hogander

:,

Maybeth
Hogander Is a physically strong-looking
woman with a
head lull 01 white hair. At 86 years old, she is not one to sit in a
rocking chair and watch life pass her by-she is a woman of action
and an Inspiration to us all. Theresa Boucher. a professor at Boise
State says, "Maybeth
Is a role model for aging actively."

·,
·,

Maybeth has volunteered to help others lormony years, and she
has traveled extensively exploring other cultures. She has a paSsion
for learning and adventure, something that she says she Inherited
Irom her maternal grandmother.
She is moved by the people she
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,
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Although Maybeth had many wonderlul experiences in her travels,
she Is quick to note, "You don't have to go very lor from home to
lind different cultures and some 01 the world's most magnilicent
scenery and Wildlife. We've got so much right here In the Northwest,'
she adds. "Floating down the Middle Fork 01 the Salmon River will
always be one of my favorite

memories:

When Maybeth
wasn't traveling,
she volunteered
nights and
weekends at a local soup kitchen, the Veteran's Administration
Hospital, and with special education children at local elementary
schools. And for the past twenty years, she has also worked belween
12 ond 20 hours per week at the Elks Rehabilitation
Hospital.
Maybeth takes the work that she does at the Elks very sertcuslv.
Her responslblhttes have Increased as she has earned the trust 01
the stoll: now she is an Important part of dally operations there.
Mary Hegg, her supervisor, praises Maybeth: "She holds hersell
up to high standords. She has great lollow-up. She gets things done.
She's assertive. She's more conscientious thon anyone aboulsavlng
the hospital money. She really is a valued volunteer."

Hildegarde Ayer
"I do love you. And you ore still grounded." According to Hildegarde
Ayer's son Brad, this is the most memorable thing that his mother
ever said to him. It should be noted that Hildegarde, who prefers
Hildy, is a northeasterner by birth, so the correct phonetiC pronunciation
01 her lull name is Hild-o-qohd .A.yah. Pride and love lor her two.
grown sons rnonllests In Hildy's eyes when she thinks 01 them, and
It is cleorly visible In her smile when she mentions their names. Her
love far her own lamily is one 01 lust many loctors that has contributed
to her legacy of nurturing and creating wonderful opportunities lor
hundreds ollamilies

and children in Idaho.

In oddition to her children, Hildy describes another lamily member
as tremendously significant to her life. Hildy's grandmother, Anna
Johanna Peterson Ross, was a Danish immigrant, town librarian, and
caretaker 01 Hildy lor 13 years. Anna is remembered as an incredible
listener and conlidant to nearly everyone in her hometown. Hildy
likens her grandmother to women like Eleanor Roose',ell and Hillary
Clinton (two more women In Hildy's Iile whom she admires and
respects). Hildy explains thts allinlty: Eleanor Roosevelt because she
knew fear, loss, grlel, humillcllon yel still found excitement and zest
In Ille; and Hillary Clinton because, in light 01 all her very public
struggles, she has managed to live with groce, dignity, and purpose.
A native 01 Maine, Hildy arrived In Idaho In 1967, via a small
caravan of Volkswagens. After Initially landing In Moscow, and
leal/lng again lor graduate school In Iowa, she returned to Idaho
to make Boise home for hersell and her two boys. Hildy has always
been active in academia, social work, education and human rights
work. Always with dignity and respect, she has worked closely with
families at employers like the Casey Family Programs.
A strong personality and unlimited organizational skills has lent Hildy
the opportunity to work with respected lndivlduols in the planning
01 a series 01 prolessional conlerences, which grew Into the Peacelul
Settlements Foundation. The Peocelul Settlements Foundation (PSFl
was originally the concept 01 two 01 Hildy's colleagues who wanted
to bring medlotlon and negotiation to Idaho courts. Hildy naturally
became Involved because 01 her compassion and understanding lor
'Iamllies and children, and she eventually.chalred
the lourth 01 live
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conferences that were held over a period of ten years. The PSF
fulfilled Its mission In ten years. and showed profits. which were In
turn Invested in a foundation to help families and children in Idaho.
Presently. 'Hildy can be found at the Lee Pesky Learning Center.
managing a stoff team that brings supplemental learning curricula
and innovative education approaches to children who have different
. needs, otherwise not fulfilled in their everyday classroom. She has
earned the respect of her stoff. In fact. the Center's founder says
. that the most meaningful thing Hildy ever said to him was "Yes:
when he asked her to toke the Executive Director lob at the Center.
"If you wont to be responsible and accountable
in what you do.
teach and train regularly to keep yourself honest and as a reminder
of why you are involved In the work." With this philosophy. Hildy
tokes teaching and academia seriously, She began teaching college
classes when her boys were still small. With all the arrogance of a
recently graduated Moster of SOCial Work. she proposed to leach
on adjunct Parents and Children social work closs at Boise State
University. Although that Ideo was tossed out the Window. Irene
Wilcox, then Director of Social Work at Boise State. Invited Hildy
to teach her SOCial Casewark closs a closs Hildy managed to escape
from during her own academic

Since then, Hildy has taught a variety of classes as an odluncl
professor. Whether casework or social policy. Hildy brings real
professional experience to her students. and every lesson Is filled
with inspiring ways to work with and for Idaho families, Hildy pushes
her students to be thoughtful and professional In all personal and
professional Interactions. She also encourages her students to discover
their passions. their skills, and their limits In everything from writing
a paper and advocating for pohcv change, to communicating with
clients and colleagues.
What do "human rights" mean to Hildy? Hildy responds with a
barrage of explanations that include on anecdote about a previous
job as a monitor of mental health clients who were released from
long-term Institutional care, But all her answers culminate In two
theme~dlgnity
for all people and the Willingness to learn about how
other people live. "It Ithe way people IIvel may not be the some as
we, but there is perspective, reason, and value, . , we all have to
live together, and this is a very small world. and there are huge
differences that are only insurmountable if we let them be:
by Wendy Morgan: Wendy graduated from Boise State llnlversily with a
Mosters of Social Work In 2002. Upon completing her masters.Wendy was
awarded a New Voices Fellowshlp that has allowed her to work as a human
rights activist and organizer with the Idaho Women's Nctwor k for nearly
two years.
-- - - ._--
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Dr. Peg Blake
As Vice-president for Student Affairs, Peg Blake is the [trstond 50
for only female VP at Boise State University, and one of the few in
the nation. Peg oversees a department
of approximately
200
employees with an annual budget of over $22 million. a deportment
that comprises the Recreation Center, Career Services, Enrollment
Services (including Admissions. Financial Aid. and the' Registrar!,
Student HOUSing, the Student Union, the University Bookstore. the
Women's Center, the Cultural Cenler, and Health, Wellness, and
Counseling. Services. This fact alone makes her a pioneer In the
history of the university, out foetor in that Peg Is also raising two
young children, and she becomes extraordinary.
Women with young children rarely make it to the top administrative
levels, according to Margie Van Vooren, Dean of Student Services
at Boise State. Margie
says that Peg Blake is a role model for
women throughout the campus community and in her prolesslon. "I
have seen her, tim-e and time again, mentor young professional
women and students who want to know how to manage a career
and family so successfully:
Peg is quick to point out that her kids are her top priority. "They
have to come first. As long asl keep my priorities in place, I don't
have to be perfect or do it all: Ihot. she believes, is the key to
doing her job well. "I have to be able to walk out that door at five

It Is clear that Peg has support from the powers that be: new Boise
State president. Bob Kustra, and former president. Charles Ruch.
agreed with her that family comes first. She also credits her husband.
Lorry Bloke. executive director of FaCilities Administration at Boise
State.
"He does his full share: she says, "Our commitment to each other
and our trust in each other are strong, We coordinale schedules
and we balance the load. We are 0150 generous with giving each
other space and time alone. We both have stressful lobs. and know
that we need that 'me' time. However. one of our great stress
relievers is spending time with our kids. Just holding and talking to
our cbildren is a great relief:
Peg, whd has a PhD in Education Administration from the University
. of Nebraska, grew up near the little forming town of Hoshnqs.
Nebraska. where she graduated from the eighth grade in a class
of two students. "I WCl5valedictorian:
she [okes, Her first lob alter
earning a Moster's of Business Administration was on the YanktonSioux Reservation in Lake Andes, South Dakota. where she worked
on a study to determine the feasibility of a Health Management
Organization
(HMO) for the tribe. She earned $13.500 a year.
"I've never cared that much about Income or job stability: Peg says,
"only that I have a lob where I can make a difference:
And.whot
a difference she's made at Boise State. In her five years on the lob.
Peg has led Student Affairs through a restructuring that made It a
more effective, efficient, and collaborative
deportment, She and
her staff ore currently focusing on three areas: leadership skills.
contlnuity, and diversity, in an attempt to transform a hodge-podge
ol programs and octivlties into a seamless system of programs that
connect and build on each other.
The main goal of student services, she says. Is very basic: give
students the support they need to achieve their educational goals,
whatever they may be. She tells students to follow their passions,
even though it Is sometimes easier to toke the poth of least resistance,
to settle for that income, stability, or safety. But if they do what they
love, they will be successful. "This lob is fun, interesting, and stressful:
she says. "and I can look back on how we've mode things better
for students:

'

Although Peg Is VP of Student Affairs and now the president-elect
of the 9,OOO-member National Association of Student Personnel
Administrators, she feels her biggest legacy involves her children.
"If we all do our best to raise our children-well:
she says, "we'd
go a long way towards

solvinq the world's problems:

Peg calls herself.a feminist and a hopeless idealist, as she quotes
Marion Wright Edelman, founder of the Children's Defense League:
"Service to others is Simply the rent we pay for living: She works
hard to help her children understand that the only limits they have
are those they put on themselves, that they can be whoever they
wont, and that they have a responsibility to contribute to th~ global
community,

J
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the first practicing

for student office In order to lend a voice to her peers.
She doesn't want her daughter to be limited by being female, and
doesn't want her son to buy into gender stereotypes She also wants
them to live In a peaceful world. "We do a lot right In this country,
but not everything:
she says. "I want them to live in a world where
we value all strengths and all nations."
And what does the future hold for Dr. Peg Blake, mother and
trailblazer? "I don't know what the next phase of my career will be:
she says, "only that I need to support students. I've had a good life
so far. I've been very lucky"

by Anno Fritz
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Pam's voice Is strong now. She is working toward a bachelor of
science In SOCiology and psychology along with an.associate degree
In criminallustice. She carries a 3.5 GPA and still finds time to serve
in numerous organizations. including the Women's MarinesAssociatlon
and the American Legion. Pam continues to work as a student ambassador
and is currently the president of the Student Success Club.
Future plans for Pam Include completing a book and poSSibly even
law school. Pam will surely continue to advocate
for women in
crisis-especially
those who are in obuslve relationships, or those
who are experiencing
negative
behovlors
and demeaning
circumstances. She knows that. "Within themselves, women can find
what they need to get through crisis and change their lives." Pam
understands.
Her life is a testimony of resilience and change.

temporary
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practitioners
Pam is currently a leader at Boise State University serving as an
Associated Student Body senator. She is a non-traditional
student,
a mother, and a veteran of the Gulf War. She is powerful and
passionate and caring. But her path to success has been filled with
and hard-learned

Pam served in the US Marine Corp in the '80s Making it through
boot camp was an achievement
she rates among her greatest
accomplishments. Pam shares that when she entered boot camp, she
was much like Goldie Hahn's character In Private Benjamin. looking
for the condos and the yachts. She never found either, but she did
serve six years with the Corp before joi'1ing the Army Reserve. She
was on inactive status when she was called up to serve again-this
time in the Gulf War.

L.~,

At this point, Pam says she felt as though she had fallen to the bottom
in life and nearly gave up hope. But, as she looked around, she
began to see others in the some situation, and then she began to
wonder about what causes good people to veer into bad situations
that are destructive to their lives. She began to wonder about what
could be done to help people find a way out and then a way up
toward

productlvlty.

All of Pam's questions led her to take action. With the help of
supportive friends and two little boys who never gave up on their
mom. she began to pull her self upward. Lessons were learned,
powerful lessons about living. Pam feels that one of the biggest
lessons was that she was able to recognize her mistakes. She says.
"I think thrs Is a really important thing. It is really important to know
that you have been wrong and admit to that." Pam feels that once
an mdivtdool determines what his or her true values are, staying true
to those values gives them strength. She also learned humility and
adopted a non-judgmental
attitude based on the timeless adage
that tells us one should never judge another until they have had the
opportunity

to walk in that indiVidual's shoes.

After some soul searching, Pam acquired a lob with the State of
Idaho and soon felt a desire to improve her life through education. At first. that road was difficult, but she found much needed support
with Boise State's Student Success program. Pam began to stand
firmly in the world of academio. By her third year, she became a
Boi;;e State Student Ambassador, which led to new friendships and
new opportunities. But, she soon noticed that non-traditional students
were underrepresented
in student gover~ment and resolved to run

working

Independently

of doctors.

As the need for the clinic was realized in the community, more
people came forward with help. One man donated a CB rcdlo for
Marie's car, the local Armada Hotel had an emergency contact
system Installed, and an anonymous donor paid to have a phone
line installed in Marie's home. She trained local residents to be
volunteer emergency medical technicians, with the help of Boise
State University. And a medical support squadron at Mountain Home
Air Force Base was .used to fly Iniured patients to St. Alphonsus
hospital In Boise In the years before Life Flight. A women's health
center was established and patients received preventive care and
altended childbirth education classes. Marie's humor was evident
In the exam room where a poster hanging above the exam table
proudly exclaimed, "I'm so happy here I could lust SHITI" Even the
"Bluebirds" returned year after year for the caring and personal
service Marie provided, The Robert Wood Foundation helped fund

lessons.

When the call came. she had to leave her children behind, the
youngest of whom were 18 month-old lwin sons. The war was a
dreadful experience for Pam and like many of her soldier peers. she
was left to deal with posttraumatic stress syndrome. She was also
served divorce papers upon her return to the States. Discouraged
and traumatized. Pam spiraled into a depression fueled by not only
her memory of the war, but also a severe and previously undetected
bi-polar disorder. Her situation deteriorated
and she found herself
jailed for writing bad checks as she tried to feed her children.

morgue.

Leglslatiori was later enacted creating hospital districts, allowing the
clinic to operate using money collected through property taxes .
Marie also worked to have Stanley declared a "manpower shortage
area: since the mountain town was unable to attract a doctor willing
to live there year-round. This would give the' chmc the ability to bill
Medicare,
which normally didn't recognize
the value of nurse

-_ ....

and try to make a change."

·difficult experiences

Her

Initially, the clinic was housed in an old, three-room house, donated
for use by the chairman of the newly elected Board of Directors.
In the winter, It was shared with the local schoolteacher, the kitchen
serving as the exam room by day. This arrangement proved especially
interesting for the teacher when the kitchen had to become a

by Ellie McKinnon
- -- - _

~n the State of Idaho.

It became apparent to the Board of Nursing and to Marie that to
really provide the care needed by the valley resldents she needed
more training.
In the fall of 1974, she began the family nurse
practitioner program at the University of Utah. Although the clinic
quickly became a reality, many of the local residents initially felt
that it existed for tourists only. It was but a short time until she was'
asked to provide care on a year-round basis.
.

picturedl

Dreams and goals are important. Pam Magee
knows through
experience that dreams can become reality if a person does not
abandon hope. Pam explains, "I've had some sltuotions in my life that
-le]! me feeling that there was no hope. I felt some of the things I
did in my past were unforgivable.
I had to reach deep mside me

nurse practitioner

number was, and remains to thiS day, NP2:

the current EMS rcdto system.
Marie

"retired" in 1999. As one of Marie's volunteer EMTs, T~resa
... Hundreds of people came from all over the
state: and beyond, to wish her well and to express their gratitude."
Marie would like to be remembered
for provlnq that a nurse
practitioner can do what she did, and do it well. However, she also
makes it clear that she could not have done it alone and is grateful
for the community support and the volunteers who also acted on
".. .the obligation to respond when an emergency happens."

Marie Osborn
Standing about five feet tall with graying hair, Marie Osborn s a
powerhouse of quiet determination,
committed to helping others.
since graduating from college with a degree in nursing In 1953.
- In the early 1960s, Marie and her family began vacationing
in
central Idaho's remote Stonlev Basin country where there were no
medical services, not even an ambulance. Residents routinely drove
the one and one-half to two and one-half hours to Ketchum, Sun
Valley, or Hailey for their medical needs. As a result, Marie soon
found herself called upon to help her neighbors in routine medical
needs as well as in emergency situations. In one car occtdent that
Involved four seriously injured teenagers, it took two and one-half
hours [or an ambulance to respond from Hailey. This was the
galvanizing incident, for Marie felt that It could have been her kids,
or kids of her friends In the same dire circumstances.

.
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Marie has a daughter who is a nurse and who also hopes to return
to Stanley to continue her mother's work. With few retirement benefits
of herown,
Marie was unable to retire full time and Is currently
working part time as a nurse practitioner at Boise:s Red Flag Clinic,
which serves [ow-income people without health insurance.

o
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by Elizobeth Stubbs

~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Marie was determined that the area should have a clinic and an
ambulance. Although the mayor of Stanley had been a wartime
medic. he did not want to be the main part of the program Marie
proposed, but did support the concept. At that time, Stanley and
the surrounding area had a year-round population of about one
hundred residents. In the summer, thiS small population base would
swell to over one million visitors, workers, and seasonal residents.
With the help of the Idaho Hospital Association. Marie was finally
able to team up with two doctors in Hailey who agreed to be her

I never did anything alone,
Whatcve r was accomplished

preceptors.

,

Initially, Marie was re-orlented into various areas of nursing through
the cooperatiOr1' of St. Luke's Hospital. In the Winter of 1972 she
attended a program at the University of Washington. Harborview
in Seattle,. Washington, to obtain certification
as an emergency
nurse practitioner. This was followed by an extensive preceptorship
at St. Alphonsus' recently opened regional medical center. 'By June
of 1972, the clinic was opened with Marie as ils nurse practitioner,
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With so much support from her current and former students It should
come as no surprise that Alicia was recently named "Idaho Professor
of the Year" In 2003 by the Carnegie
Foundation
for the
Advancement of Teaching and the Council for Advancement and
Support for Education. Only 42 other proiessorsnottonwide
were
honored with the title out of a pool of over 400 nominations. Alicia
. Is both the first Chicana from Boise State University and the first
Chicana from the state of Idaho to win lhls award. Alicia calls the
award: "One of the most important events of my life and of my
teaching career. My receiving thts award also means that I will
have to dedicate myself to my work and teaching even more to
live up to this honor."
Alicia certainly embodies the very adage that she loves so much,
"Shoot for the moon and if you miss, you'll stili land among the stars"
With that call to action In mind, Alicia speaks out against the dubiOUS
disappearance of 454 young Mexican women, maquiladora workers
in Cotdcd Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico. At the same time, Alicia also
speaks up for migrant farm workers. Alicia is currently working on
her lirst book, which tckes critical aim at the many representations
of the Chicana body within cultural. social and political contexts.

Dr. Maria Alicia Garza

Between a teaching. career and family responsibilities.
Alicia
understands the need for personal time and satisfies that necessity
through reading, gardening, and drowlnq. An avid gardener, Allele
grows vegetables, flowers and enjoys the view her desert landscape
affords. Alicia offers a great example of a woman who manages
to attain fhat elusive balance In life. At the end of the day she Is
a woman truly dedicated to her students and to her family. It Is that
dedication that is precisely what makes Al,cla the epitome of every

If ever there was a woman who both epitomized self-awareness
and personified compassion, it is Alicia Garza. She is a woman who
has found her niche in life, and shares her glory with those around
her, most especially her students. As a professor In the Modern
languages and literature department, Alicia centers her lectures
and her teaching style around her students. She encourages her
students to watch Spanish soap operas to accustom themselves to
better Spanish speaking habits, and she confesses hovlnq watched

woman making history.

a few episodes of EI Mananlial herself. A professor who admits to
enloylng the many entertainment values that television offers, what's

by Judy Torres: Judy is a senior molorlng in political science with a minor
in English. She Is octtve In student activities and enloys all water sports.
Judy contributes her academic successto her porents and family for their

not to be admired?
Alicia's 'appreciation of television stems from her early English lessons:
it was from television commercials that Alicia gleaned her second
language at a young age. Also, she would sit around the kitchen
table with her parents and brother and listen to English language
records. Alicia Is the daughter of migrant farm workers and has only
one other sibling. She was born and raised in Arizona and shares
many compelling childhood stories. She remembers, "My brother
worked in the fields since the age of five with my parents." Alicia
also remembers her mom talking about the family's first home. They
moved Into the small house without knowing that the previous tenant
had shot his girlfriend In the head, killing her. The blood stained
mattress was flipped over in order to accammodate
the family.
Decades later, Alicia now shares care-taking responsibilities of her
mother, Margarita, with her brother who lives in las Vegas, Nevada.
Alicia's older brother, Sigifredo, often reminded her that their "father
didn't cross the border to raise screw-ups." Although the caution
hardly seems necessary given Alicia's achievements. Alicia graduated
with her Bachelor of Arts in psychology from the University of Arizona
in 1989. later, she found herself swept up by the'world of literature
alter reollztnq that she had read nearly all of the material required
for a particular
literature class. She eventually
received a full
fellowship in her field, which paid for her master's degree at the
University of Arizona where she also received her Doctorate
In
Hispanic American literature In December of 1996. That same year
Alicia moved to Boise and began her teaching career, where she
continues to profoundly impact the lives of her students.
Alicia's father used to tell her: "My luck changed when you were
born." No doubt her students share In the good fortune. Alicia has
the ability to reach outrto her students on a personal level and
empower them with knowledge. According to Janelle Browne of
Baise State's news services department, one of Alicia's former students,
Iris Rocha, wrote of her beloved professor: "Her mastery of the
subject matter and constant enthusiasm has [encouragedl
many
students to get Involved In the community." Another student says
poignantly, "For Chicanos and Chlconos. she [Ahctol ts soul food
because she shares her experiences and they me similar to those
of her students. Her 2002 College of Arts and Sciences Distinguished
Teaching Award cited: "Alicia Is a dedicated, highly collaborative,
knowledgeable, dynamic teaching professional. who obviously enloys
being in the classroom. Her students know thts and they keep coming
back for more."

.

love and support.
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Angiline Kearns Blain
Before immigrating to the United States, Angle spent the first twelve
years of her life In a Dublin slum, oppressed by the Catholic Church's
refusal to aid the poor. Perhaps because of thls history. Angle has
been able to channel her conslderoble energy Into examining how
women-Individual,
ordinary women-have
worked successfully
toward peace and social justice. Relying on the belief that we are
all accountable and we are all responsible, Angle demonstrates

>r""

how much one person can do.
In all her creative and scholarly activities, Angie advocates for peace,
social justice. and education. She is committed to studying and
documenting the ways that women, IndiVidually and collectively, have
been peacemakers. In the process, she has become a peacemaker
and octlvlsl herself. As an activist, Angle helped establish the public
kindergarten program in Idaho, organized other activists to bring
attention to the endangered Idaho Wild Salmon. and created with
other Baise women the Boise Neighborhood AIDS Quilt.
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she has noticed that more boys are admitting that they like to read,
and that children of both sexes are reading more nonfiction books-

Among many other accomplishmenis
(raising children, earning a
GED., BA, and MA), Angie was a major participant in the founding
of the Boise State Women's Center. She also authored two books,
including one book chapter on the lives of ordinary 'women, Her first

II

I

l

spectltcolly

Is a memoir.

Angie was among many women who sow the need for the formation
of a Women's Center at Boise State The impetus for starting the
Center began when Angie attended Boise State University in the
1980s and the early '90s as a nontraditional student. She met other
nontraditional students who were also older women. Angle says of
the experience, "We felt like we were a little out of the norm at the
university and wished that we had a little refuge where we could
come together and talk about what it's like to be back in school as
older women.
. we needed a place where we could go and feel

This work is done with the knowledge that the pay will neve, be great
and that there Is no chance for a promotion, yet it is obvious that
Joanne loves what she does-loves watching "the light go on when a
child gets it." There is no doubt that thiS love Is paid back In-kind.

safe and comfortable."
Angie also had the good fortune to be enrolled in a class taught
by Phoebe Lundy that focused on women. It was aut of this class
that Angie and many other women land some men) conceived of
the projeel of creating the Women's Center. As she puts it, "A lot
of people came together with the same idea and we worked for
it real hard end brought it about." And this, to Angie. is a kind of
peacemaking
Inasmuch as they worked to create a place where
women could be peaceful, at peace. In Angie's view, peace is not
lUst about international politics; it's also about how we live our lives
from one day to the next.
In the 19805, the Reagan Administration churned up so much hatred
against the Soviet Union arid its people that the Boise Peace Oullters,
the subject of Angle's Master's thesis, began to make quilts as a
message of peace to people whom the government had designated
the enemy. The women displayed the quilts at public schools and
on the Capitol steps. Eventually, they gained national media recognition.
Angle's questions, then and now, are: "What do you do then if you're
not in political power? How can a woman, ordinary people, get a
voice, a public voice? How do you do that?" And, she answers:
"Well you c~n't wait for .somelhlnq to drop out of the sky. I believe
In the concept of personal empowerment,
to really rack your
imagination, and to find something that you can use for whatever
purpase you want to make a political statement."
This is what the Boise Peace Oullters achieved;
they had the
perseverance and good luck to earn national recognition for their
cause. By writing about this subject, Angie ensures the longevity of
the Boise Peace Ourlters' project and makes it available to future

Finally, Angie deccled to write her own story, Stealing Sunlight Growing
up in Irishtown. A5 Angie says, "If you're a poor female child grOWing
up in the Dublin slums, then you get an extra kick in the head." But
mainly she wanted to "do~ment
the generosity and kindness of
poor people and to address their humanity and how respectfullshe
feltl regarding them. I wanted to celebrate that." "NO IRAQ WAR"
reads the sign that greets you as you approach Angie's front door.
In posting this sign, Angie demonstrates the method that has served
her so well as on actiVist and peacemaker:
she makes her
position clear, then, using creativity, imagination, sensitivity and
commitment, creates progressive social change, and emphasizes,
always, the potential of the individuo],
by Tom Peele

-_~--_~----------------------------------------------------

One day, as Joanne was walking home from school, a little boy ran
up to her, wanting to thank her, saying, "I thought reading was really
boring and stupid. but now I really like 10 read." Then he ran off,

Joanne Habben

just as quickly as he oppeored.

The library at White Pine Elementary School in East Boise where
I am to meet Joanne Habben' Is a large, light-filled
room with
gorgeous views of the Boise foothills. There is a Scholastic Book
Fair in the sun-drenched room. The theme of the sale is "Hats Off
to Reading: so there are baseball caps, straw hats, hard hats, a
gold crown and a jester's hat, an Easter bonnet and even a Krispy
Kreme hat, dangling from the ceiling.
The room is also peopled with an assortment of beautifully made
dolls created by Joanne Habben, the librarian who made these
character dolls come to life, like the stories she reads to the children
who bask in her love of books and reading. Joanne takes me on.
a tour of the library, introducing me to each of the dolls she has
hand crafted, including four pirates and a captain, a princess and
a cowboy, a beautiful purple wizard and two robots; each imbued
with the spirit of the artist who created them.

Experiences like this make Joanne feel that she would do this work
even If she were paid nothing for It. in fact, she often does extra
work without pay, like preparing
for the school year during the
summer and making all of the amazing dolls in her spare time.

·
,
:

Joanne also says "... It Is easy to work with a good principal:
referring to White Pine Elementary's top administrator Mr. Bogle,
who pops in during our Interview. When I ask·Mr. Bogle what he
would like to soy about Joanne, he answers that he feels that Joanne
"makes the library an inviting place to be." This Is exactly what
Joanne has created, an lnvttlnq. and comfortable
place where
children come to love reading.
.
by Elizobeih Stubbs

·:, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Joanne first became involved In working with children while employed
as a recess aide in Grant's Pass, Oregon, while her own children
were still In elementary school. As a parent, she was instrumental'
in the Installation of new playground equipment at her children's

::

Dr. Marcy N ewman

•
'

"Peace in the form of a dream." -Ani Dllronco

school. Parents and students asked a deslqner to draw up plans

:

based on their desires, with the caveat thaI' parent volunteers could
assemble any design. She then helped others organize fundralsers
and media presentations to pay for the project.

:
:
:

Her family later moved to Twin Falls, Idaho, where she was also
employed as a recess aide. At the age of thirty-eight,
Joanne
enrolled in the College of Southern idaho's library Science program
with the goal of one day becoming a school librarian. However,
she and her family moved to Boise before she could complete her
education. Joanne accepted a job as a recess aide at White Pine
Elementary
where her educatiorr
and talents were ultimately
rewarded with a position as school librarian.

·
·,,,

historians and activists.
Angie also wrote about Juanita Uberuaga Hormachea, a Basque
woman who lived here in Boise and who taught the first Basque
traditional dancing clo-ses in the United States Angie credits, in port.
Horrnocheo's promotion and dissemination of Basque culture as one
reason that Bosque people are so well respected in the region. Angie
shares her praise of Horrnochec's teaching style that combined dance
Instruction with culture and music, saying "You could see how the image
of the Basque dancers being put on public display was really
advantageous to creohnq this very positive. artful, Identity of Basque
people." Here Angie studied the life of an ordinary woman, demonstrated
how extraordinary that life in fact was, and used her scholarship to
record one of the ways that an ordinYJrywoman can make a difference.

books about dinosaurs and travel.

Joanne feels that there is no such thing as an "inappropriate"
book.
"If a child is old enough to read and understand it. it becomes theirs."
However, Joanne is also sensitive to the needs of parents and will
not give a child a book that the parent deems inappropriate
Joanne
also hoso great sense of theatre, which she uses to encourage
children to use their imaginations She gives me a demonstration of
how she engages children's imaginations by creating an imaginary
story, haVing a child hold up an imaginary book and turning the
imaginary pages as she "reads" the story.

book. Tactical Textiles, focuses on a group of women peace aelivists
in Boise; her second, Stealing Sunlight.

·.waneDI
IIISfIUJ

In September
2000, Joanne was recognized
with the Boise
Independent School District's "Red Apple" award, which is In honor
and recognition of outstanding work by a classified employee. Her
son, Dcvtd. feels that she received this award because "... her
work has resulted in thousands of children learning to love books
and rise out of difficult situations with confidence and sell-worth"
And David adds, "her library focuses not just on reading, but on
gaining
confidence
In one's self and being an Individual."
Joonne backs up her son's assessment when she tells me that, "When
I share books wnh children, there Is no such thing as a 'girls' book
or 'boys' book-I encourage children to read what they like and
read whoever they like. If a boy wants to read about ballerinas, I
will give him a book about ballerinas."
When I ask Joanne about gender stereotypes at this age: she
confirms that stereotyping still goes on amongst children, but it is
not encouraged by anyone on the staff. She feels that it Is Important
to model behavior that demonstrates
acceptance
of lndivtduol
differences. whatever those differences may be. Over the' years
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Dr. Marcy Newman, a well-known
and highly respected english
professor at Boise State University, works hard to create open and
respectful learning environments.
-She easily relates some of her
own life lessons with sincerity and a genuine hope that she may
empower others to examine their lives, beliefs and dreams, just as
her own family and role models did for her. She is petite and youthful
looking. It becomes obvious listening to her speak that she Is a
powerful person. It is also apparent that her power comes from her
compassion.
Marcy doesn't remember much of her life before the age of thirteen,
when she went to live with her father and 'step'rnother. Her parents

Boise State University llilmen's Center :: March
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Treasure Valley.
differences, then
adds that Boise
that do not have

divorced when she was one year old, at which point it was her
mother who received custody 01 her. At thirteen, Marcy's mother
kicked her out 01 her childhood home. "It was traumatic but I think
that was what I was agitating lor subconsciously: Barely'a teen, she'
left behind an abusive mother to move In with her father, who Marcy
describes as a nurturing man. Only rarely did she speak to her
biological mother again. Instead, she called her "slep'rnolher "mom:
She explains, "In her I had a mother who actually nurtured and cared
lor me. That experience taught me that family Is not necessarily
about blood, but about the actual physical labor 01 porenting. It was
a really powerlul

..
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If you don't have any understanding
of cultural
how can you work at these companies?" Marcy
State is one 01 few universities among Its peers
a diversity requirement.

'thec~t1ttNf()r··tafl1pUs·····life

Marcy Newman is Ilrst and foremost an actiVist. Her determination
to seek out and speak the truth in society has led her in many
directions. She carries the lessons that she learned from her
"step'molher through her. life today. When asked what she wants
give back most to the child whom she and her partner are raising,
she answers: "Compassion and love by modeling, returning what

lesson:

my 'step' family gave to me:
Marcy's "step'rnother was an Inspiration to her as a feminist, an
activist, and a writer. "She would regale me with stories 01 protesting
the Vietnam War and the early second-wave
feminist movement:
Marcy's
grandmother
was also an excellent role model. Her
grandmother was named "Woman of the Year in California" for her
hand in the foundation of the historical society Hollywood Heritage
-an organization Involved in the preservation of historical buildings
in Los Angeles. "I was fortunate enough to have really fantastic role
models:

by Michal lloyd
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We provide
educational, cultural, social,
recreational and leadership
programs and 'services
integral to the
academic experience"

exclaims Marcy.

Marcy grew up in Los Angeles, where her family worked-in
the
movie Industry, a heritage that drove her to choose a different path.
So she left California for Ohio and received her bachelor's degree
in english from the University of Cincinnall and her PhD Ir english
from Miami University. During her youth, Marcy attended Hebrew
school. It was there that she first leurned about the precarious
relallonshlp between American Jews and Israel. She feels thai Zionism
taught her to unconsciously dislike Arabs and characterizes
this
pressure as one that formed her identity, but adds "All that was
challenged

when I went to college:

While at the University of Cincinnati, Marcy was active in Hillel. a
jewish campus organization.
She had never questioned her faith
until she met a dear friend. "My best friend In college was Egyptian
American and all of her friends were Palestinian American. It was
the first challenge to my faith, the racism theit I grew up With, both
scary and powerful." This new friendship prompted Marcy to doubt
many of her previously held beliefs. Simultaneously taking classes
In African American Studies and Women's Studies, she learned to
view Jewish history from a different vantage point; for In~tance, she
questioned whether or not Moses was an Israelite or an Egyptian
and was exposed to occdernlc charges that Israel does not belong
to Jews alone. She often Visited with her rabbi and he allowed her
the space to ask questions she never thought to ask before and he
answered them honestly. These same questions inform her current
research project on how Jewlsh- and Arab-American
children learn
about each other through literary, historical. and popular texts as
well as through family stories.

Shirley Joann Howard Christoffersen
Growlnq up on a farm in Black's Canyon, just southeast of New
Plymouth, Idaho, Shirley Christoffersen
was an only child who
leorned the meaning of hard work. In addition to milking the cows,
driviQg a tractor and changing the 011 in the family car, she also
performed ail of the domestic duties expected of young girls of
that lime period-such
as sewing and baking bread. Shirley also
participated
In numerous activities, including the 4-H Club, drill
team, the Girls Athletic Association and debate team. She was
editor of her high school newspaper and served as Girls State
Representative.

It was also in college--during her first quarter-that Marcy's "step'rnolher
discovered she had breast cancer. She died three months before
her graduation. During her "step'rnolhers
illness, Marcy saw firsthand the level of suffering associated with chemotherapy
and
radiation treatments. This moved her to write her book due to be
released by Rutgers University Press in October

2004 enlltled,

Bgond

Slash, Bum, and Poison..Marcy's

inspiration for the book i~ clearly her
mother, but others too, like Rachel Carson, a writer and biologist
who researched the long-term effects of pesticides on the environment.
She is also moved by Audre lorde, a poet and activist who was
outspoken against the medical establishment's indifference to women's
health issues-especially
lesbians and women of color. Marcy says
that Carson and Lorde "had a vision that the emphasis needed to
be on the long term. Any substance that goes Into the environment
needs to be tested before It is introduced into the environment:
Marcy's book traces the history of breast cancer and how It has
been lorqely silenced and relegated to the private sphere. She
details how women like Lorde and Carson mode It publiC and how
their advocacy
affected
changes In public policy and medical
practices.
Currently Marcy, along with others. Is working on implementing a
diversity requirement at Boise State University. She paints out that
diversity training can only benefit Boise State students who may
eventually land positions at employers like Micron and Hewlett
Packard. She explains, "Those companies are global even though
their offices are In Boise. They are the 'most diverse places In the

Shirley continued to be very aelive while attending the College of
Idaho where she majored in both psychology and physical education
and minored In English. Although she had been offered a full
scholarship to study home economics at the University of Idaho, she
decided to attend the College of Idaho, even though it offered
smaller scholarships and meant working part time; but there she
. could choose her rncjor.
Shirley became a teacher, coach, and counselor at Homedale High
after graduatio~. She had also married and. given birth to her
daughter, Jodane, while still in college. Caring for a new baby
while Simultaneously beginning such a demanding career created
a lot of personal conflict; while she wanted to stay home to foster
her baby's development, she also needed the mental stimulation
that a career would give her. The solution was to become a resident
manager at Baise's Rim Crest apartment complex, a part-time career
that would allow her to be with her daughter while also ollowlnq
her to use her education

and intellect.

Shirley was "hooked: finding that property management provided
"... something new and different every day, and required common
sense and psychology and business skills to be successful: Shirley
advanced In property management. eventually becoming vice president
of White-Leasure Development Compony. where she worked with
national clients and large commercial properties like the Eighth Street
Marketplace,
Boise Medical Arts Center. and th~ Hoff Building.

Think opportunity"
Think community"
Think-diversity.
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orients them to the program. house rules. required meetings, and
cpunseling sessions. She meets with residents for case management,
where the women set goals that they would like to meet while in
the program, and follows up with weekly meetings. Anll also connects
. residents with resources In the community for services like housing.

Shirley Is curently vice peJdent of puperly ~t,
store maintenance
and office services for Albertson's Corporation, managing 2,300 stores
and leading a team of 147 associates. Her daughter Jadane believes
that her mother has been an ., .. excellent role model, breaking ground
in an organization
that clearly had a glass ceiling for women." '

I
i

Shirley now helps other women climb beyond that ·glass ceiling" by
working with the Albertson's mentoring program. Shirley says that
one of the hardest things she has had to deal with as a woman
working in a male dominated environment is the "lock of genuine
feedback:
something the mentoring program may help new female

I

prolessionols

I
I

I"

childcore.

overcome.

Shirley gives credit to her mentors-the career women in the farming
community who created businesses from their trarlitional roles; thus,
making options visible to her. She also credits her porents who made
her feel that ., .. being a girl was not a lirritatlon." She recalls hearing
her father •...raging to Mom one alternoon alter returning from the
barber shop alter the guys accused him of wasting money sending
a GIRL to such an uppity school." referring to the College of Idaho.

our male dominated

placed

on them.

Shirley odvlses that it Is Important for young women to establish a
"balance by knOWing what is truly Important to you." Shirley came
to a personal understanding of what this balance means when she
•dropped" her motorcycle on the freeway at 70 mph. The thoughts
of what her last moments on earth might be like flashed through her
head. coupled with a long period of rehabilitation for her inlurles,
was pivotal in her ability to strike a balance between work, family,
friends and self. Shirley suggests that young women need to understand
that they may not have it oll. at least not all at once. However, ·It
helps that we are living longer. ollowtnq us to live our dreams and

~'

take control of their own lives.
The other women who work at the WCA inspire Anll. Her coworkers
are ·In the trenches:
she says and deal with all the crises, Her
colleagues support women who are looking to get out of the situation
they are in and rebuild their lives, and provide them with a comfortable
and safe environment. Anli says. ·It takes a lot to deal with people
In crises all day ... the things that you.see and the things that you
hear are draining. Sometimes you leave and you feel like a shell.
It's inspiring to me that the resident managers come back day after
day to help others make it through and deal with their difficult

Anji Arro:agost
Throughout her life Anil Armagost has been drawn to people who
encounter social injustices or feel slighted some way In their everyday
lives, Anii began to realize why, when she enrolled In women's
studies courses at the State University of New York; she feels a
connection with people who are struggling with oppression, One
course in particular, "lntemotloncl
Perspective on Women: had a
profound

situations. "
Domestic violence and the never-ending walt list for the restdennoi
program at the WCA facilities are the kind of things that weigh
heovily on Ani;'s heart, Fueled by a desire to do more, Anii continues
her training In social work. She Is currently gaining certification as
a crisis worker. working on obtaining her social work license, and
planning to return to Boise State In the fall of 2004 to earn her

effect on Anil.

society.

It surprises Shirley when she meets people who do not see that
discrimination still exists In our society and in the workplace, I express
my opinion that it seems women are now expected to do everything
-have a career while taking on full responstblllty for the children
and the home, and do it well-all
at the same time. Many women
have lost control or custody 0,{ their children or lost lobs, because
they are perceived as not being able to meet all of the demands

accomplish our goals In stages.·
by Elizabeth Stubbs
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help.

Anll admires the women who cornelo
the house for the 9O-day
restdenttol program, calling them "omozlnq." She says. ·Women are
the ultimate multHaskers. They are teachers and do volunteer work
and have children and husbands ... Then. if you bring abuse Into
the relationship
when you are juggling all the other' things. for
somebody to build up that couroqe.to
actually leave Is huge:
Although the women who come to the WCA may not Initially
recognize their own courage, the WCA goal Is that, with the help
of counselors, resident managers, and staff, by the end of their stay
these women realize what they are capable of and know how to

t

Having attended college in the '60s, Shirley knows that she is a
"women of the transition generation, entering college when a girl's
education was seen as an insurance policy if something ever happened
to her husband, and transitioning to knowlnq that a woman could
be equal with all that added or subtracted from her former perception
of femininity." She also seems to acknowledge
that men have
benefited too from this period of cultural transition, when she says
that her success is due in part to the fact that her husband was
secure enough in his masculinity to freely accept his responsibility
in caring for their daughter, something previously frowned on by

and legal and financial

She says, •As a freshman I could barely handle that class-finding
out what goes on In different parts of the world: how women are
viewed in other cultures. how women operate within those cultures.
and the repercussions of cultural vclueson those women, That's
really where it started for me. That class was so intense and gut
wrenching. But once you open that door, it's open, , , How can
you ever shut it? You lust can't turn back. How could you, especially
if you're a woman I" Anll wanted to know more about oppression
and she wanted to do something about it.

masters of social work degree,
Anll also focuses on other social injustices that she sees all around
her. She says, "I would rather die for a cause that I totally believed
In than live a life that's complacent ... [In this country] we have the
power and we have the money, but we spend money on military.
.. j really believe In allocating resources In more effective ways

Two and a half years later. Anji came to Boise State University,
where she earned a bachelors of social science with an emphasis
in women's studies and SOCiology. In her senior year, for the service
learning component of one of her courses, she was paired up with
the Boise Women's and Children's Alliance (WCAl, a local social
service organization that provides safe shelter, support. and hope
to women and children who are victimized by physical and sexual
violence, During her service learning at the WCA she staffed the
Rape Crisis Hotline, puHing women In touch with the many resources
that they needed. Alter Anjl's service learning she Interned as a
WCA resident manager.
end soon was hired permanently.
Anll has now been with the WCA for over- a year and manages
its newest facility, Serena's House. which opened In November
2003. Anii interviews potential residents, helps them move In, and

and getting our priorities straight."
Anii sometimes questions whether she's doing enough and asks, "How
can I do anything that will make a difference In one lifetime? I wish
I could do more. But you open a door and then there's a much bigger'
door." Despite these uncertainties, Anil follows her posslon for social
[ustlce and continues to dedicate her work, her studies, and her
energies to help others overcome the oppression that they face.
By Teresa lIpos: Teresa rnolored In English.technical communicationemphasis.
with a minor In Spanish at Boise State University. She Interned os the
newsletter producer for Boise State's Women's Center during the Foil 2002
semester, ond has been editing and free-lance writing since earning her
bachelor's In December 2002.
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If you find it in yo{,r heart
to care for somebody else,
The world cannot do
without women, .... the
future lies with us.
-Joan Collins

\

you will have succeeded.
- Maya Angelou
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Financial Tips for Women: Basic Investment
and Budgeting
Monday, March I, ~004
Noon- 1p.m. Lookout Room :: SUB
Presented by Jennifer Braun-Blanco, from SUBAIG VAlle. a
member of world-renowned
American International Group,
Inc, a publicly traded company on the NYSE, Ticker Symbol:
AIG. AIG VALIC is "AAA" rated by Standard & Poor's and
manages retirement

plans for more than 3,600

institutions of

higher education
With assets under management of nearly
$50 billion, AIG VAlle
is on industry leader and currently
manages long-term investment programs for more than 41,000
education, healthcare, public sector, and other organizations,
representing

:, .. _ •..--- _.
___

Voices in Exile: Stories of Lesbian Mormons

Tuesday, March

more than 2 million Investors.
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6:30p.m. Bishop Barnwell

_.-

Tuesday, March z , ~004

This documentary film explores the issues Mormon women face
when they recognize, and then oct on, their romantic feelings

7 -8:30p.m. Lookout Room :: SUB
Presented by Dr. Sondra Schackel. Boise State history professor.

for other women. Most of the eight participants
are from
Eastern Idaho, an enclave of iDS culture. The video was first

Featuring

shown in Salt Lake City In October

an historical

re-enactment

by performance

artist

Forum, a group of Mormon

Shannon Steven Commers.

'~::
:::::::::::: ::: :_:_:_:_::: :::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::

bisexual and transgender
Affirmation Conference,

Celebrate Women and Spirituality
Filtn Series

Wednesday, March 3,
An exploration

~004

Randall. Assistant Director of University Television Productions
at Boise State, produced the documentary to stimulate discussion
with the hope of healing the pain. For more information, contact
Ms. Randall at 426-3468
or at srandall@boisestate.edu

movement.

1:oop.m. - 2:00p.m.
Film # 1 Goddess Remembered..
....55 minutes
This film offers Insights into ancient cultures and explores the
contemporary women's spirituality movement inspired by them.
2: l Sp.rn, - 3: 15p.m.
Film #2 The Burning Times

I

people. This was port of the Notional
a group of GLBT folks raised in the

Following the screening, there will be a panel discussion with
both members and former members of the LOS Church. Susan

of the history, repression and resurgence of the

woman's spirituality

2003 at a Family Fellowship

parents and friends of goy, lesbian,

Church.

All films shown in the Forum Room'.,)f the Student Union

lor.,

16, ~004

Room :: SUB

'WOluenin World 'War II: Creating a More
Complete Picture
Thursday, March 18, ~004
12: 15p.m,-1:

56 minutes

l Sp.m. :: in the Boise State Women's

Center

at 1605 University Dr. :: 426-4259

This film is the second Video that speaks deep truth about the
insanity of The lnquisltion. It explores this dark time in human
history, suggesting that this widespread
church and state
sanctioned torture and killing of "Witches: set the stage for

Presented by Dr, Troy Reeves. Feel free to bring your own
brown bag lunch. Since August 200 1. the oral history division

modern societies acceptance

WWII veterans. In August 2003, the oral historian branched
'out in search of women who served in WWII, In the military,

3:30p.m. - 4:30pm.
Film "3 Full Cirde...........

of violence

of the Idaho State Historical

against women.

.and
...........56 minutes

Advocating a reverence for the earth and all life as sacred,
we explore the many manifestations of women's spirituality and
a resurgence of feminine, holistic and nurturing attitudes and

male

will offer on overview

of

including the successes and failures.

fThe}::~tr51ordinary Life of Harriet Tubman
Exhibition open during the month of March
Black History Museum located in Julia DaVIS Park
Hours: 1l:ooa.m,-4:oop.m.,
Wednesday - Saturday

Worncrr'« History Month National
Juried Exhibition Reception
Friday, March 5, ~004

a

As
part of,the powerful exhibit, The A1Jth oIRace, the Black
History Musevm will present a documentary and exhibit of the
life at, HarrietT ubman, a courageous and determined woman
whose. story 'continues to stand out in American History. For
more information call: 433-0017.
Exhibit Is free, but donations

Boise State Student Union Gallery

Exhibition open: February 21-Morch
31.
From 260 entries submitted by 87 women artists, the lurors
selected 50 works by 31 artists for the final exhibition

I:

This presentation

has Interviewed

~_---_~------------------------------------_.-------~------~-------------------------------------------_.

solutions.

530-7p.m.

the hornelront,

: this 'project,

Society

This publication Is brought to you by the. Boise Stote Women's Center. The
stories of the 25 women represented were selected by a nomination process
conducted in the Fall of 2001 If you know an amazing woman. nominate her
for ·Women Making History 2005." A nomination form is available at
hltpJlwomenscenfer.boisestate.edu or coli The Women's Center at 426-4259.

are welco~e.

The entire contents and design of the Women
Publication ©2oo4 is the property of the Boise
Women's Center and may not be reproduced in
written permission from the Boise State Universtiy

Making
History
State University
any way without
Women's Center.

For More Information

about the events listed on the calendar

contact the Boise State Women's

Center

at (208)

4c26-4c259

